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ABSTRACT 

 This thesis explores the alter community on Twitter, a network of Filipino 
Twitter users engaging in the production, distribution, and consumption of self-
made or amateur pornography. In the alter community, social activities and 
relationships revolve around amateur pornography and narratives of sexual 
encounters.  In this thesis, I seek to suggest alternative ways of understanding gay 
sexuality and its relationship with media. Trying to do away with purely a top-down 
approach on pornography and platforms that focus on how sexuality is regulated, 
this thesis engages the experiences of Filipino gay pornographers in making and 
consuming pornography. Instead of discussing how online platforms regulate 
sexuality, this research examines how gay men negotiate with the affordances and 
features of Twitter as a platform for pornography and sexualized forms of 
expression and socialization.  Using virtual ethnography as the methodological 
framework, this thesis draws from my observations on how Twitter facilitates 
socialization and pornography, interviews with Filipino gay pornographers, 
analysis of videos and posts concerning pornography and gay sexuality, and my 
own personal experiences as a Filipino gay man and a lurker in the alter community. 
Starting from the question “what gay men get from doing gay pornography”, the 
chapters of this thesis move into the questions of emotions and affect and political 
economy of amateur pornography. In seeking to know the emotive and affective 
side of doing pornography, this research also examines Twitter’s features that 
regulate sexualized expressions and construction of the virtual self. In doing so, this 
thesis also takes into account gay men’s experiences and narratives about their 
sexuality and their attempts in dealing with Twitter’s affordances and limitations. 
What does this all mean for gay sexual politics in the Philippines? What can we 
learn from the alter community when we think of gay or queer sexuality in Asia? 
This discusses the affective dimensions of pornography on Twitter and how it 
facilitates opportunities of self-actualization among gay men. It argues thatTwitter, 
through its design and algorithm, creates a distinct economy of affect and attention. 
Twitter’s features compel gay men to be creative and entrepreneurial in making 
pornography and socializing with the other community members. This thesis also 
critically examines the alter community as a site of control and political contestation 
of sexuality. Believed to be a matter of private, personal, or individual identity, 
lifestyle, or choice, this thesis argues that sexuality is a very public matter because 
sexuality hinges on social obligations. Therefore, sexuality is at the core of how 
relationships are organized. This thesis finally examines the contradictions between 
Twitter’s allowance of pornography and how it regulates sexual bodies in the 
platform. This contradiction between the liberal attitude and the conservative stance 
of Twitter results to the regulation and institutionalization of acceptable sexual and 
gay bodies in virtual spaces. 

Keywords: Amateur pornography, gay pornography, Twitter, alter community, 
virtual ethnography 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 
  Gabriel (not his real name) went to Dubai in 2016 to work for two years. 

Working in the hospitality industry, he went abroad to help his parents and family 

financially. “Being the man in the family, I need to earn money for my siblings and 

my elderly parents. The quickest way to do that is to work abroad”, he said. His 

parents retired but with siblings still studying, Gabriel became the breadwinner as 

the eldest son. It was the first time Gabriel set foot on foreign soil to work and not 

see his family for two years. It was a lonely ordeal, but he had to fulfill his role as 

a man – as a son and brother – to support his family. But it was not only this kind 

of loneliness Gabriel had to endure. Just like an ordinary gay man in Manila, 

Gabriel is a closeted gay who frequents gay porn sites and dating apps like Grindr 

to satiate his lust. “In the Philippines, you’re free to browse porn sites using your 

phone or laptop? Not in Dubai. The government bans it”, he told me on Twitter. 

Ordinarily, these apps and websites are inaccessible in Dubai without a VPN 

service. Overseas workers like Gabriel do not enjoy a very high salary, and they are 

often encumbered with domestic duties and worries like sending money back home. 

Furthermore, Gabriel is acutely aware that in using gay apps, he may encounter 

undercover law enforcers. Thus, he chose not to invest in a VPN service.  Not 

having any sexual contact or activity was a painful prospect for Gabriel. He wrote 

to me, “that was the reason I went to the alter community, to access porn.”  

 Gabriel’s story illustrates the key point this thesis wishes to explore – the 

mediation of gay men’s sexuality through pornography in a given digital 

environment or ecology. Indeed, digital platforms provide myriad ways with which 

gay men express their sexuality, including avatars in dating apps, porn videos on 
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Twitter and more conventional porn sites, and even literary works (e.g., short stories 

and blogs). Lacking the physical space to socialize, forge a community, explore 

their identities, and express their sexuality, online platforms are fertile grounds 

where gay men can fulfill these needs. There are, of course, a few gay bars and 

cruising spots dotting Manila and other urban centers in the Philippines, and there 

are annual events like the Pride March where queer individuals gather annually to 

celebrate their identity and seek legitimate political representation. But these places 

and events are few and far between. For many gay men in this thesis, including me, 

the everyday experiences and negotiation of sexuality and the search for intimacy 

are always digitally mediated. Our mediated sexual encounters are always visceral, 

eliciting and facilitating various bodily and emotional reactions, including the 

erection of our penises, boredom, and even trepidation and fear. How gay men 

mediate our sexuality is informed by how we understand our masculinity, and 

among Filipino gay men, the strong emphasis on duties, roles, and reputation 

explains how they mediate their sexuality in specific ways. 

 While the roles the internet play in increasing the visibility of sexual 

minorities and sexual bodies and inciting various emotions have been clear, the role 

of pornographic media in the negotiation of sexuality has not always been 

understood. We know pornography as something that is regulated by various 

institutions – the state, private tech companies, the family, school, and/or the 

church. But it is not always clear why ordinary internet users, especially queer 

individuals, produce their own pornographic materials and release them widely on 

the internet. The debate on regulation and free speech (e.g., Cannon, 1996) may 

prove inadequate when we examine sexual cultures outside the West where various 

structural constraints prescribe which sexual identities are morally acceptable and 
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control how sexuality must be expressed. What kinds of bodies and sexual cultures 

emerge out of the negotiation between individual sexual agencies and platform 

affordances? How do individual gay men experience and deal with the features and 

constraints of particular sexual platforms? Through these emerging online gay 

pornographic cultures, how can we understand gay or queer sexuality in 

postcolonial Asian societies? 

This thesis aims to offer a perspective on pornography, gay sexuality, and 

media that is developed from digital sex communities and networks in Asia whose 

distinct political, cultural, social, and technological structures can enrich our 

understandings of the aforementioned concepts. It examines how gay men in the 

Philippines negotiate their sexuality through pornography and social media. The 

study situates amateur gay porn production between, on the one hand, the different 

structural constraints that regulate pornography and, on the other hand, the 

individual agency of the Filipino gay amateur porn producers and their audiences. 

Using a virtual ethnographic approach and integrating the perspectives of gay porn 

producers, this thesis contributes to the existing discourse by positioning gay men’s 

motivations and understanding of their sexuality at the center of the analysis. 

Therefore, this thesis considers the alter community as a site of meaning-making 

where digital sexual, self-presentation and interactive practices are shaped by both 

structural constraints and individual agency. In examining the Philippine context, 

this work avoids the danger of appropriating Western theories and approaches to 

pornography and sexuality and labels these emerging sexual cultures as mere 

hybrids or appropriations of global (i.e., Western) phenomena.  

This thesis explores key strands in the emergence of gay sexual cultures on 

Twitter and the Philippines. It moves from a discussion on the affective dimensions 
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of porn production and the networked publics centered around it to the political 

economy and affordances of Twitter. As gay men and queer individuals do not 

enjoy equal civil liberties as their heterosexual counterparts, gay men turn to virtual 

platforms to socialize, find sexual relationships, and embody their desires. Each of 

these platforms has different affordances, designs, and algorithms, but their 

constraints also give rise to creative and entrepreneurial attitudes among gay 

pornographers. Networked publics such as the alter community are sites of control 

and political contestation of sexuality. Believed to be a matter of private, personal, 

or individual identity, lifestyle, or choice, this thesis argues that sexuality is a very 

public matter because sexuality hinges on social obligations and digital platforms 

are instrumental in how these social obligations are negotiated and fulfilled by gay 

pornographers. 

 

Background of the study 

 The Philippines is not a common name to recall when talking about 

pornography, given the cultural, legal, and moral considerations that prevent 

pornography from flourishing there. Under the chapter Offenses against Decency 

and Good Customs1, the Philippines’ Revised Penal Code criminalizes the 

production and distribution of media contradicting public morals, such as 

pornography. It also imposes imprisonment, fines, and/or censure for anyone 

producing or exhibiting pornography. What constitutes acceptable public behavior 

or public morals is debatable since religion and morality are highly intertwined. 

Religious beliefs powerfully inform how individuals behave and how social 

institutions function. In the case of pornography and sex, the discussion and 

 
1 Articles 200 and 201, Revised Penal Code of the Philippines. 
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depiction of sex must be muted and controlled because it contradicts what 

constitutes public morals based on the predominant Christian belief system. 

 Despite the legal and moral conditions not being conducive to the 

establishment of the legal porn industry, the Philippines is a major consumer of it. 

It ranks among the top 10 in Pornhub’s greatest number of porn viewers per country 

and has the highest average time spent on porn sites (13 minutes and 28 seconds 

per visit), far above the global average of roughly 10 minutes (ASEAN Post, 2019; 

Rappler, 2018). Pornhub’s research reveals Filipino porn viewers’ preferences. The 

most popular searches pertain to porn depicting local amateur porn actors or 

softcore porn scenes from films. Most of these softcore porn or erotic scenes are 

from independent and low-budget “gay” films that feature good-looking or well-

built models or actors engaging in intimate or sex scenes. These films, however, do 

not offer much in terms of narrative complexity. These clips and amateur gay porn 

find their way to Twitter. On Twitter, sexualized and pornographic images can be 

uploaded to the platform, provided users do not: 

include violent, hateful, or adult content within areas that are highly 
visible on Twitter, including in live video, profile, header, or List 
banner images. If you share this content on Twitter, you need to 
mark your account as sensitive. Doing so places images and videos 
behind an interstitial (or warning message), that needs to be 
acknowledged before your media can be viewed. Using this feature 
means that people who don’t want to see sensitive media can avoid 
it, or make an informed decision before they choose to view it. 
(https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/media-policy, 
accessed February 3, 2021) 
 

As amateurs, the users resemble what John Mercer (2017) describes as independent 

participants without professional corporate affiliations. Those with large numbers 

of participants and followers are gay alter users, with some users having more than 

100,000 followers. This number is more than double some prominent professional 
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porn actors, such as Kris Evans of BelAmi Studios who only has 46,000 followers 

(as of February 2020). In the alter community, users craft creative and suggestive 

usernames, and their profile avatars are usually body parts that they deem most 

masculine, such as a toned torso, flexed biceps, or toned calves. Others show their 

slim and smooth figures, with superimposed graphics (e.g., emoticons) on their 

faces to hide their identities. In this community, gay pornographers release a series 

of pornographic videos with different sex partners. They are mostly engaged in anal 

sex, both protected and unprotected, and many create their own identity based on 

their body type, sex roles, and preferences for sex partners. One particular 

community member releases porn videos of him with college students from elite 

schools in Manila. Another pornographer is a person living with HIV having sex 

with younger gay men, and in every porn video, he always expresses how this 

boosts his self-esteem. One other performer claims to only release videos of him 

having incestuous sex with his uncle or cousins. Amidst this sea of sexual male 

bodies, there are also posts about politics, invites for mobile game sessions, 

recommendations for restaurants, or personal issues. 

 Meanwhile, queer sexuality remains a contentious topic in the Philippines. 

Traditionally, male transvestites called bakla are visible in various Philippine 

media. They are, however, usually desexualized in Philippine popular culture where 

they become comic relief characters or subjects of intense and exaggerated 

suffering (Inton, 2017, 2018). With globalization, migration, and transnational 

flows of media, the LGBTQ framework entered the country, diversifying the 

concept of sexual orientation and gender identity in the country (Benedicto, 2008; 

Cao, 2019). The word “gay” became a handle for men who desire other men use to 

identify themselves. Despite the lack of laws that criminalize homosexuality and 
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queer sexuality, there is also a general lack of legal protection against sex- and 

gender-based discrimination in the country. Social institutions continue to uphold 

and defend the legitimacy of heteronormativity (Amoroto, 2016). Without physical 

and cultural spaces to assert their identity and legitimacy, gay men find the internet 

an attractive site to express their political concerns and seek intimacy and sexual 

contact (Solis, 2020; Cao, 2021b; Soriano & Cao, 2016). One of the important 

virtual sites for this endeavor is the alter community, and pornography has become 

a potent expressive tool for gay men.  

 The format of porn in the alter community differs from the pornographic 

videos uploaded on established porn sites such as Pornhub. In alter, porn videos 

have a maximum duration of 140 seconds under Twitter policies, and most videos 

are released in a series. These videos are accompanied by some text indicating a 

short story of how the porn video was made or who the participants are. Most of 

the videos have minimal or no editing; instead, the uploader shows a clip on a 

continuous loop of a single action during sex. For example, a porn series in six parts 

would have foreplay only in the first video, oral sex in the second video, and in the 

last video would be ejaculation of both participants. Like most amateur porn 

productions, videos in the alter community do not have the polished visual and 

audio quality expected from studio productions. Instead, they have grainy visuals, 

poor lighting, a steady or excessively shaky camera, and raw audio. The camera 

angles do not necessarily capture the action of the penis but instead capture the 

entire body of the participants or a close-up of their bodies. 
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Why the alter community? 

 The alter community challenges many established notions in porn research 

and media studies. First, the porn format and the economies of pornography on 

Twitter are influenced by the platform's unique features and affordances. While 

there are obvious changes to the format of porn on Twitter, these aesthetic changes 

are also borne out of its users’ deliberate creative choices. Thus, studying 

pornography on Twitter has implications for how we think about sexuality, identity, 

pleasure, and the possibilities afforded by Twitter as a sex platform. Twitter 

provides the necessary tools for socialization, networking, sexualized 

representations, and storytelling, things that are not possible outside the bounds of 

digital spaces. But we tend to think of these possibilities in idealistic terms, that is, 

without paying much analytical attention to how these possibilities unfold. For 

example, do pornographers express their “real” sexual desires, or do they use these 

virtual spaces to perform their sexuality in ways that their audience wishes to see? 

In other words, does Twitter’s structure and the affective, social, and sexual 

economies that it fosters affect how users narrate, frame, or express their sexual 

exploits in the alter community?  

 Second, Twitter offers us opportunities to examine the so-called “ordinary 

people” engaged in the production of amateur porn. Scholars (e.g., Frith, 2014; Van 

Doorn, 2010; Ruberg, 2016; Paasonen, 2010; Mercer, 2017) have said much about 

the capability of amateur porn to situate sex in the realm of the everyday. This 

means that by featuring sexual intercourse by ordinary internet users that happens 

in ordinary, nondescript settings, amateur porn portrays itself as representative of 

authentic sexual practices and modes of sexual pleasure. Describing amateur 

pornographers as “everyday agents of mediated sex” that negotiate “power 
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structures through performative modes of awareness within media communities” 

(Jacobs, 2004, para. 8), most studies on amateur porn have yet to probe the 

motivation of the pornographers in making porn. The reluctance of amateur 

pornographers to engage in studies may pose a difficulty for finding participants in 

academic undertakings. This is not surprising, given that sex continues to be a 

volatile and contentious discourse in many places, including the Philippines. 

Nevertheless, Twitter has a wealth of profiles that provide found data, comprised 

of narratives and confessions disclosed by the Twitter users themselves. Many of 

these alter community profiles serve as “online diaries” that contain pornographic 

representations alongside stories of gay men’s everyday lives. In other words, 

pornographic representations can be read as part of a larger pool of data and one 

can see the role pornography plays in the daily lives of gay men. On Twitter, these 

amateur pornographers are not just profiles devoid of personality. Rather, they 

make their profiles into fully fleshed-out personalities where users express their 

daily lives as gay men. 

 Third, Twitter allows us to examine the political economy of pornography 

on Twitter and the relationships and engagement the platform facilitates. Alongside 

the motivations for porn production, we can trace the strategies pornographers 

employ in producing and distributing their porn production. Some of these 

strategies are elaborate and labor-intensive meaning we can conceptualize amateur 

porn production as a form of sex work (Ruberg, 2016) rather than a product of 

leisure or a sense of sexual adventurism or exhibitionism. Twitter offers us an 

opportunity to research and think about the benefits amateur pornographers gain 

from engaging in porn production and distribution. This does not have to be 

monetary gain; benefits can be in the form of social capital or a more intense feeling 
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of validation. Whatever the benefits are, Twitter invites us to confront the 

possibility that these benefits do not come for free. The therapeutic culture on 

Twitter, as this thesis elucidates later, is linked with social capital and social 

engagement, which Twitter readily quantifies. More importantly, these benefits and 

therapeutic effects of participating in online communities and producing 

pornography are products of labor that Twitter itself encourages and enforces. Thus, 

in examining the alter community, it is inevitable that we analyze the interplay 

between user practices and the technological features of Twitter, and how this 

interplay shapes the dynamics and economies of pornography within the 

community. 

 Lastly, the alter community on Twitter presents an interesting case that 

challenges the notion that the internet and online platforms are liberating forces. 

Scholars such as Strand (2019) and DeGenevieve (2007) argue that online 

platforms facilitate the visibility of sexual minorities. This body of work views 

platforms as a liberating force that validates sexual minorities’ cultural and 

economic legitimacy. The literature focuses on how online platforms empower 

minorities and grant them cultural space for self-representation. However, Twitter’s 

case shows that it actively limits and conceals (but not completely obliterates) 

pornographic expression – a tendency that it clearly expresses in its sensitive media 

policy. This specific policy outlines the modalities of pornography that Twitter 

considers acceptable and ethical. Twitter’s sensitive media policy is enforced by its 

algorithm that regulates and monitors pornographic videos on Twitter and places 

pornographers in a restricted network. The imposition of limitations seriously 

hinders the visibility of gay men, alongside their sexual bodies and the narratives 
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they tell. Twitter is an interesting case for examining how social media limits self-

representation and visibility. 

 

Queer sexuality in Asia 

Queerness in Asia rests on two important concepts – the concept of queer and that 

of Asia. Asian queer scholars such as Audrey Yue (2017), Howard Chiang and 

Alvin Wong (2017), and Shinsuke Eguchi (2021) have confronted the same issue 

of queer Asia as a form of queerness informed by Asia’s unique historical, 

geopolitical, and geocultural nuances. Locating queerness in Asia, and Asia in 

queerness, are tricky undertakings. Eguchi, for example, tells us that a common 

pitfall is to essentialize the Asian context under the guise of (neo/post)colonial 

trappings of queerness, without due consideration to how the queer identities and 

experiences in Asia emerge out of unique historical processes and wider political, 

cultural, and social transformations.   

 Eguchi claims that the concept of “queer” was born out of the logic of 

“individual agency and freedom.” As an identity, queer is always in flux and its 

meaning is always contingent on emerging political purposes (Butler, 1990). 

Likewise, Chiang and Wong (2017) argue that the word “queer” escapes any neat 

definition and “works against essential determinism and analytical closure” (p. 

122). In other words, queering refers to resistance or reappropriation that 

destabilizes the dominant, often repressive, significations and ideologies. As a term 

that emerged from the West, queerness is taken with a grain of salt by scholars, 

particularly those outside the West. Eng, Halberstam, and Muñoz (2005), for 

example, caution us that the popular incarnation of queer theory stems from Euro- 

and America-centric theorization, while queer studies elsewhere are largely 
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ignored. Gloria Anzaldua (1991) reflects on the same issue, arguing that “queer” 

simultaneously covers and effaces racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic differences 

among sexual minorities, particularly those outside the West. Reflecting on his own 

academic and personal experiences, Eguchi (2021) notes how he cannot fully relate 

to the ideals of queer identity because of his own personal history and identity. In 

the discourse of globalization, the advancement of queer sensibilities and symbols 

have easily permeated national borders. Lukasz Szulc (2020) argues that the 

globalization of queer sexuality and activism is largely through digital media – 

through dating apps, videos, international news, and other content. Szulc also 

argues that the globalization of queerness resembles cultural imperialism wherein 

queer sensibilities and identities are indiscriminately appropriated across different 

cultures. 

 Like “queer”, “Asia” also escapes neat categorization. As much as “Asia” 

is a geographical entity that is shaped by European colonial sensibilities, its modern 

iterations are also unstable (Ge, 2000). Within geographical Asia are nation-states 

and cultural regions whose relationships, or lack thereof, depend on cultural affinity 

and shared history. Indeed, as Chiang and Wong argue: 

Queer matters for Asia because both queer theory and Asia – as a 
theoretical paradigm and a geopolitical metaphor – share an acute 
sense of ambiguity, playfulness, and non-determination. Queer, like 
Asia, works against essential determinism and analytical closure. 
Both terms are caught in endless chains of signification without 
fixed referents and predetermined signifiers, thus demanding new 
historical and geopolitical realignment and assemblage. (Chiang & 
Wong, 2017 p. 122).  
 

Thus, to scholars of queer Asia (e.g., Chiang & Wong, 2017; Yue, 2017), queer 

Asia means a variety of things. It can mean de-essentializing Asia and privileging 

its context in scholarly inquiry (Yue, 2017). Yue (2017) further notes that to queer 

Asia is to put minoritarian voices in how we study Asia. Lik Sam Chan (2021) 
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proposes that in general, Asia has been treated as a guinea pig for Western theories 

and labeling emergent conceptualizations and phenomena as “hybrids.” Indeed, 

theories of globalization are littered with the word “hybridization” that positions 

the West as the center or the point of origin. To study queer sexuality in Asia, 

therefore, is both to (1) reclaim and recapture the lost histories of gender and 

sexuality that have been altered by colonialism, and to (2) examine how the current 

understandings of gender and sexuality are shaped by post/de/neocolonialism and 

globalization. 

 

The digital (sexual) landscape in the Philippines 

 The digital media landscape in the Philippines is a curious case of active 

use, low speed, and high cost. The country ranks high consistently in terms of 

internet use and individual mobile connections,1 signaling fast-paced digitization, 

connectivity, and different patterns of digital media use and consumption. Yet, the 

country also suffers from perennial socioeconomic issues that not only perpetuate 

existing divisions (e.g., urban-rural dive, class stratification) but also create new 

ones (e.g., have and have-nots, media literate and media illiterate). Furthermore, 

despite the active digital usage in the country, it is beset by structural issues 

contributing to slow internet access. It ranks sixth in Southeast Asia with an average 

speed of 46 Mbps, a very slow rate compared to fifth-placer Vietnam with 61 Mbps 

(Lalu, 2021). The country’s Department of Information and Communication 

Technology (DICT) maintains that the Duterte presidency is prioritizing improving 

 
1 Unique or individual mobile connection means unique devices that can access the internet. It does 
not necessarily mean the number of individual users. One user may possess more than one device 
that can access the internet. Similarly, our previous study (Soriano & Cao, 2017; Soriano, Cao, & 
Sison, 2018) suggest that not all individuals possess their own mobile phones. We discover that due 
to economic constraints, individuals may share digital devices. 
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internet speed in the country as proven by its month-on-month increase in internet 

speed and the country’s strides in global internet speed rankings. 

According to the latest annual report by analytics firm We Are Social in 

partnership with analytics firm Hootsuite, 67% of the Philippine population (i.e., 

110 million by 2021, according to Commission on Population and Development, 

2021; Chua, 2021) have accessed the internet. The same report estimates that an 

average Filipino is online for 10 hours and 56 minutes, or nearly 11 hours every 

day. According to the report, this is the highest globally, while a report from the 

news organization Rappler (Chua, 2021) writes that the Philippines has maintained 

this streak for six years already. More than half of this duration (i.e., 5 hours and 

54 minutes) is spent on mobile phones daily. Filipinos are also among the most 

active social media users. According to We Are Social (in Chua, 2021), 81% of 

internet users in the Philippines are connected to social media, and on average they 

use nine different social media platforms. The report states that an average Filipino 

spends 4 hours and 15 minutes on social media daily, again the highest in the world. 

 Despite these glowing statistics and prospects, many adults in the 

Philippines do not own their personal mobile phones, giving rise to community 

internet access points, shared devices, or the use of cheaper or second-hand mobile 

phones (Soriano & Cao, 2017). This diversification and stratification of internet 

access points are complemented by equally stratified pricing of internet 

connections. Mobile data plans tend to be expensive, especially with services whose 

speed fluctuates regularly. Some home broadband subscriptions have a bandwidth 

cap, which temporarily blocks or severely limits the subscriber’s access to the 

internet once the limit is reached. Telecommunication companies offer free data 

(which provides access to certain social media channels sans the images), and 
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prepaid mobile data remains widely popular in the country, particularly among 

lower-income communities. According to Soriano and Cao (2017), prepaid services 

are cheaper entry points that many Filipinos can afford to pay on an as-needed basis. 

For example, a prepaid subscriber may pay USD 2.00 (approximately 100 pesos) 

for 2 gigabytes of data that will expire within five days, which is affordable for 

most Filipinos receiving their wages daily, weekly, or semi-monthly rather than 

paying USD 20 per month. Thus, the formal and informal means of accessing 

phones, coupled with diverse price points for internet plans, means that internet 

access tends to be more affordable. Furthermore, telecommunications companies 

provide free data that allows users to access specific social media platforms with 

limited speed or data cap. Users may be able to use Facebook or Twitter, but without 

or with limited access to videos and photos. 

Despite the technical issues plaguing the internet in the Philippines, it has 

nevertheless preserved its freedom from government-sponsored censorship, 

especially on sexually explicit media. Most social media apps are accessible in the 

Philippines, unlike neighboring countries like Malaysia, Singapore, and China that 

block pornographic sites and LGBTQ apps, the Philippines allows access to apps 

like Grindr. The ban on porn sites, especially the ones linked to child porn 

distribution, is only a recent development in the Philippines when President 

Rodrigo Duterte issued the pertinent directive (Yee, 2017). Broadly, access to 

pornography in the Philippines is not illegal (except to minors), but the production, 

distribution, and exhibition of pornography are prohibited, according to Articles 

200 and 201 of the country’s Revised Penal Code and Republic Act 10175, or the 

Cybercrime Prevention Act. Yet, the legal system has to catch up with these 

technological developments. As said by the National Bureau of Investigation in 
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2020, amateur pornographers in the Philippines who upload their videos online may 

be liable for persecution, although the prosecution of pornographers has yet to 

happen.  

 

Significance of the study  

 This study draws from and contributes to the scholarship on digital media, 

porn studies, LGBTQ studies, masculinity studies, Philippine studies, and cultural 

studies. As an original work on the critical appraisal of pornography and online 

sexual culture in the Philippines, this research is significant in several ways. 

 First, as ethnographic work, this thesis provides narratives of gay men’s 

relationship with pornography, lending nuanced and human voices to the research 

on pornography. Instead of doing a top-down approach that examines how 

depictions of sexuality are regulated through software designs and algorithms, this 

research contemplates how these algorithms are experienced and dealt with by the 

users, and how from this negotiation emerges distinct forms of sex cultures, erotic 

networks, and affective economies. These perspectives and narratives can be 

developed through ethnography. Oftentimes, porn research deals with theories of 

spectatorship, media theory, cultural criticism, and analysis of aesthetics (e.g., 

Williams, 1989; Hester, Jones, & Taylor-Harmann, 2015; Dines, 2010; Brennan, 

2018; Van Doorn, 2010). In social and health sciences, scholars apply quantitative 

analysis to examine pornography’s effects on sexual health and family 

relationships. Through an ethnographic approach, this repositions our focus away 

from the regulation of sexual bodies to how these bodies are negotiated.  

Second, this work thinks through and around gay amateur pornography 

primarily from the perspective of gay amateur porn producers as opposed to 
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spectators or regulators. While many studies mention the changing forms and 

functions of pornography (e.g., Attwood, 2018, 2010, 2005), this research provides 

empirical evidence of the emerging functions of pornography in terms of selfhood, 

affect, and sexual politics. Given pornography’s ubiquity, not much has been 

written about why people make and distribute pornography. What do they get from 

making pornography? How do they construct their sexuality through pornography? 

Given the strategies of construction of the self they employ, how do these 

pornographers and the platforms they use define the kind of bodies and sexual 

identities that emerge from online porn platforms? 

Third, this study is concerned with how new technologies redefine 

pornography, its production and consumption, and the unique modalities of 

interaction it fosters. Drawing from the theories of affordances (Norman, 1994, 

1999; Bucher & Helmond, 2017), this work examines in detail the different features 

and affordances of Twitter pertinent to pornography. Apart from describing the 

distinct technical and aesthetic qualities of gay amateur porn on Twitter, this thesis 

deepens the discussion by examining how these affordances provide new 

opportunities and constraints to the use of pornography as a tool for self-

actualization. In other words, this thesis provides insights into the interplay between 

agency and technological affordances and explains how new forms of pornography 

are outcomes of pornographers' negotiation with technological affordances. 

Fourth, this work is one of the first systematic studies on gay pornography 

in the Philippines. Most of the studies done in the Filipino context reduce 

pornography to a generalization of sexual tastes (e.g., Pornhub Insights, 2019), or 

else serves as tools to support the traditional ontological status of pornography as 

antithetical to the moral (i.e., Judeo-Christian) understanding of sexuality and 
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gender (e.g., Bernarte et al., 2016; Cordero, 2018). In supporting the traditional 

ontological status of pornography, many studies in the Philippines commit 

epistemologically erroneous and deterministic claims about pornography despite 

the evidence to the contrary.  Many of these studies are not only linear and 

teleological but they are also made to bear the prevailing ethical biases. This is 

reflected in how these studies simply dismiss pornography as a media form that 

encourages moral degeneration of the youth and the eventual demise of the nuclear 

family (Cordero, 2018; Bernarte et al., 2016). As this work shows, gay men’s 

relationship with pornography and their own sexual identity is fraught with 

complexities and contradictory senses of emotions. This study, then, offers new 

perspectives on how gay men use amateur pornography as a way to understand and 

express themselves while taking into account the various underpinning concepts 

that inform these emerging sexual economies. 

 

Review of Related Literature 

This literature review covers important concepts forming the core of the 

thesis. It ties together the concepts of affordances, masculinities, and pornography. 

These concepts inform the theoretical approach of this thesis and subsequently lead 

to the formation of its research questions. The literature review draws from various 

fields and disciplines, including media, film, internet, and technology studies, 

gender and sexuality studies, and sociology. 

 

Affordances 

 The concept of affordances (Gibson, 2015; Norman, 1994, 1999) has been 

used for studying both physical and virtual spaces to understand what and how these 
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spaces empower, limit, and shape specific actions. The original definition of 

affordances pertains to the possible range of actions an environment affords its 

inhabitants (Gibson, 2015). James Gibson argues that affordances have relational 

properties, meaning they are perceived based on the environment’s relationship 

with a being at a given point in time. Gibson proposes that an environment’s 

properties do not change but our perception of affordances changes alongside our 

changing biological properties, needs, and behavior. Gibson claims that through 

affordances, humans become part of the social world; similarly, by learning the uses 

and conventions of technologies, humans become social and cultural beings. To 

James Greeno (1994), humans modify the affordances an environment offers 

through different technologies. Greeno proposes that technologies allow humans to 

build structures and objects aimed at modifying or maximizing the benefits we get 

from existing affordances. For example, digital technologies changed the 

modalities of our social engagement by compelling us to stay connected all the time 

and giving us options to manage how we communicate. What we can do with these 

digital devices is also influenced by their properties, capacities, and compatibility 

with available software and digital infrastructures. 

 As stated previously, online platforms are enabling. These technologies 

allow users to perform actions otherwise impossible or difficult. Much has been 

said about how media technologies empower users to seek intimacy, maintain 

existing (and find new) relationships, and weave messages and narratives that 

challenge (or support) dominant discourse. At the same time, digital technologies 

and platforms have become virtual spaces replete with features, restrictions, and 

boundaries akin to physical spaces. In investigating human-computer interaction, 

Donald Norman (1994, 1999) refers to affordances as a possible set of actions 
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enabled and constrained by technologies. To Norman, the architecture of a digital 

system, and what this architecture enables and constrains, is in the hands of the 

designer. Taina Bucher and Anne Helmond (2017) add that affordances are 

properties and features of technologies that the designers can impose but the users 

may reappropriate. Thus, to Norman, affordances need to be visible or perceivable 

to the user so the users can perform a task as the designers envisioned. Bucher and 

Helmond argue that in mediated environments, our behavior depends on the 

properties and prompts these environments afford, as well as the behavior of others 

existing in the same environment. Norman emphasizes that in digital environments, 

the power to shape the range of permissible and possible actions is with the 

designers. The range of actions can be formed by modifying the codes of digital 

platforms; designing interfaces that solicit and display certain data; creating 

algorithms that filter unwanted content and behavior online; and/or imposing 

community standards. For example, the popular gay social app Grindr institutes a 

construction of identity that emphasizes physical features like height, weight, body 

type, and ethnicity while leaving very little space for personalized statements and a 

richer social experience (Jaspal, 2017). To Ian Hutchby (2001), affordances 

encompass how technologies are products of social and cultural processes on the 

one hand and material objects that empower and constrain actions on the other. 

Hutchby argues that while affordances constitute the wide range of actions and 

possibilities that technological artifacts provide, these affordances are also 

perceived based on our relationship with these artifacts.  

 In her study of social media platforms, danah boyd (2010, p. 39) proposes 

that networked public spaces are shaped by four affordances: persistence, 

replicability, scalability, and searchability. Together, these affordances impact the 
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dynamics, possible actions, identity construction, and relationships cultivated over 

online networks. To Boyd, these affordances or properties influence how actions 

are carried out within platforms which in turn impacts the way people behave on 

particular platforms. Studying sociotechnical spaces, Bucher and Helmond (2017) 

see platforms as programmed spaces that mediate different relationships, such as 

user-to-user, programmer-to-user, and businesses-to-user. They contend that 

considered as spaces and environments, social media platforms provide different 

but specific ways identity, representation, relationships, thoughts, and feelings can 

be mediated.  

Overall, affordances can be construed as technological features that 

simultaneously enable and constrain users’ actions. While the foregoing considered 

affordances in terms of agency (Hutchby, 2001; Bucher & Helmond, 2017), a 

prominent debate around affordances concerns how technologies affect users and 

their actions (Norman, 1994, 1999). This implies that platforms can be disciplinary 

and prescriptive. Social media platforms can be coded, designed, and have policies 

that spell out their limitations and what they can do should users break these rules. 

The affordances of the platforms are active elements in shaping the user experience 

and even enforcing normative behavior within these virtual spaces. As this study 

will illustrate, Twitter allows users to establish a network revolving around 

pornographic representations and narratives but does so while restraining users in a 

variety of ways. While I recognize how Twitter provides a safe space for gay men 

to make sense of their gender and sexuality (see: Jacobs, 2007), I am more 

interested in the specific ways Twitter influences and constrains these 

representations, and what these constraints mean to our understanding of gay 

masculinities in the Philippines.  
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Furthermore, the predominant understanding of affordances is developed 

through a top-down approach, rarely taking into account how users react to or deal 

with these affordances. Frequently, affordances are conceptualized as outcomes of 

hardware and software design. While evaluating the features of an environment is 

important in accounting for what affordances it offers, what is lacking in the 

discourse is how users perceive these affordances. After all, the original intention 

of the theory of affordances is to formulate an approach where both perception and 

the features of the environment are equally considered when thinking about human 

actions and practices.  In writing this thesis, the analysis pays close attention to the 

experiences of gay men regarding Twitter’s features and affordances and how gay 

men make sense of their mediated sexual experiences within the bounds of Twitter. 

 

Masculinities 

 Scholars such as David Buchbinder (2013) and Demetrakis Demetriou 

(2001) argue that it is difficult to offer a simple concept of masculinity, given its 

changing definitions over time and across cultures. Some associate masculinity 

with qualities relating to success, financial wealth, leadership, homophobia, and 

physical strength (David & Brannon, 1976; Jones, 2020). Carrigan, Connell, and 

Lee (1985) lament how scholars and popular thinkers consider these roles and 

qualities as natural without considering the implications of these gender(ed) 

differences on men’s relationships with women and with other men. They propose 

the concept of hegemonic masculinity, which encompasses practices and ideas 

supporting the internal and external hegemony of particular kinds of men. The 

concept suggests that the notions and practices defined as masculine change over 

time and across cultures, and ultimately benefit only a specific group of men 
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(Connell, 1987). For example, hegemonic masculinity entails consumption patterns 

geared towards exhibiting a successful or affluent lifestyle which can only be 

achieved by a particular class of men – white, rich, educated, and physically strong. 

Connell (1987) eventually arrived at his theory of gender and power. First, 

Connell argues that hegemonic masculinity is hierarchical – men can belong within 

ranks like hegemonic, complicit, subordinated, and marginalized. He defines 

complicit masculinity as the group of men whose socioeconomic characteristics 

prevent them from belonging to the hegemonic order. They exhibit some, but not 

all, characteristics of ideal masculinity (e.g., physical strength), but their “lack” 

prevents them from being considered hegemonic or ideal. Connell writes that 

subordinated men possess qualities that oppose hegemonic masculinity, such as 

being gay, emotional, shy, or financially dependent on their parents. Subordinated 

men include gay and queer men, and their subordination is achieved through 

physical violence, homophobia, and sometimes institutionalized discrimination. 

Lastly, Connell writes that marginalized masculinity embodies men whose 

membership in the hegemonic order is impossible, such as disabled men who have 

visible markers of “Otherness” such as race, ethnicity, or disability. 

Connell proposes that gay men are forced to identify and act as heterosexual 

men (i.e., maintaining a “straight” face) to avoid any suffering or loss of power and 

privilege associated with their sexual identity and behavior. Connell (1992) writes 

that maintaining an illusion of heterosexuality is a common practice among gay 

men who often associate homosexuality with femininity and being oppressed. 

Connell notes that gay men often feel threatened by a loss of masculine power and 

privilege, so they protect it by concealing their sexual identity and striving to be as 
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masculine as possible. The result, according to Eguchi (2009), is an overwhelming 

phobia and discrimination toward effeminate gay men.  

 The replication of this hierarchical relationship among gay men can also be 

observed in the Philippines. Although the Philippines has an indigenous conception 

of queerness, it is increasingly being shaped by Western notions of sexuality. The 

LGBTQ framework has gained traction in the Philippines which operates under the 

banner of diversity and human rights. Michael Tan (2001) believes that the entry of 

the LGBTQ framework has resulted in the plurality of gender and sexual identities 

which were previously collapsed under the popular adage, “girl, boy, bakla, 

tomboy.” Traditional Filipino understanding of gender and sexuality in the 

Philippines revolves around the mutual exclusivity of sexuality and gender (Garcia, 

2009). This means that queer men who identify as women act and identify as such. 

With the LGBTQ framework, different sexual identities emerged, providing non-

heterosexual people with handles and labels to identify with. However, this 

positions heterosexuality as an ideal among gay men, and those who fail to exhibit 

masculine characteristics are oppressed.  

 Researchers (Garcia, 2009; Solis, 2020; Tan, 1995) of Philippine queer 

sexuality define the traditional bakla as an effeminate homosexual who essentially 

considers herself a woman. The bakla expresses her femininity by adopting 

feminine gestures, voice, and clothing. They are usually attracted to straight men 

who would see and treat them as real women. A common saying among the bakla 

is that they are women born in the wrong body. Many bakla join beauty pageants 

or work in low-income jobs such as hairdressing (Benedicto, 2008). 

 J. Neil Garcia (2009) writes about the history of the bakla. Before the 

Spanish colonization of the Philippines (pre-1560s), Garcia argues the bakla were 
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fully integrated into tribal societies, performing the role of priestess and taking male 

lovers. He claims that the bakla received the same level of respect as women and 

generally, people could assume gender roles regardless of their biological sex. 

Garcia contends that this all changed with the Spanish colonization and the 

propagation of European and Catholic notions of, morality, gender, and sexuality. 

He proposes that because of the European and Christian understanding of the unity 

of sex and gender roles, the bakla were ostracized, discriminated against, disowned, 

and even punished by their families. This started the pathologization of 

homosexuality. In other words, the crux of Garcia’s work is how discrimination 

against the bakla can be directly attributed to the colonial conquest by Western 

Europe and how colonization impacted our understanding of gender and sexuality. 

Michael Tan (1995; 2001) and Benedicto (2008) argue that because the bakla often 

face discrimination at the hands of their own families and communities, they are 

usually imagined as economically underprivileged individuals who work lowly 

jobs.  

 Benedicto (2008) explains that because of transnational flows of media text 

and information, the expansion of Western transnational and multinational 

companies in Asia, and Filipinos’ migration to the West, new forms of queer 

sexualities emerged in the Philippines. While Western-inspired events like the Pride 

March can be liberating for sexual minorities (Soriano & Cao, 2016), the 

deployment of queer theory and queer identity frameworks in non-Western cultures 

(mostly former Western colonies) become “problematic hegemonies associated 

with neo-colonialism and globalized capitalism” (Monro, 2018, p. 321). 

Furthermore, there are concerns over the representation of the bakla in Philippine 

media and society. While the bakla is highly visible in cinema, television, and 
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everyday life, they are commonly imagined as overly ridiculous, excessively, 

dramatic, poor, and desexualized (Inton, 2018; Cao, 2017). 

In contrast to the effeminate bakla is the manly “gay” which emerged quite 

recently. The gay man maintains a heterosexual appearance and does not identify 

as female. Unlike the bakla, gay men rarely have the space to be visible, save for 

some online video channels, social media pages, or the Pride March. I have 

proposed elsewhere that gay masculinity emerged as a reaction against 

homophobia, whether to protect men’s privileges or to shield them from what Tan 

calls “economic dislocation” (Cao, 2021b; Tan, 1995, p. 88). Because of the harsh 

economic realities the bakla face, the gay identity became a popular handle that 

allowed queer men to identify themselves while detaching themselves from the 

negative associations with the bakla. Gay men perform their masculinity by 

adhering sternly to heteronormative ideals of masculinity. If the bakla maintains 

their dignity by abstaining from sex and being as feminine as possible (Tan, 1995), 

gay men do the opposite. Gay men often shun any kind of effeminacy and 

emphasize their masculinity through a hulking physique, use of violent and 

masculine language, and/or academic and professional backgrounds (Solis, 2020).  

Whether these are middle-class men trying to protect their reputation or poor men 

ensuring their economic survival, gay men try to be secretive about their sexual 

activities and preferences (Solis, 2020; Tan, 1995; Garcia, 2009). Thus, gay men’s 

secretive attitudes are not simply about protecting their power and privilege. As I 

show later, this is about preserving their own social position as they perform the 

social roles expected of them. However, gay men’s obsession with maintaining a 

straight face can be damaging to gay men and the gay community in general 
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because this leads to discriminatory behavior towards gay men who fail to express 

their masculinity. 

Furthermore, whereas the bakla has a long (albeit problematic) history of 

media representation (Inton, 2018, 2020), gay men’s media representations are only 

blossoming within the past decade or so (Diaz, 2015). Many gay men learn about 

gay romance and masculinity through foreign media such as Japanese boys' love 

(BL) manga and anime, although we must ask whether these representations reflect 

the local cultural issues and specificities faced by Filipino gay men. Works of 

Filipino scholars on gay men (e.g., Cao, 2020; Solis, 2020; Ong, 2017) on gay 

masculinities, such as Ruepert Jiel Cao (2020), argue that online spaces such as 

Grindr and Twitter are important cultural spaces for gay men, given the absence of 

mainstream representation in more traditional media spaces. In these online 

platforms, gay men can make sense of their masculinity, craft their own 

representations, and forge their own collectives. Scholars are divided on whether 

these platforms facilitate meaningful engagement among participants, or if they 

reinforce stereotypes of gay men. Solis (2020) and Jaspal (2017) argue that Grindr, 

for example, encourages quick sexual encounters rather than meaningful and 

enduring connections. They attribute this effect to the design of gay social apps that 

emphasizes physical attributes when constructing profiles and facilitates encounters 

with nearby users. Cao (2021a) asks whether gay virtual spaces facilitate the social 

and cultural integration of gay men, or whether they sustain the suppression of gay 

sexuality.  

The performance of masculinity on digital platforms has profound effects 

on gay sexual politics. Masculinity is performative because its iterative 

performance on digital platforms legitimizes dominant norms of gender and sexual 
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relations (Butler, 1990; Buchbinder, 2013; Connell, 1987). It is by constantly 

performing masculinity that men maintain or advance their standing in the 

hierarchy of masculinity. Emasculation results from failing to perform the idealized 

form of masculinity. This effect also highlights the social aspect of masculinity, 

where masculinity is not simply constituted by one’s emotional identification with 

it. Masculinity is also constituted through the social performance of masculine 

norms and qualities. Outwardly, gay men exhibit heterosexuality, but they, too, are 

affected by the crisis in/of masculinity which sees the erosion of the rigid division 

between masculinity and femininity in the Philippine society. Scholars on gender 

relations in the Philippines such as Rhacel Parrenas (2005), Steven McKay (2007), 

and Joseph Salazar (2019), emphasize how economic pressures force men to 

perform domestic duties, thus forcing them to perform or display their masculinity 

in other ways, such as through conspicuous consumption, and even sexual 

domination of other men. As Katie Barnett (2020) argues, the changing structural, 

economic, and political ideas that govern gender relations have cultivated a 

“masculinized sense of uncertainty and feared loss of purpose” (p. 2). While many 

of these studies pertain to heterosexual men, these uncertainties that Barnett 

identifies can also be observed among my participants. As I show later, gay men 

identify their gender and sexuality through established roles in navigating these 

“uncertainties”. 

This thesis fleshes out a more culturally attuned conception of gay 

masculinity that has been developed through an ethnographic approach. 

Ethnographic approaches are sensitive to the cultural nuances that inform particular 

social practices. The conceptions of hegemonic masculinity, while useful in 

thinking about how men relate to each other, are focused too much on the aspects 
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of class, race, nationality, physical appearance, and even age. The theories on 

masculinity, even in the Philippines, underscore the superiority of men who possess 

the “right” class, race, nationality, age, and physical appearance. Hegemonic 

masculinity seems to abandon the embeddedness of masculinity, gender, and 

sexuality in the larger social, cultural, political, and technological structures and 

processes. The theory focuses on the individual as an analytic and social unit, but 

sidelines men’s inclusion in various social settings such as the family, workplace, 

or church. In other words, masculinity is not simply about the possession of specific 

types of demographic identifiers, but an outcome of social and cultural practices. 

Furthermore, masculinity is also not just about preserving power and privilege. In 

some cases, masculinity is about performing predetermined social roles. In my 

observation and interviews, gay men keep on insisting on fulfilling socially 

expected roles as men. Hegemonic masculinity displaces the importance of gender 

roles in favor of individual qualities of men as determinants of gender politics. Is 

there a way for us to think about masculinity as it is embedded and negotiated within 

a particular social and cultural context? I am posing this question because Asian 

gay masculinities are shaped by the tensions between traditions and modernity, and 

the global and local. As the current conceptions of gay sexuality are patently 

western (as these understandings are subsumed under various western imports such 

as queer theory or LGBTQ identity), masculinity remains culturally situated.   

  

Pornography 

 In its most basic definition, pornography is a sexually explicit medium that 

portrays sexual intercourse to arouse its (mostly male) audience (Tarrant, 2016; 

Williams, 1989). Earlier scholarship on pornography is dominated by anti-porn 
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feminists who consider pornography as an inherently evil or immoral object. 

Scholars such as Andrea Dworkin (1988/1992), Catherine Itzin (1992a, 1992b), 

Thelma McCormack (1978), Harry Brod (1988/1998) Catherine MacKinnon views 

pornography as an enabler of sexual violence against women. They view that 

pornography perpetuates sexual and gender inequalities between men and women 

and as a product of capitalism that views women as mere sex objects for men. Itzin 

(1992b) views that as an obscene and immoral object, pornography must be 

regulated. In Itzin’s words, its consumption must be relegated to the private sphere 

so its consumers can “do whatever they want without harming or offending others” 

(Itzin, 1992b, p. 402). There are two key ideas to take away here. First, Itzin and 

anti-porn feminists possess an uncompromising view that pornography is a 

dangerous object capable of causing harm or moral offense. They imagine that once 

let out in the public sphere, pornography can offend the sensibilities of its viewers, 

and therefore its consumption must be regulated. This reflects the traditional view 

that pornography is immoral and of low cultural value because they claim it 

perpetuates sexual violence against women. The second, and perhaps the more 

worrying, thought is how the statement implies porn viewers as potential sex 

offenders. Anti-porn feminists propose that pornography is addictive and can cause 

violent sexual behaviors, a view that is supported by psychologists and researchers 

(e.g., Donnerstein, 1980; Russell, 1992). 

Such moralistic and pseudoscientific approaches to pornography were 

criticized by Michael Altimore (1991) and Madita Oeming (2018) who argue that 

these pseudoscientific approaches place the moral, ethical, and cultural dimensions 

of pornography in the domain of medicine. Framing sexual discourse as a health 

concern ignores the cultural and affective aspects of pornography and the new 
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possibilities it can bring with new technological advancements and larger social 

changes. As Katrien Jacobs (2007) and Feona Attwood (2010) argue, porn research 

needs to understand how porn relates to the discourse around and experience of 

pleasure, as well as the technological, political, and economic forces that shape its 

modalities. 

 It was the eminent film scholar Linda Williams (1989) who critiqued 

pornography within the domain of film studies. Williams used the Foucauldian 

approach to trace the historical developments of pornography and how it ultimately 

shapes our notions of sexual pleasure and gender. Williams sketches the intricacies 

of porn production, consumption, and regulation, and the changing ideas of 

pleasure. However, she still considers porn problematic, as representations of and 

discourse about sexual pleasure always prioritized male sexual pleasure. This is 

highly evident in the principle of “maximum visibility” in which pornography 

attempts to capture signs of sexual pleasure, commonly imagined to be penile 

penetration and ejaculation. To Williams, female pleasure cannot be captured 

because it does not leave a physical trace, unlike male pleasure which culminates 

in male ejaculation. 

Williams’ work led to an analysis of pornography about economics, politics, 

technology, and social function. Scholars such as Jacobs (2007) consider whether 

pornography can be a means of resistance against traditional patriarchal, 

heterosexual, and capitalistic notions of gender and sexuality. The sex-positive 

scholarship is highlighted by the rise of new media technologies which can blur the 

boundaries between consumer and participant, granting users or the audience 

agency (Jenkins, 2006; Lievrouw, 2011, boyd, 2008). Attwood (2011, p. 212) 

writes that on the internet, users choose from a “range of technological, aesthetic 
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and communicative tools in the relatively safe spaces of rehearsal and ritual, play 

and performance that they inhabit.” Thus, in porn studies, individual agency is a 

prized concept that allows scholars to understand how and to what extent porn 

producers and viewers resist patriarchal and heteronormative stances on sexuality 

and gender (Attwood, 2011; Jacobs, 2007; van Doorn, 2010). Using agency as a 

theoretical frame, a novel sex-positive view of pornography emerged which is 

perhaps best embodied by Katrien Jacobs’ (2007) book Netporn: DIY Culture and 

Sexual Politics. As one of the key works on contemporary porn studies, Netporn 

posits that the internet facilitates porn portraying a wide spectrum of sexual 

minorities and marginal expressions of pleasure, subverting state controls on sex 

and pornography (Jacobs, 2007; DeGenevieve, 2007).  

Pornography is considered by various contemporary scholars as a sex-

positive media that expresses sexual fantasies and desires that embody sexual codes 

and ideas (Jacobs, 2007; Hambleton, 2016; Mowlabocus, 2010a, 2010b). This 

insight can be seen in new formats and functions of pornography, such as the 

capacity of porn to teach responsible and enjoyable sex (Jacobs, 2007; Hambleton, 

2016). Feminist and queer porn considers ideas of sexual pleasure that prioritize 

communication, consent, emotional connection, and safe practices in sex instead of 

focusing on achieving male ejaculation (Hambleton, 2016; Liberman, 2015). This 

also means that there is increased visibility of the bodies and sex practices of sexual 

minorities, with such productions subverting the patriarchal and oppressive notions 

of sexual desire. This new discourse of pornography considers sex and porn as a set 

of cultural and personal practices centered on power and pleasure instead of seeing 

them as violations of moral codes or as objects of medical inquiry. 
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Another important stream of porn research is the rise of new economic 

models of pornography and the rise of amateur porn, two distinct but intimately 

related discourses that permeate porn studies. The internet blurs the line that 

distinguishes porn producers, performers, and audiences and facilitates the 

formation of communities where the exchange of porn occurs (Jacobs, 2007; van 

Doorn, 2010; Paasonen, 2010). On the internet, amateur porn is freely exchanged 

and circulated in a gift economy which contradicts commercial porn models that 

intend to generate maximum profit (Jacobs, 2007). Wilkinson (2017) has called for 

an examination of porn economies, veering away from the binary opposition of free 

and paid porn, instead proposing that there are also semi-capitalistic models of porn 

production. Most of these free or semi-capitalist porn models are produced by 

amateurs who belong to sexual minorities, and they develop novel methods and 

aesthetics using their own tools and creative styles. Wilkinson, however, did not 

flesh out these semi-capitalistic models of pornography, including their conceptual 

framework and material manifestations. 

As amateurs possess the creative and technical skills required to produce 

porn, they experiment with new aesthetic standards and new ways of distributing 

their pornographic materials using new technologies (Jacobs, 2007; van Doorn, 

2010). Amateur productions defy professional (i.e., institutionally defined) 

aesthetic standards which, in the case of films, include polished production value, 

discreetly edited shots, and high-quality audio. The qualities that define amateur 

porn cultivate a voyeuristic appeal in which the spectator is positioned as an 

awkward but sexually stimulated intruder (Mercer, 2017). Because amateur porn 

does not prioritize the action and ejaculation of the penis, amateur porn lets the 

viewers into “intimate (and not necessarily sexual) exchanges of what can only just 
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about be seen, or what we thought we might have seen” (Mercer, 2017, p. 186). 

Amateur aesthetics, especially in light of Twitter’s limitations, may seem primitive. 

Tom Waugh (2001) and Williams (1989) propose that primitive aesthetic standards 

are determined by the capacities of available production technologies. I have argued 

elsewhere that the primitive style of porn in the alter community is not regressive 

or technologically determined but is consciously deployed by pornographers in 

conducting self-management (Cao, 2021a).  

Some scholars call for a more critical examination of online porn cultures 

instead of hastily trumpeting the internet’s supposed victory over patriarchal and 

capitalist social systems. Ruberg (2016) argues that by making porn free, amateur 

sex work has hugely devalued paid sex work whose laborers are already living in 

very precarious conditions. Ruberg presents an interesting ethical dilemma – the 

liberation of porn from the shackles of capitalism inadvertently worsens the living 

conditions of professional sex and porn workers. Furthermore, Burke (2016) and 

Brennan (2018) claim that professional porn is still a potent institution that shapes 

traditional notions of sexuality, and gender expressions. In addition, Paasonen 

(2010) cautions how the amateur has been hijacked by professional porn studios 

which form an amateur genre that copies amateur practices and aesthetics.  

Mowlabocus (2010a, 2010b) calls for a critical examination of technologies 

where sexualized expressions are produced, consumed, and distributed. He argues 

that digital technologies are crucial in the shaping of emergent sexual cultures. He 

proposes that through digital technologies, gay men increasingly face a “virtual” 

existence—not so much as always being online, but being “inferior, invisible, 

invalid, or impossible” (p. 207). Hence, Mowlabocus questions the notion that the 

increasing dependence of gay men on digital technologies to forge collective 
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identities and seek sexual gratification contributes to gay men’s social acceptance. 

He posits that the emergence of gay cultures in digital spaces stems from gay men’s 

desire and tendency to hide and be discreet in their sexual lives and activities. 

Nevertheless, Mowlabocus recognizes that digital and online media provide gay 

men with ways to express and embody their identities and seek sexual gratification 

that was otherwise impossible without these technologies. 

 In Asia, discourse on pornography has been dominated by East Asian case 

studies, mostly from Japan (Hambleton, 2020, 2016), South Korea (Jones, 2020), 

and Greater China (Jacobs, 2012, 2020). Jacobs, for example, examines how the 

political, legal, and governance structure in Mainland China affect the modalities 

of pornography and porn economies in the country. She argues that Mainland 

Chinese pornographies can be understood as “smouldering” (2020, p. 337). Jacobs 

explains that Chinese pornographies are perpetually being deleted either by the 

government or by users who fear persecution. Jacobs (2020) and Jones (2020) 

consider online porn spaces as popular and economically lucrative ventures that are 

instrumental in forging gay collectives. Jacobs believes that despite the constant 

deletion of porn videos and the closure of sex live-streaming platforms in Mainland 

China, new forms and functions of and platforms for pornography will emerge as 

cultural and erotic spaces for sexual minorities. 

 Thomas Baudinette’s (2016) and Alexandra Hambleton’s (2016, 2020) 

works focus on the Japanese pornographic industry. They contend that while the 

Japanese porn industry caters to different fetishes and people of diverse sexual 

orientations, Japanese porn is incredibly male-centric. Hambleton observes that 

Japanese porn places women in extremely awkward, painful, and shameful 

positions and encourages the use of violent sexual techniques that men think are 
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enjoyable for women. She argues that Japanese porn reflects the highly patriarchal 

state of Japanese society which objectifies women and values the display of 

masculine power and sexual prowess. Meanwhile, Baudinette looks at the Japanese 

porn and sex industries’ racial dimensions. Baudinette argues that Japanese racism 

against Chinese and South Korean gay men results in stratified sexual spaces where 

non-Japanese gay men are treated differently. Both Baudinette and Hambleton, in 

separate scholarly works, conclude that gender and sexual representations in 

pornography reflect the broader gender, sexual, and racial ideologies prevalent in 

Japanese society. 

 Most of the work on pornography in the Philippines considers porn as being 

of low cultural value, mostly associating it with sexual degeneracy or immorality. 

Film scholar Clodualdo del Mundo, Jr. (2003), for example, notes how cultural 

critics considered the proliferation of pornographic films in the 1960s and 1970s as 

the nadir of Philippine cinema. Del Mundo writes that media reports and film 

pundits claim the Philippine cinema was: 

dead in the 1960s with the advent of fly-by-night companies and the 
proliferation of sex movies called bomba in 1970. It died again, 
according to reports, in the 1990s with the reincarnation of bomba 
into bold movies and the rising competition of humongous 
Hollywood high-concept movies (del Mundo, 2003, p. 167). 
 

Del Mundo writes that the trend culminated in the 2000s when a sexually explicit 

film about sex workers, titled Live Show (dir. Jose Javier Reyes, 2001) was banned 

due to pressure from the Catholic Church. Del Mundo notes that filmmakers and 

the professional film association, guilds, and societies were divided as they framed 

the ban as an issue of freedom of expression. While his work is not necessarily 

about pornography, it is interesting that Del Mundo opens his article with a 

discussion on softcore porn films and how this represented the demise of Philippine 
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cinema. The use of softcore porn in film to represent such a decline reflects the 

broader conceptions of sex in the Philippines. The quality of the film does not 

matter; what matters to the film critics, filmmakers, and regulators, Del Mundo 

implies, is that films are sanitized of obscenities to be profitable or culturally 

significant. 

 The proliferation of pornography in the ailing Philippine media industries 

can also be witnessed in newspapers. Alibutud (1999) shows how newspapers also 

went through the same ordeal. Coronel’s (1999) volume shows that when 

democracy was restored in the Philippines in 1986, newspapers were suddenly put 

in cutthroat competition. To survive, Coronel (1999) and Alibutud (1999) writes 

that these publications resorted to sensational headlines and sex stories written by 

readers. The most prominent of these sex columns are Xerex Xaviera which was 

published in Abante Tonite. In vogue from the late 1980s to the early 2000s, Xerex 

featured a wide range of sex narratives (e.g., between lovers, incest, voyeurism, 

exhibitionism) that the newspaper claims to have been sent by readers. Senders 

write letters detailing their sex stories and after their letter is some published advice 

written by the eponymous column editor. Its popularity came to a head in 2003 

when the film Xerex (dir. Mel Chionglo, 2003) was released. The film features the 

most popular sex symbol of the time, Aubrey Miles, in three separate sex stories.  

 Studies on pornography in the Philippines are very scarce and often framed 

in a very bad light. Dalmacito Cordero (2018), for example, counts the consumption 

of pornography as an indicator of young people’s sexual degeneracy. His article is 

prejudiced against pornography from the onset, framing it as a matter of addiction 

and psychological health. Cordero contends that pornography encourages sexual 

degeneracy among young people and portrays it as a symptom of sexual immorality 
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and liberation among young people. But Cordero, weighing in on the issue as a 

religious educator, seems to begin with a deeply entrenched prejudice against 

sexually explicit texts and non-marital sexual practices, saying the sexual openness 

of younger people is “lamentable.” Likewise, Bernarte and colleagues (2016) state 

that pornography has very damaging effects on the integrity of marriages and 

families. The authors propose that porn encourages infidelity and sexual 

exploration, encouraging married couples to seek extramarital partners. 

 The problem raised by Altimore (1991) and Oeming (2018) is very clear 

here. Studies on pornography conducted in the Philippines readily lend themselves 

to the discourse and narrative of Christian sexual ethics and behavior. Filipino 

researchers confuse or haphazardly use psychological studies on pornography 

addiction to justify their moralistic conclusions. The wholesale rejection of 

pornography as irredeemably bad justifies long-standing beliefs on sex and sexual 

morality in the Philippines. Thus, to me, these works legitimate the Christian view 

on sexual morality. The Philippine academe is sorely missing the opportunity to 

theorize about the cultural significance of pornography in the Philippine context 

given its popularity, long-standing history, and changing forms. Much work has to 

be done to shift the research goals. Del Mundo’s and Leyson’s (2004) work only 

gives a glimpse of the cultural and economic significance of older forms of 

pornography. Why, for example, did amateur pornography, erotic newspaper 

columns, and sex blogs emerge and become a hit in the Philippines? Why do users 

venture into amateur porn production? These are some of the questions that current 

scholarship in the Philippines has so far sidelined in favor of perpetuating the 

narrative of suppression of sexuality. 
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 Things are beginning to change in the Philippines with recent studies giving 

more nuanced and critical view of emerging forms of pornography in the 

Philippines. Samuel Brando Piamonte and colleagues (2020) suggest that the alter 

community provides opportunities for gay men to craft profiles and visual 

representations of themselves that are consistent with their sexual identity. Ruepert 

Jiel Cao (2021a, 2021b, 2022) traces how Twitter enables and constrains the 

production of pornography and how gay men make sense of their masculinity. In 

the larger context of masculinity and queerness in visual and digital cultures in the 

Philippines, Reuben Cañete (2014) and Solis (2020) provide critical analyses of 

how the understandings of masculinity in the Philippines morph alongside changing 

visual and technological landscape in the country. 

 

Linking affordances, masculinity, and pornography 

 The literature review thus far provokes one to think and reflect on 

theoretical issues regarding the production and consumption of amateur porn about 

masculinity and the affordances of Twitter. The research asks why people make 

porn and how pornography moved from porn sites to more public social media 

channels. While the existing literature entertains the possibility that pornographers 

actively and consciously resist conventional and patriarchal notions of sexuality 

(e.g., Jacobs, 2007; Liberman, 2015), this argument is more apt for activists who 

are conscious of the power and potentialities of pornography. Every day and 

ordinary internet users may not have the same objectives in making pornography. 

Therefore, the movement to social media channels such as Twitter may be 

buttressed by specific affordances that other platforms may not provide. This raises 

important questions about people’s relationships with pornography. How does 
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Twitter enable and influence the production, distribution, and consumption of 

pornography? What kinds of affects and emotions do these pornographies stimulate 

in their producers and viewers? How does the performance of sex in the alter 

community shape power relations among gay men? In other words, this thesis 

considers Twitter as a performative space where the performance of sexuality leads 

to changes both in sexual politics among gay men and the affective capacity of 

pornography.  

   

Methodological Framework 

This research uses virtual ethnography (Hine, 2000, 2015) as the 

methodological approach. This section sketches the general principles of 

ethnography, the methods that I use during the fieldwork, and the various ethical 

considerations during the fieldwork. This research complies with the ethical 

standards required by Hong Kong Baptist University. 

Originally the preferred approach of anthropologists, ethnography has been 

widely used by scholars from different disciplines. This gives rise to different 

ethnographic approaches that are founded on different theoretical orientations 

(Ortner, 1984; Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). Sherry Ortner explains that 

ethnography moved from being simply descriptive to including analysis of the 

symbolic meanings of cultural practices and objects; Marxist criticism that 

interrogates capitalism and the social order; and praxis theory that examines power 

and agency. To Ortner, observing and studying human practice, or collective and 

repeated actions, and the structures with which people interact can reveal 

asymmetric power relations in society and how this is normalized in cultures. 
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Ethnographers are aided by a diverse set of methods, such as unstructured 

interviews, participant observation, and archival research to describe events, 

behavior, the context, and setting of a particular culture they are studying (Burgess, 

1982a, 1982b). Instead of grappling with high theory, ethnographers deal with 

observable and lived experiences in specific cultural and temporal settings and offer 

explications using data gathered through long-term immersions (Hine, 2000). 

Armed with an arsenal of methods, an ethnographer’s task is to provide thick 

descriptions that explain how different cultural groupings and units work. In 

providing thick descriptions, as eminent anthropologist Clifford Geertz writes, an 

ethnographer is confronted with:  

a multiplicity of complex conceptual structures, many of them 
superimposed upon or knotted into one another, which are at once 
strange, irregular, and inexplicit, and which he must somehow 
contrive first to grasp then to render…. Doing ethnography is like 
trying to read (in the sense of “constructing a reading of”) a 
manuscript – foreign, faded, full of ellipses, incoherencies, 
suspicious emendations, and tendentious commentaries, but written 
not in conventionalized graphs of sound but in transient examples of 
shaped behaviors (Geertz, 1973, p. 10). 
 

 Classical ethnography is grounded in physical spaces, practices, and objects. 

Gaining access requires cultivating rapport and trust with key informants through 

physical interaction. Ethnographers also conduct observation, interviews, and 

archival research that requires making sense of physical sensations and interactions. 

Relationships and trust built with the community is never a one-off thing – they are 

cultivated through long-term engagements that allow the outsider (i.e., the 

ethnographer) to be a critical insider (Keyes, 1983 Hammersley and Atkinson 

(2007) note that ethnographic fieldwork involves establishing rapport with 

participants, speaking the language of the participants, and participating in the 

activities of the community. Charles Keyes (1983) proposes that an ethnographer’s 
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access or membership in the community can be marked by the performance of 

certain rituals, the ability to speak the community’s language, understanding 

linguistic codes, or being able to participate in the community’s social life. An 

ethnographer’s involvement with the community, the choice of and interaction with 

participants, and other documentary evidence consulted strongly shape the outcome 

of an ethnographic study (Boellstorff et al., 2012).  

 With the increasing integration of digital and online media in our lives, our 

cultural practices are evolving, along with our sense of experience, belonging, self, 

space, time, and relationships. This results in both a question of how practices have 

changed and how these practices are embedded in new systems. There are emerging 

concerns on worlds, communities, spaces, and practices that can only be found and 

conducted within the confines of the internet and digital media. Can digital media 

provide experiences that can only be experienced within and through digital media? 

As digital media becomes increasingly pervasive, are the principles and methods of 

classical ethnography sufficient to address the massive and rapid changes that 

digital and online technologies bring? Can digital and online technologies facilitate 

new practices, relationships, systems, rules, and logic that govern these social 

relations?  

In a fitting gesture to usher in the new millennium, Christine Hine (2000), 

in the seminal work Virtual Ethnography, contends that principles and methods of 

ethnography can be adopted and developed to explore how digital technologies 

change lived experiences and how they facilitate the formation of new spaces and 

cultures. Virtual ethnography is not simply a digitization of methods (e.g., 

videoconferencing) which is a migration of methods to using digital tools; rather, it 

utilizes various online and digital tools to generate unique kinds of data that are 
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otherwise impossible to capture, observe, or experience offline. Virtual 

ethnography can address the implications of new media in our lives outside virtual 

and online spheres and analyze the practices, artifacts, communities, and relations 

formed within these spheres.  

Scholars of virtual and digital ethnographies (Hine, 2015; Kozinets, 2015; 

Boellstroff et al., 2012) argue that digital technologies alter our sense of movement, 

access, and sensory experiences, thus complicating the corresponding concepts in 

classical ethnography. Access is conducted through digital interfaces, such as 

websites, each with its own features, capabilities, rules, functions, and even 

unwritten codes of conduct. Movement through virtual spaces can be through 

clicking hyperlinks, entering URLs, or simply scrolling through pages. In this 

sense, the ethnographer has more agency in shaping their movement and 

experience, and their interaction with the datafied environment is non-linear 

compared to physical settings. Moreover, almost everyone can create content and 

data on the internet and ethnographers must contend with the fact that cultural 

production on the internet is at the hands of a multitude rather than a few institutions 

(Boellstroff et al., 2012).  

The described agency of ethnographers and participants is tempered by the 

features and programming of specific platforms, as well as the hardware used to 

access these platforms. The effectiveness and experience of online platforms rely 

largely on internet speed, the comfort of the participants in the presence of the 

webcam, loss of intimacy, the inability of participants to observe the setting of the 

interview, and the recordability of the entire videoconference (Pink et al., 2015). 

Pink and colleagues (2015) argue that experiences in virtual environments are not 

simply dependent on their inherent qualities (i.e., architecture and programming) 
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but that these experiences are contingent on a string of external factors. As 

Boellstroff and co-authors (2012) write, virtual worlds do not exist as independent 

spaces but as porous venues that are connected with other virtual worlds and with 

offline spaces. Pink and colleagues (2015) note that virtual ethnography must focus 

on the online practices and relationships of these practices with digital systems, 

political discourse, and existing social norms, rather than just thinking about the 

features of individual digital platforms. 

The porosity and interconnectedness of digital worlds can be exemplified 

by my first encounter with the alter community and gay pornography in 2016. 

Rather than being facilitated by key informants, my initial access to the community 

was accidental—through a Grindr user who listed his Twitter account in his Grindr 

profile. Pressing the icon in a user’s profile redirects one to an external page or app 

and upon opening the Twitter page, I saw photos of naked men and amateur gay 

porn videos. Initially, I did not create a Twitter account but bookmarked the first 

alter account that I saw. Accessing porn on Twitter does not necessitate creating an 

account as the user need only agree to view sensitive materials. While many posts 

on Twitter (tweets) can be searched using Google or Twitter’s internal search tools, 

Twitter provides users with tools to make their tweets and profiles private, 

preventing their tweets from appearing in search results. Later on, I realized that I 

could see more profiles or retweet the videos that I liked as some sort of personal 

collection in my profile if I created an account, not using it to socialize with other 

users or to create porn videos. To access more accounts, I took Twitter’s 

recommendations or typed the hashtag #alterpinoy (“Pinoy” is a Filipino colloquial 

term for “Filipino”), #alterPH, or #alter and added them to my account, after which 

Twitter provided me profile recommendations to follow. I soon discovered that few 
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alter profile owners use hashtags. Many porn videos in the alter community use 

Tagalog to write their posts, so I searched porn videos using specific Tagalog 

keywords and their derivations (e.g., kantot or sexual intercourse; chupa or oral sex; 

jakol or masturbation). I also relied on content that those I followed retweeted, and 

then followed those users as well.  

 

Methods 

This thesis utilizes three different approaches: participant observation and 

autoethnography, interviews, and textual/content analysis. These three approaches 

are staples of ethnographic research, both digital and otherwise. I use these methods 

to look at the practices, experiences, and interactions of gay pornographers in the 

alter community.  

Participant Observation.  Participant observation is the bread-and-

butter method in an ethnographer’s toolkit, as it is in participant observation that 

ethnographers not only observe but participate in the activities of a community they 

study. Boellstroff and colleagues (2012) write that a properly conducted participant 

observation should tease out why certain actions are done, and why they are done 

as such.  

In participant observation, the ethnographer is expected to learn the 

language of the culture they are studying and know the ontological basis of social 

and symbolic practices involved in the study. Conducting participant observation 

within or using digital media is not always conducive to participant observation 

because there is not much to observe in terms of the conduct of social relationships 

or the performance of symbolic functions (Pink et al., 2015). Hine (2015) cautions 

that participant observation is a weak method in mediated or hybrid (i.e., 
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offline/online) worlds because it is difficult to scope out any relationship between 

the online practices and offline realities of participants. Furthermore, Hine argues 

that observation on the internet can only be applied to actions visible online, such 

as chatting, commenting on, and/or sharing posts and the like, and not to other 

actions without visible imprints, such as lurking (i.e., hanging around) online 

spaces. 

Twitter provides the timestamps of the chats making it relatively easy to 

trace when the participants are using alter and attending to their messages. In my 

preliminary interviews, some participants agreed to chat with me when they had a 

long period alone, or chat with me sporadically as they only open their alter 

accounts when they are in a personal, private space such as their bedroom. Most 

participants do not engage in chats midday when they are busy at work but chat at 

night, early in the morning, or, in some cases, on toilet breaks. One of the 

participants in the preliminary interview did not reply for an entire week as they 

went on an island vacation with their partner and, as such, had very weak internet 

reception. These intervals in the chats almost always included questions on their 

location when they opened their alter account so that some form of observation can 

be made as to the time and their location when they opened their account. 

Hine (2015) argues that the inadequacies of participant observation must be 

strengthened by autoethnography in which the researcher relies on their 

engagement or relationship with a community or specific people in the community. 

Hine writes that the core aspect of autoethnography is the researcher’s emotional 

response to the digital infrastructure under study, and how such infrastructure is 

appropriated and understood by the researcher. Because virtual ethnography is 

always conducted through an interface, Hine recommends the ethnographer pay 
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close attention to textual and visual details and interactions in the virtual community 

and carefully note their emotional responses to these data. To Hine, 

autoethnographic explorations of virtual communities employ a discourse analysis 

approach to interpreting textual and visual data and interactions and how these data 

construct reality and a specific intellectual and affective pull on the ethnographer. 

As such, the autoethnographic approach, even in virtual worlds, leads the researcher 

to recognize their emotional, political, and cultural biases from previous and 

concurrent interactions with the community under study, and how these biases 

buttress the researcher’s ideas on the community (Denshire, 2014).  

My engagement with the alter community began with my initial engagement 

with Grindr and later developed into an object of scholarly interest. I was only 

opening Twitter pages to watch pornographic videos, so my use was sporadic (i.e., 

every few days or weekly) and I continued to access pages by searching for them 

in Grindr accounts. Eventually, I installed the Twitter app and made my own alter 

account only to watch porn videos, preferring to be a lurker instead of an active 

participant. I felt there was pressure for me to post porn videos or nude images to 

gain followers or to socialize with others. Furthermore, I always saw the alter 

community as a site to watch porn, not to make friends or meet sex partners because 

I used Grindr or Tinder for that purpose.  

There are many gay-oriented apps (e.g., dating apps, hookup apps, and 

common interest groups like Clubhouse groups) that cater to gay socialization, 

sexual or otherwise, and keeping track of a number of them is a tiring and time-

consuming business. Popular and scholarly articles examine addiction to dating and 

sex-seeking apps. Furthermore, academic sources point at mental health issues and 

generally unhappy experiences of users of many dating apps brought about by the 
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culture of rejection of gay men not possessing ideal “manly” qualities, or the culture 

of avoiding repeated contact after sexual encounters (Goldenberg, 2019). In my 

situation, I always thought that engaging in another gay sex community would take 

too much of my time, seeking random sex partners, watching porn videos, and 

dealing with rejection. There were a few chances to exchange short messages with 

other alter users but because my use of the alter community was to satisfy my need 

to view porn, there was never really a chance to commit to longer-term relationships 

there. My immersion as a lurker in the alter community exposed me to some of the 

inner workings of the community, such as joining the community, searching for 

porn videos, the characteristics of user profiles, the topics discussed there, and 

socialization in the community.  

I also acknowledge that ever since it caught my attention as a scholar, my 

appreciation and views on alter changed, as well as my emotional response to it. I 

started to view the alter community as a multifaceted network. Using the 

autoethnographic approach, I am cognizant of my changing religious, political, and 

cultural views and socioeconomic conditions and, thus, I am aware that my 

intellectual and personal position within the alter community leads to a unique 

interpretation of this community. As a Filipino student living in Hong Kong, the 

alter community is also an important venue where I can get ideas about Filipino gay 

men’s personal experiences, political views, and experiences of various social 

issues like the COVID-19 pandemic.  

Interviews. Interviewing is a staple in ethnographic and qualitative 

research, and porn studies have also relied on interviews as a powerful method for 

gathering data (e.g., Jacobs, 2007; Hambleton, 2016). For this thesis, preliminary 
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interviews were conducted as a requirement for a class, and my experience of which 

forms the basis of the interview strategy for this thesis. 

In recruiting participants, the snowballing technique is used alongside the 

direct recruitment of participants because, during the preliminary research, many 

participants I approached did not respond to the direct call for participation. I 

followed the advice of two undergraduate capstone mentees who had previously 

interviewed some alter community members to approach the participants directly. 

I approached the tentative participants, initially writing that I am a Ph.D. student in 

Hong Kong who wanted to do some interviews with the alter community members. 

I also presented the conditions of the research including the options for consent, 

withdrawal, and anonymity. The results were mixed with many of the invitees, 

around two out of ten responding, and the rest ignoring the message – possibly 

because the approach was too direct. Ethnographic research requires that the 

ethnographer gains the trust of the participants, but this is a difficult feat to 

accomplish in a setting where anonymity is sacred. I surmise that some participants 

were simply not interested in taking part or were not comfortable being approached 

for interviews. I felt some apprehension about revealing too much of my personal 

data – such as affiliation, real name, and contact details – because I also did not 

know whom I was talking to. 

Seeking an alternative recruitment method, I resorted to the snowballing 

technique which I employed in two ways. First, I asked one of the two participants 

who responded to me on Twitter if they could help me find other interested parties 

to take part in the interviews; one of them referred three more to me. Second, I 

posted a call for participants and referrals on my Facebook account, asking my 

friends if they personally own or know someone who runs an alter account. Within 
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a day, I received five referrals, some friends or relatives of friends who claimed to 

use alter accounts. So that I did not put the participants from Facebook in an 

awkward situation, I only asked them to share whatever information they can in a 

mode that they are comfortable with – whether that was narrating everything in 

chats or using voice calls to give detailed accounts of their experiences and the 

kinds of posts they make in alter. This method was productive because while they 

did not all share textual data or images of what they do in alter, they did explain 

why and how they use alter and what kinds of relationships they forged in the 

community. 

While pondering conducting the interviews, I realized the advantages and 

disadvantages of conducting interviews via chat and possible solutions to these 

disadvantages. I acknowledge that pushing for a Skype or voice call would not be 

ideal for many of my participants because this means they would need to talk aloud 

about sensitive topics such as their sex lives or their involvement with the alter 

community. In my preliminary research, one participant said they prefer typing 

chats because they are not comfortable speaking about posting nude pictures of 

themselves in the alter community. Chat interviews also require little transcription 

because interview participants provide textual data directly; this means it is easy to 

conduct a close reading of what has been said by participants in the chats, even 

recording the exact time each reply is received. However, chat interviews, like 

transcripts, lead to other qualitative data being lost, such as tone of voice, facial 

expressions, or gestures. To remedy this loss, I relied on the participants’ textual 

data signifying their emotions regarding any text they typed, such as typing 

“hahaha” or sending a smiling emoji if they find what they typed humorous. 
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However, it needs to be acknowledged that these signals offer very limited data 

which cannot compensate for the lost or uncaptured non-verbal data. 

It is difficult to ask probing or follow-up questions in chat messages, 

especially when the participant types a long answer or points to several topics at 

once. In personal interviews, it is easier to ask probing questions because the 

conversations with the participants are more spontaneous, unlike in chat interviews. 

In the latter, conversations are in text form and length becomes a concern for both 

participants and the researcher. In one of my preliminary interviews, one of the 

participants seemed annoyed I was asking too many questions in a chat in response 

to a loaded and dense series of chat balloons they had just typed. To remedy this, I 

clarified with the participant that I will focus on one topic first, or that I may have 

to put a certain conversation stream on hold to give way to probing questions. While 

interviews are unstructured, as is common practice in ethnography (Burgess, 

1982b), it is also helpful to build mind maps to help trace required follow-up 

questions or chat about another topic brought up in previous chats. Constructing 

mind maps is, on its own, a tool for analysis in which the structure of the 

conversation can be visualized but it can also be used later when writing the 

ethnographic work, providing a quick visual reference of the topics covered by the 

interview. 

The interviews usually started with the provision of basic information, such 

as the participant’s age, job, location in the Philippines, sexual orientation, and 

when they started accessing the alter community and how they accessed it. Some 

of the common questions asked were their purposes for using alter; the social 

relations they form and pursue in alter; the importance of alter in their daily lives; 

and their reservations about using alter and apprehension about being discovered 
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participating in the community. The probing questions differed depending on the 

participants’ answers, such as when the conversation steers into legal restrictions 

on access to porn, or personal problems that moved the participant to join the alter 

community.  

Profile and content analysis. Previous studies on porn and sex cultures 

have actively used textual analysis (e.g., Williams, 1989; Mercer, 2017; 

Mowlabocus, 2010a) to conceptualize different aspects of porn production and 

consumption. As a virtual world, the alter community is rich in textual and visual 

data that offer insights that cannot be captured by interview and participant 

observation alone. In this research, I mostly work using Boellstorff and colleagues’ 

(2012) idea that, while the core of previous ethnographic research is based on 

interviews and observation data, textual and visual data can be used to illustrate 

specific points raised in interviews. They argue that textual and content analysis can 

be used to support interviews and participant observations. In this research, 

different textual and visual posts on pornography will be the subject of textual and 

content analysis. The posts and videos/images are examined for how sex is 

portrayed textually and visually, and how these data resonate with masculinity 

and/or femininity. Posts and comments come from Filipino alter profiles, and the 

contents are analyzed based on different parameters identified by scholars that are 

deemed markers of gay masculinity, such as penis size (Brennan, 2018), effeminacy 

(Burke, 2016), body type (Mercer, 2017), age (Mercer, 2017), ethnicity (Nguyen, 

2014), and sex-role (i.e., top-versatile-bottom, Brennan, 2018). This can also help 

in mapping how interactions happen in the alter community, what posts are usually 

made, and how gay masculinities are constructed visually and textually. 
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 Apart from analyzing the videos and posts, there will also be an examination 

of pertinent Twitter rules as well as Philippine laws regarding internet conduct, 

cybercrime, and obscenity, as well as relevant news (if any) about the alter 

community and porn production/consumption in the Philippines. This method is 

akin to different classical ethnographic methods wherein the ethnographer is tasked 

to examine different laws that regulate the practices and behaviors of members of 

the community (Angrosino, 2007). Examining these laws, rules, and news clips can 

provide a rough historical development of rules that govern representations of sex 

and sexuality in different media spaces as well as an approximate historical account 

of porn production and consumption in the Philippines. It is expected these texts 

can be used to analyze the emergence of online practices and porn aesthetics 

embraced by pornographers in the alter community. 

 There are many opportunities for content analysis in the alter community. 

Because it is extremely difficult to find interview participants, I resorted to 

analyzing profiles of alter community users who produce porn videos or write sex 

stories, with which I constructed case studies, including those of Paul, Raymond, 

and Ross (not their real names). Studying and analyzing profiles are unobtrusive 

methods of data generation because the posts are already found in the data. They 

are at once frank and spontaneous confessions and archival data (Hine, 2015). 

These profiles provide valuable insights into the various posts, activities, and 

insights the alter community participants make over long periods.  

 

Ethical considerations 

 This research deals with sensitive research topics and strives to take 

considerable care about ethical issues that may arise while conducting this work. 
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As far as I am aware, no research explicitly addresses the complexities of the ethical 

issues when conducting porn research, but some studies explicate the ethical 

considerations of ethnographic research on other sensitive topics, such as gay 

cruising spots, the sexual conduct of gay men, and rape discourse on Twitter 

(Langarita-Adiego, 2017). I try to draw from research and methodological papers 

on sex and sexuality, as well as key texts in classical and virtual ethnography, 

comparing these with the nature and objectives of this dissertation. A framework or 

code of ethics will be proposed at the end of this section. 

Consent. Consent is not a one-off procedure that is cleared by signing a 

consent form. Informed consent ensures that the participants “mak[e] their decision 

on the basis of comprehensive and accurate information about it; and that they 

should be free to withdraw at any time” (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007, p. 210).  

Furthermore, writes Hammersley and Atkinson, the rapport between the participant 

and the ethnographer ultimately supplants the need for constant elicitation of 

consent.  Thus, it is a commitment that is continuously obtained through the 

continuous free participation of the informant in the fieldwork (Wax, 1980).  

While consent forms provide researchers and institutions with legal 

protection against lawsuits from, for example, a disgruntled participant, in 

ethnographic research, consent forms can ultimately alter the relationship between 

the participant and the researcher (Thorne, 1980). According to Thorne (1980), the 

relationship can become hierarchical and formal, preventing the researcher from 

gaining the trust of the participants and ensuring the emergence of an equal and 

horizontal relationship. Bell (2014) proposes that informed consent does not 

capture the essence of ethnographic research, in which the ethnographer’s 

prolonged encounters with different cultures, the cordial and friendly relations 
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between participants and researchers, or practical issues in the field cannot be 

addressed by fulfilling the requirements imposed by informed consent doctrine. To 

Bell, eliciting informed consent from participants must not be the sole standard 

against which the ethics of ethnographic research is judged, and neither does doing 

away with informed consent excuse an ethnographer from doing covert and 

unethical research practices.   

Hine (2015) notes that the unobtrusiveness of digital ethnography in the 

lives of the research subjects further challenges the strict requirement for informed 

consent. Hine notes that observing interactions on the internet, rather than directly 

asking questions through interviews, presents more straightforward and frank data. 

During interviews, respondents may frame their responses to paint themselves in a 

more positive light, or else omit some narratives or answers they are not 

comfortable uttering. Unobtrusiveness of digital ethnography essentially removes 

the need for establishing rapport to extract frank answers from participants but also 

presents an ethical dilemma as people do not know they are being studied. 

Similarly, Hine (2015) notes that ethnographers rarely announce they are 

conducting observations. Where do we draw the line that separates the ethical and 

unethical, obtrusive and unobtrusive? 

There are concerns about why consent is not being asked straightforwardly 

in sex-related research. Langarita-Adiego (2017) is silent on eliciting informed 

consent from his sex partners, citing the fleeting nature of his interactions with 

people in cruising spots. Furthermore, Langarita-Adiego notes that doing so would 

drive away participants and goes against his observations and introspections on 

anonymity. Like cruising spots, porn sites and sex communities are “articulated 

from a perspective of immediacy”, meaning people only visit for quick sexual 
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satisfaction (Langarita-Adiego, 2017, p. 1262). I speculate that many users have a 

sense of immediacy or privacy when accessing the alter community and, as such, 

their access is also influenced by their sexual urges or whether they are in a private 

space. Because presence on social media is fleeting obtaining sustained consent 

from participants is difficult. Wax’s and Bell’s notion of consent as constantly and 

consistently given by the participant through continued participation is easier to 

apply in a physical setting where the presence of the participants is also constant; 

with online communities, this is generally not the case.  

Reid (1996) argues that online personal communication (e.g., private 

messages) may be easier to deal with in terms of consent because there is a certain 

understanding of who the participants in the conversations are; however, there 

remains the question of what materials are found in the public domain. Reid further 

raises the complication of distinguishing universally available materials and those 

that are not (i.e., posts only available to some “friends,” “followers,” or “group 

members”). Do researchers need consent for these posts to be lifted and used as 

examples in the dissertation, given that many of these posts are publicly available?  

I propose that unobtrusiveness can be achieved by conducting observations, 

taking notes or screenshots, and keeping these data for analysis only. If posts will 

be featured and translated, these data will be anonymized. For interviews, when any 

text will be featured in the research, or excerpts included in the paper, consent must 

be elicited; in this way, only the participants whose privacy is at stake or who will 

be interviewed should be contacted for consent. It is almost impossible and 

impractical to reach out to all profiles shown on the Twitter newsfeed, so 

screenshots and excerpts will be thoroughly anonymized, or their consent asked for 

if possible. 
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Withdrawal. What constitutes withdrawal from participation To 

Hammersley and Atkinson (2007), withdrawal is contentious when explored deeply 

because the prolonged presence of the researcher in the field and the emotional 

bonds that exist between the researcher and the participants have an impact on the 

negotiation of withdrawal from the study. As Keyes (1983) notes, it can be difficult 

for both the participant and the ethnographer to enunciate refusal because the bond 

between the researcher and the participant is, to an extent, personal. This effect is 

more complicated in the alter community because the users are anonymous and 

their visits to the community are irregular. Will it be possible to elicit sustained 

consent from the participant, and will it be possible to ascertain a participant’s 

withdrawal from the study? When can we assume that a participant has withdrawn 

from the study? What can be done to address circumstances such as when the 

participant simply does not want to sign in or when their accounts are suspended?  

 These questions, to the best of my knowledge, have not yet been sufficiently 

addressed by the literature on ethnographies with online communities, partly 

because studies such as Hine’s (2015) or Reid’s (1996) involve online communities 

that have clear “boundaries” or mechanisms of membership. To be let into the 

groups they study requires permission from group administrators or referrals from 

key informants, akin to the classical ethnographic approach. Only members are 

privy to interactions within these groups and, most of the time, content cannot be 

shared or seen outside the boundaries of the group. However, this is not the case 

with the alter community on Twitter where there are no strict parameters of 

membership that hinder non-members from seeing the content. Profiles and posts 

are easily searchable on Twitter, or even on Google, by using appropriate keywords 

such as “@profile” or “#hashtag” keywords, and many of these profiles and posts 
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are also publicly available. The question is, do these posts belong in the public 

domain, or is there a need for consent to use the posts and interactions found in the 

alter community? This issue is complicated by the fact that not all users are aware 

of the technical controls available to them to improve their security and ensure the 

privacy of their posts, or they may not know that their comments or posts and online 

identities that are publicly available can be accessed outside Twitter.  

Anonymity and Confidentiality. Preserving the privacy of participants is 

given its due importance by academic institutions, citing the utilitarian need to 

protect both the researchers and participants from any form of harassment that may 

arise from their involvement in the research (Van den Hoonard, 2003). 

Anonymizing participants can deflect any unwarranted criticism or personal 

innuendoes from readers of the finished ethnographic work. This procedure aims to 

protect the identities of the participants and ensure they can speak about their 

thoughts and feelings freely without fear of repercussions. Hammersley and 

Atkinson write: 

Frequently, the researcher him- or herself is the only other person 
present at an interview, and the guarantee of confidentiality implies 
that no one else will ever hear what the informant has said in an 
attributable way. Under these circumstances, informants may be 
willing to divulge information and express opinions that they would 
not in front of others (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007, p. 110). 
 

 Preserving anonymity and ensuring confidentiality does not only protect the 

participant but allows the researcher some latitude in analyzing and writing the 

ethnographic work wherein the researcher can report and analyze statements, both 

negative and positive, without the identity of the participant being revealed (Vainio, 

2012). In a way, anonymity’s function is to allow the ethnographer to write more 

balanced research because, as Vainio argues, without anonymity, both participants’ 

and ethnographers’ accounts are skewed towards an overly positive account. 
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Anonymity, therefore, is not only a requirement in the ethics checklist but a 

mechanism that ensures fair and sound theoretical claims. 

 However, the steps for observing and ensuring anonymity and 

confidentiality may not be effective in virtual ethnography because all digital 

objects are composed of data that can be searched and manipulated in one way or 

another (van Dijck & Poell, 2013). Search engines and the search capabilities of 

websites can easily retrieve any objects that have no or limited privacy protection. 

In certain ethnographic fieldwork on the internet, like on Facebook or Twitter, 

achieving anonymity and confidentiality is almost impossible because instead of 

legal names are other digital identifiers like the IP address. In certain cases, it is 

easy to protect the participants’ anonymity if the fieldwork happens in private 

groups; however, doing this on Twitter is not ideal because it is primarily designed 

for fast and efficient dissemination and sharing of information and facilitating 

public discussion.  

 Furthermore, the uniqueness of the alter community lies in its nature as a 

public but semi-visible (what I call “ghettoized” or what Jones [2020] considers 

“camouflaged”) network. Many alter community members construct their online 

personas through their posts, sharing some personal information, or through the 

“brand” of porn, they make that sets them apart from other pornographers. While 

outsiders may have a hard time identifying the participants, insiders can quickly 

identify these personalities, and outsiders can even use the search function of 

Twitter or Google to search for posts lifted from their accounts. One strategy for 

anonymity is to disguise some important pieces of data, such as names and locales, 

as the eminent anthropologist William Foote Whyte (1955) did in Street Corner 

Society. While it is possible to obfuscate names, this is not compatible with 
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sampling and lifting text and images from public online communities because doing 

so translates to very little protection.  

 Since the topic of this thesis is sensitive, pseudonyms will be used for 

everyone involved to allow the researcher to exercise free writing and analysis of 

data (Vainio, 2012). In an anecdote from a prominent porn studies scholar, using 

pseudonyms was recommended even if some participants insist on using their real 

names or usernames. Usernames will not be used in the thesis, although some 

examples may be used, with consent, to illustrate certain points (e.g., how 

suggestive usernames are crafted). While I acknowledge that gathering consent for 

almost everything is very tedious, it is a worthwhile attempt to protect everyone’s 

identity without compromising the integrity of the data. Interview data may be lifted 

verbatim, at which point identifiers will be erased (e.g., real names or usernames of 

the participants or other users). As Van den Hoonard (2003) writes, anonymity and 

confidentiality can never be fully achieved, although steps can be taken to minimize 

the chances a participant’s confidentiality and anonymity could be violated.   

 

Chapter outline 

 Chapter 1 has explored the theoretical and methodological frameworks and 

issues that this thesis attempts to address. It situates the dissertation in the wider 

bodies of work on masculinity, gender and sexuality, pornography, and media 

studies. It presents the background of the study – pornography and sexuality, as 

well as the internet landscape in the Philippines. This chapter justifies why the alter 

community deserves to be the subject of academic inquiry. It also outlines the 

research plan for this thesis by defining the principles and practical challenges of 

virtual ethnography.  
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Chapter 2 explores the therapeutic culture, or the culture of healing and 

emotional relief associated with the alter community. It seeks to find out why gay 

men make porn and what their emotional connection with porn is. The concept of 

therapeutic culture sheds light on the capacity and limits of virtual cultures and 

environments in providing opportunities for emotional relief or individualized self-

expression. I weave together narratives of gay men’s daily lives to illustrate how 

they experience pain as they navigate homophobia and heteronormativity. 

Pornography lies at the core of the alter community and its capacity to facilitate 

positive feelings associated with acceptance, self-actualization, and socialization.  

Through various social activities with making pornography at the core, gay 

men experience acceptance. At the center of this discourse is the concept of 

authenticity, which relates to the expression of “real” feelings, identity, and 

emotional state. While there is no single definition of authenticity, it gains a 

disciplinary dimension when its meanings are obfuscated with heteronormativity 

and conformity to established sexual scripts. 

 Chapter 3 extends the findings in the previous chapter by considering the 

political economy of the alter community. Drawing from the literature on the 

political economy of amateur pornography, it juxtaposes the relevant features of 

Twitter vis-à-vis the experiences of amateur pornographers in making pornography. 

How do gay pornographers in the alter community negotiate with these platform 

features, affordances, and limitations when making pornography? This chapter 

considers the alter community as a form of attention economy where similar 

contents (i.e., pornography) are abundantly present, but where attention is scarce. 

On Twitter, attention is embodied and quantified through various metrics such as 

retweets, number of views, or number of followers. These metrics are symbolic of 
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the forms and degree of attention and relationships gay pornographers cultivate in 

the alter community. Consequently, the quantification of attention feeds into the 

lack of care, attention, and rights gay men suffer outside the alter community. Faced 

with affordances and features that encourage continuous and sustained production 

of content, gay men devise several strategies to overcome these features and allow 

them to maximize the attention they receive. This further undermines the 

association between authenticity and the amateur as Twitter’s structure creates 

conditions for the professionalization of amateur pornography. 

 Chapter 4 discusses how the concept of hiya can inform and enrich our 

views of amateur pornography. Hiya is the Filipino concept that encompasses both 

the sense of embarrassment and the sense of propriety. Embarrassment is a powerful 

impetus for gay men to remain anonymous when making pornography. But another 

dimension of hiya, that of propriety, covers the ideas of proper behavior in social 

settings. While embarrassment informs how gay men construct themselves online, 

preserving the sense of propriety in the offline, material world where gay men’s 

legal identities are at stake. The preservation of the sense of propriety and gay men’s 

“place” in society have much to do with the enduring importance of gender and sex 

roles in how Filipinos think about masculinity. While power is still an important 

theme in this discussion, the structure that produces and maintains masculine power 

differs. The theories of hegemonic masculinity suggest that masculinity is 

maintained through markers like socioeconomic class and race, and these theories 

dismiss the importance of gender and sex roles. This chapter makes a case for the 

enduring importance of gender roles when thinking about how hegemonic 

masculinity is maintained. Moreover, it is not so much that Filipino gay men 

explicitly preserve their sense of masculinity for their own individual gains. Rather, 
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the impetus for maintaining the performance of heterosexuality is predicated on 

performing their expected social roles. Pornography and the alter community, 

therefore, are used by gay men to navigate through their innermost sexual desires 

and the performance of their gender roles in the material world.  

 Chapter 5 examines the alter community as a form of ghettoized virtual 

space. It draws from the theories of ghettoization that describe the various 

incarnations of the ghetto. This includes the Jewish ghetto, the Nazi concentration 

camps, and the various ethnic enclaves punctuating the world’s urban centers (e.g., 

Chinatowns, Little Tokyo, Little Italy, Chunking Mansions). The literature assesses 

these ghettos’ spatial and physical qualities, such as the presence of visible or 

symbolic boundaries, and the function of the ghettos as a means of social 

segregation. Oft discussed for their liberating power, online platforms are 

nevertheless designed to reflect certain political and moral values such as the 

freedom of speech while limiting the acceptable forms of speech (in its broadest 

sense). Can we think of the alter community as a form of the ghetto that isolates 

minorities? As Twitter allows the uploading of pornography in its spaces in 

exchange for segregation, what does this mean for sexual politics? More 

importantly, how can the theories of ghettoization inform us about gay sexual 

politics and the politics of representation in the Philippines? 

 Chapter 6 offers a conclusion for this thesis. It revisits the key arguments 

this thesis offers. It also offers some of the enduring questions throughout the 

chapters – the nuances of hegemonic and gay masculinity and queer sexuality in 

the Philippines. It also revisits the concept of the alter community. This chapter 

complicates the conceptual value of the alter community by going beyond its 

original conception as a space for sexual expression. This chapter aims to explain 
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how we can go beyond thinking about pornography and social media as a means of 

self-expression. Under the Western and neoliberal theories, the power of individual 

agency and choice is a relevant theme and the liberating potentials of the internet 

hinge on its capacity to facilitate agency and choice. Here, I offer an alternative 

explanation. Instead of seeing the internet as the bridge that connects inner desires 

and their outward manifestations, this thesis argues that social media and 

pornography are a means of social integration. Here, gender roles reclaim their 

centrality in the discourse of sexuality. Online platforms such as Twitter provide 

gay men the tools for self-expression, but the purpose of making pornography is 

geared toward retaining gay men’s integration within society. However, abstract 

the term may be, society and its organs – the family, workplace, and the like – as 

well as gay men’s place in the society are still important considerations when we 

think about pornography, queer sexuality, and social media in the Asian context. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE THERAPEUTIC CULTURE AND THE POLITICS OF AFFECT 

 IN THE ALTER COMMUNITY 

 Gender and sex roles are a great source of anxiety for both men and women 

but, how do these affect gay men? Masculinity scholars, such as Buchbinder (2013), 

Morgan (2006), and Connell (1987), propose that the crisis of masculinity stems 

from the social expectations placed on men by society and the horrendous 

consequences that men, regardless of their sexual orientation, face if they fail. 

Mainly studying heterosexual men, scholars on Filipino gender studies and 

masculinities such as Salazar (2020), McKay (2007), and Parrenas (2005) illustrate 

how men struggle to negotiate their gender and sexual identities at a time when 

male domination is challenged in multiple fronts. These gender and sex roles weigh 

heavily on gay men who are pressured to maintain an appearance of heterosexuality 

(or hypermasculinity at times) to secure their financial or social status. Chiefly, 

masculinity is studied, performed, and expressed in terms of socioeconomic or 

sociocultural parameters, such as conspicuous consumption, job, security, and their 

role within their families. Yet, a glaringly understudied field of study in the 

Philippines is how masculinity, specifically gay masculinities, is negotiated and felt 

through the mediation of sexuality in online media platforms. 

 The crisis of and on masculinity has damaging effects on gay men, and they 

face inordinate societal pressures and expectations. Gay men are “prone to 

economic dislocation” or are deprived of opportunities to secure better livelihood 

(Tan, 1995, p. 88). And while there some queer sexualities visible in the Philippine 

popular culture, gay men have very few cultural and media spaces where they can 

exert their cultural, economic, or political legitimacy. As I have argued elsewhere 
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with Cheryll Ruth Soriano (Soriano & Cao, 2016), popular representations of and 

beliefs about sexual minorities are usually produced, reproduced, and reinforced by 

mainstream media which do not have enough understanding of the struggles of 

sexual minorities. Often, it is on the internet where queer people produce their own 

narratives of their sexuality to contest the mainstream understanding peddled by 

mainstream media, the church, the family, and sometimes educational institutions.  

 Still, much of the discussions of queer digital cultures in the Philippines 

frame sexual minorities as a political and cultural entity striving to achieve 

legitimacy. There has been a dearth of debates on the sexual cultures of gay men in 

the Philippines, especially on their uses of sexual media to understand, explore, and 

negotiate their sexuality. Moreover, there is a lack of academic inquiry on how 

Filipino gay men experience sexuality viscerally and emotionally. If the Philippines 

has a thriving gay amateur porn scene on Twitter, one of the world’s most popular 

social media channels, then why do gay men make and watch amateur 

pornography? What benefits do they get from doing so? What do they feel when 

they create amateur porn videos? More importantly, what are the limitations and 

contours of their emotional attachments to pornography? These are some of the 

questions that the current porn scholarship has insufficiently answered. 

 In this chapter, I illustrate how the alter community and gay pornography 

extend beyond spaces merely for mutual sexual arousal, but as spaces for self-

realization, socialization, belongingness, and negotiation of sexuality. It argues that 

the alter community allows gay men to oscillate between their private (i.e., 

homosexual) self and their public heterosexual persona. These gay networks extend 

opportunities to experience emotional relief or happiness, or what I call 

“therapeutic.” The term “therapeutic” originally refers to a sense of bodily healing, 
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but it can also be understood as a sense of emotional relief (Ahmed, 2010; Foster, 

2016). Pornography functions as a tool for sexual and self-fulfillment, contributing 

immensely to the current literature on pornography and its uses by answering an 

enduring question in porn research: why do people make porn? 

 The second objective pertains to the meanings of the therapeutic or 

happiness in this context. This chapter does not aim to provide a clinical diagnosis 

or provide a definite conception of happiness. Rather, it examines the contours and 

politics of the experience of happiness. What are the foundations of happiness when 

gay men can publicly express their sexuality? Here, I use Sara Ahmed’s (2004, 

2010) work on the cultural politics of affect as an analytical tool to examine the 

constitution of happiness and the therapeutic in the alter community. Ahmed 

proposes that media is used to negotiate emotions, but it also turns emotions into 

disciplinary forces that shape our social and personal lives. Thus, this chapter 

explores the complexity of gay people’s emotional experiences of and 

entanglements with pornography. 

  

Painful emotions and the burdens of masculinity 

 Gay men suffer from different layers and kinds of pressure and 

discrimination because of their sexuality. These experiences are accompanied by 

painful emotions because gay men hide their sexuality and maintain some form of 

“straight” public persona. According to Ho (1976), maintaining this “face” can be 

“restrictive, even coercive” because it privileges the “necessity of meeting the 

expectations of others” (p. 873). To Ho, maintaining a public face is important 

because they embody the deeply entrenched moral values and hierarchies over the 

performance of individual selves. Ho argues that the notion of “face” is a form of 
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social control exerted by each member of society to maintain good social relations 

and achieve prestige. Ho further clarifies that the concept of face “gives us insight 

into not only the nuances of social interaction but also the kinds of values that are 

upheld in a given society, particularly those values which are deemed to be 

prerequisites for all its adult member” (Ho, 1976, pp. 874-75).  

Gay men are frequently put in awkward and anxiety-inducing situations. 

Because gay men’s sexuality does not fit the normative ideas of sexuality, they are 

forced to assume and exhibit heterosexual qualities. The constant probing and 

surveillance that gay men experience force them to always pay attention to what 

they say, what they do, and how they are seen by others. A common experience 

among my gay informants, myself included, is how staying in the closet requires 

successfully evading the (sometimes intrusive) questions about our romantic 

activities with women. These incursions are always met with excuses such as, “I 

am busy with work”, or “No one interests me yet.” Still, some gay men put up with 

a relationship with women just to maintain an appearance of heterosexuality. My 

participants and I felt that as we grow older, our excuses are running out, and the 

horror of coming out of the proverbial closet intensifies. Coming out feels like a 

fight-or-flight situation wherein we have to confront losing our place in different 

social settings. We can be disowned by our families if we fail to hide and manage 

our sexuality. Having been raised in heterosexual and homophobic environments, 

my informants and I dread experiencing the consequences of homophobia. Since 

gay men in the closet fulfill vital roles within their families and the workplace, being 

outed as gay and experiencing homophobia firsthand stoke fear and shame in my 

participants. Some feel afraid of discrimination, a loss of prestige, or the loss of 

economic opportunities that prevents them from fulfilling their duties. Like Gabriel, 
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many gay men are confronted with financial duties to their families or are expected 

to marry and start their own families. These painful feelings and emotions can be 

illustrated by my participants’ and my own personal narratives. 

I met Gabriel through Twitter’s recommendation of whom to follow. 

Detecting that I follow gay pornographers in the Philippines, Twitter gives me 

frequent recommendations of prospective profiles to follow. I followed Gabriel for 

around six months until I sent him a message to do an online interview in October 

2019. Gabriel is in his late 20s, lives in Manila, and is a civil servant. A famous 

pornographer, he has 120,000 followers as of October 2021. He agreed to be 

interviewed for my research under the condition of complete anonymity. We only 

exchanged chat messages on Twitter and did not divulge any other personal 

information, apart from the broad answers he gave me when I asked questions about 

his job. Gabriel struck me as someone who was extremely careful, sometimes 

unnecessarily cautious, about his interactions on Twitter. Unlike the other users I 

interviewed, Gabriel evaded many questions, but he gamely chatted with me about 

his own experiences in the alter community. Later on, during our interviews, 

Gabriel wrote to me: 

If I am being evasive to some questions, it’s because I rarely talked 
about my experiences as a gay man. I was never really open to most 
of my friends about my true sexuality, let alone discussing it with 
someone I’ve never met face to face. But it’s okay now. I’m just 
letting you know that I am being careful. (Gabriel, personal 
communication, Nov. 2019) 
 

Our conversations (and this is the same for many of my interviewees) are 

punctuated by long pauses which sometimes last for days on end. Most of our 

conversations happen at night, at around 9:00 or 10:00 PM. Gabriel usually goes 

home in the early evening, eats dinner, and spends a little time with his family 

watching TV or catching up with the events of the day. He spends the rest of the 
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night using gay apps like Grindr or browsing porn through the alter community. It 

seems that he only accesses his gay apps in the confines of his bedroom, away from 

the prying eyes of his colleagues, family, and peers who never know about his 

sexuality. Just like any other sexual matter, the consumption of pornography and 

the exploration of one’s sexuality remains in the private domain that the bedroom 

signifies. The long pauses and the request for anonymity signify Gabriel’s caution 

in getting in touch with his sexuality. Despite the publicness of the alter community 

(see Chapter 3 for further discussion) and the individual, personal, and private 

access that mobile phones are supposed to guarantee, access and use of these online 

applications depend on the material and physical conditions that are predicated on 

solitude and freedom from surveillance from family members. 

Commonly, men are burdened with roles and responsibilities to their 

families. Within the domestic domain, men are expected to support their parents 

financially and materially. As Earvin Cabalquinto (2018) and Jed Montayre and 

colleagues (2020) suggest, filial piety is at the core of how families and social roles 

are organized in the Philippines and elsewhere in Asian cultures. As Cabalquinto 

argues, the relationships within Filipino and Asian families revolve around the 

obligation to care. In Gabriel’s statement below, his obligation to take care of his 

parents and siblings comes first before his personal and individual desires. Gabriel 

tells me: 

I am the eldest son, so you see, I need to support my ageing parents 
and siblings who are studying. If you’re the eldest, you’re expected 
to find work and then help raise your siblings. That’s just natural. In 
2016, I had to go to Dubai to support my family. I worked there and 
sent money to them. This was important because my three siblings 
were still studying, and my parents are already old, so I had to 
support my siblings as well. […] But they cannot know about me 
liking men, or they’ll be disappointed. My parents will be 
heartbroken, and they may get angry with me. I also need to be 
discreet because my colleagues might get a whiff of it. If they get 
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the idea that I like men, my colleagues may start avoiding me or say 
hurtful words to me. […] If I lose my job, then how can I fulfill my 
duties to my family? (Gabriel, personal communication, Nov. 2019) 
 

Here, Gabriel regards his own sexuality as detrimental to the performance 

of his role as a son and as an elder male sibling. Queer sexuality needs to be 

subjugated because it interferes with the performance of established expectations 

and duties. But as we can see in Gabriel’s case, there is always an anticipation of 

negative affects and emotions stemming from the discovery of his own sexuality. 

Terms like “heartbroken”, “angry”, or “hurtful” symbolizes this web of painful 

emotions that his parents might feel. Gabriel’s statements, though, express a general 

feeling of disappointment with himself. His self-critical attitude manifests itself in 

his constant reference to himself and his sexuality as the cause of potential break to 

these personal, familial, and professional relationships he had already established. 

In my own experiences working in a gaming company where most 

employees are men (i.e., around 85%), fair employment policies do not ensure gay 

men’s integration into the company’s social life. Behind closed doors, my 

colleagues describe gay men as “disgusting” who should be physically hurt because 

of their sexuality. Most men would greet him casually and then whisper behind his 

back. When he was laid off, some colleagues remarked that the workplace is finally 

“cleansed” of homosexuality. Hearing threats of violence provoked feelings of 

disappointment and fear. I felt disappointed because these threats came from people 

I trusted and worked with every day. Fear, because while I considered these threats 

as remote possibilities, the prospect of being outed and being the target of jokes 

meant that my reputation in the workplace might be affected. Furthermore, there is 

a feeling of anxiety, because it felt like my colleagues only accepted me because I 

was pretending to be straight, and once the cover is blown, I had to make all sorts 
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of explanations regarding my sexuality. True enough, when I came out to a former 

colleague in 2018, he brazenly told me on his wedding day that gay people should 

not ask for more civil rights and to stop protesting, even though the “protests” – the 

annual Pride March – are relatively peaceful and organized events. Once out of the 

closet, I felt anger and disappointment because the friends I expected to support me 

were also advocating for my, and other gay men’s, continued repression. 

We may expect that the expression of sexuality may bring positive emotions 

and a sense of relief. Yet, the capacity to express and experience gay sexuality may 

bring other kinds of painful emotions such as guilt or a sense of betrayal. In perhaps 

one of the most personal conversations I had in my fieldwork, Jerry told me about 

his sexual awakening within the walls of the Catholic Church. I met Jerry through 

a recommendation of my former classmate in graduate studies in Manila. What was 

intriguing with Jerry’s case is his username, which refers to his background as a 

religious person. Due to privacy concerns, I cannot divulge his Twitter ID. He 

introduced himself as follows: 

Jerry: I was a seminarian and [I was] an altar server since [I was] 6 
years old. 
RJDC: If you don’t mind me asking, how did these personal 
experiences influence you in crafting your username? 
Jerry: I used to do those kinds of stuff with my fellow seminarians 
inside and they used to call me the “horniest seminarian” so why not 
use them in my alter username. […] I fucked a fellow seminarian on 
the balcony. He wanted me to fuck him because he got curious. I let 
my senior suck me inside the confessional. I fell in love with a 
brother inside and fucked him before his perpetual vow. […] I regret 
everything. I feel like I disobeyed God’s 6th commandment but, in 
another way, because seminarians and brothers are committed to the 
vocation of priesthood. I regret doing those stuff with them because 
it is very clear to us that we should avoid temptation and practice 
chastity, like our patron saint. (Jerry, personal communication, Jan. 
2020) 
 

Jerry’s case is interesting, not only because of his background but also 

because of how he negotiated his sexuality and how this brought so much regret to 
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him. Religion plays an immense role in the shaping of Filipino culture and society, 

and many of our cultural beliefs regarding social structures, relationships, and 

selfhood stem from Christian dogmas Jerry’s role and devotion to the Church, 

expressed by his willingness to enter the priesthood, is shattered or stained by his 

sexual activities while under the novitiate. While the clergy follows the Church’s 

established rules and hierarchies with a militaristic fervor, there are spaces and 

opportunities for the exploration of their sexuality. But this comes with feelings of 

guilt. At the first glance, Jerry’s experiences are fantastical, as if they come straight 

out of porn or a gay movie. Yet, in reality, the exploration of these taboo activities 

is complicated by feelings of regret and even shame. While Jerry uses his 

background to heighten his own erotic and social capital within the alter community 

(see Chapter 3), the narratives and experiences informing his identity stem from his 

lack of inhibition and control. While Jerry recognizes his faults in disobeying the 

Church’s orders on proper sexual behavior, he also places the blame and the 

emotional burden squarely on his shoulders. Indeed, within the cloistered 

environment of the seminary, homosocial and homosexual tensions arise, and it is 

these men’s responsibility to control their urges and feelings, even to the point of 

painfully suppressing their desires. 

What is interesting in the above narratives is that painful emotions such as 

embarrassment and fear constantly emerge even if gay men want to seek temporary 

emotional or sexual relief. In the heterosexual regime, these emotions are always a 

given for gay men, and fear becomes and conditioning element that coerces gay 

men to toe the line. The threats to gay men and non-conforming individuals are 

always present and are most of the time internalized. Gabriel’s frequent use of the 

word “may” when referring to the possibility of being forced out of the closet or 
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my own second-guessing over my peers’ reaction to my sexuality signifies that 

these threats are always a conceivable possibility. The feelings of fear, insecurity, 

and other painful emotions arise from gay men’s inability to reconcile their 

sexuality with the “natural” (i.e., heterosexual) order. With this threat comprising 

of feelings like fear, disappointment, and anger, gay men are turned to managing 

their sexual bodies so as not to cause the explosion of these negative feelings and 

their possible social exclusion. Hence, gay men turn to covert ways of expressing 

their sexuality. 

The feelings of guilt are also felt by other gay men who engage in 

homosexual activities, mostly because of religious grounds. Religion holds a strong 

grip on how guilt and other negative emotions are felt by gay men. As Garcia (2009) 

notes, religious dogmas became the foundation of how gender, gender politics, and 

gender roles are conceptualized in the Philippines. While religion may not be a 

prominent theme in my other interviews, it is clear nevertheless that gender roles 

are “natural”, meaning gender roles and relations are part of their worldview. These 

gender roles are naturalized under different paradigms such as “religion”, “society”, 

“law”, or “culture”. While various thinkers attempt to explain how gender roles are 

not natural (e.g., Butler, 1990; Carrigan, Connell, & Lee, 1985; Connell, 1987), 

gender roles remain a disciplinary force that has perceived and even tangible 

consequences for gay men. For many of my participants, these consequences are 

mostly economic or social in nature, wherein homophobia can result in loss of 

livelihood or exclusion from social groupings or activities. These threats can 

prevent gay men from dispensing the roles they are supposed to fulfill or else 

displace them from their prescribed position within the different social settings.   
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One example of displacement within a specific social setting is the story of 

Ronald, a fresh graduate in his early 20s. Ronald was introduced to me by a former 

student who did some studies on the alter community in 2016-17. In Ronald’s case, 

his tweets that depicted his true sexuality reached his extended family. Ronald tells 

me: 

Ronald: I had a Twitter account where I used my own name, then I 
decided to just put my nude photos and images there. I accept who I 
am, so I decided to turn that [his profile] into an alter account. I am 
happy with who I am. Sometimes I appear in skirts and fishnet 
stockings. Sometimes I just appear in my undies and post them on 
Twitter. Sometimes I post my dick pics there, but only rarely. But 
then, I think through my cousins, my posts reached my grandparents. 
One time, during a family reunion, my aunties, uncles, and 
grandparents told me that I am a disgrace. They said I soiled the 
name of our family, and they think getting nude in media is 
unforgivable.  
RJDC: What did you feel when they told you this? 
Ronald: I was disgusted. Mostly, I don’t mind not sharing my sexual 
orientation with them. I just don’t like them knowing. I don’t like 
people telling me what I should be. Luckily, I have very open-
minded parents who supported me and defended my actions. They 
said I am free to express myself the way I want, and they will still 
accept me. […] In the end, my grandparents just fell short of 
disowning us, and my parents and my aunts and uncles are at war. 
Just because I went nude on Twitter. Personally, I think it is good 
riddance. I don’t need homophobic relatives. But I also hate what 
happened […] that my parents and their siblings and parents had a 
falling out. (Ronald, personal communication, Jan. 2020) 
 

These experiences and stories reveal a complex web of painful feelings 

associated with gay sexuality. Gay men are compelled to present themselves as 

exemplary sons, financially and professionally established individuals, or religious 

or marriageable bachelors. These pressures to remain in the closet, coupled with the 

constant vigilance and performance of a heterosexual self, provide gay men with 

great pressure, fear, and anxieties. Men, especially the eldest sons, are expected to 

be exemplars of obedience and responsibility. As the stories above illustrate, getting 

out of the closet may hinder gay men’s financial prospects. Despite the employers’ 
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guarantees of eliminating discrimination or promising equal employment 

opportunities, gay men still feel apprehension because their relationship and 

integration seem to depend on performing straightness. Thus, as Tan (1995) argues, 

gay men consider gay sexuality as a disadvantage in fulfilling their roles in a 

heterosexual society. Putting up an appearance of heterosexuality ensures that gay 

men can participate in economic activities that have been expected of them in a 

heterosexual society. 

There is a stratification of priorities happening when gay men construct their 

selves and identities. The performance of heterosexuality usually takes precedence. 

This means that for gay men, it is their social role and function within society that 

matters first. Its importance is paramount that many choose to repress their 

sexuality. Heterosexuality becomes a discourse that organizes different kinds of 

relationships (e.g., domestic, professional). Heterosexuality, or at least an 

appearance of it, is a prerequisite for an individual’s social integration and 

participation in wider social activities. Maintaining an appearance of 

heterosexuality, for gay men, and queer individuals broadly, is needed in the 

management of expectations and relationships. In maintaining these relationships, 

gay men’s desires and needs are instantly subordinated in favor of performing 

established social roles and fulfilling social expectations and duties. The collapse 

of professional and familial relationships can affect gay men’s economic prospects, 

which in turn displaces them within a well-defined social order and hierarchy. 

But simply attributing this to the collapse of economic prospects and 

relationships also removes the human experiences of emotion. To discuss the 

experiences of homophobia in such terms is akin to taking away the experience of 

pain in the face of violence. These narratives are replete with painful emotions – 
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fear, disappointment, regret, anger, and guilt. These feelings or emotions are not 

simply abstract representations of bodily reactions against homophobia. On the 

contrary, these emotions punctuate the everyday experiences of gay men who are 

torn between their own individual desires and the performance of heterosexuality 

that does not align with their desires. Gay men tend to live double lives, producing 

a schizophrenic existence that they attempt to manage, and they suffer for 

attempting to live two lives. Even when coming out, gay men tend to experience 

conflicting sets of emotions. As with the case of Ronald, his coming out enables 

him to feel better about the freedom to express his sexuality, but he also thinks he 

is responsible for the falling out within his own family. Conflicting emotions such 

as happiness and sadness, relief and hypervigilance, and security and fear constitute 

the rhythm of their daily lives. As the narratives above illustrate, gay men 

experience temporal and spatial segregation when managing their sexuality. There 

is a proper (i.e., private and solitary) setting to be gay.  

Emotional pain is a dominant theme in my participants’ narratives. 

Emotional pain, distress, or suffering is always a combination of interrelated issues. 

One is the issue of identity, wherein gay men are aware of their homosexual desires 

and they know that in a heterosexual regime, being queer is wrong. Pain comes 

from knowing that as one’s identity is already “wrong”, one is incapable of fitting 

in a heterosexual world. The second one is the issue of actions. Suppressing the 

identity comes with putting up with a heterosexual face. To my participants, putting 

up a heterosexual face is a kind of deception that they involuntarily put up with, 

hence the guilt (see Jerry’s case). Because queer identity is inherently “wrong” in a 

heterosexual regime, putting up with a heterosexual face is doomed to fail because 

it simply delays the inevitable.  The third issue is that of expectations, wherein the 
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performance of heterosexuality is aimed at managing the expectations of one’s 

family and peers. In my experience, pain comes with the knowledge that my parents 

expect a grandchild from me and yet I have no capacity to fulfill that expectation. 

The same is true for Gabriel and Jerry. The pain, then, comes from a combination 

of what one does (actions), what one is (identity), and what is to come if one comes 

out of the closet (rejection or ostracism). Many gay men or bakla believe that the 

only way to become a “respectable” queer man is to desexualize oneself, which 

means abstaining from homosexual acts.  As Chan (2021, p. 81) writes, “Queer 

bodies hurt when they are forced to conform to heteronormative molds.” 

 How do gay men address this emotional pain? Left without legitimate safe 

spaces where they can express themselves, many gay men turn to various media 

platforms to find friends, sex partners, or boyfriends, and to express their sexuality 

without the interference from their family or friends. Given the number of apps 

dedicated to (are appropriated by gay men for) gay men’s sexual and social needs, 

there are many ways that gay men manage their emotional pain (including 

pornography), albeit temporarily. This means that while gay men realize their 

“authentic” selves in digital spaces, these technologies do not necessarily solve 

gender inequalities. As I will later show (this chapter and Chapter 4), spaces like 

the alter community allow gay men to deal with the emotional pain and then 

continue to fulfill their functions and obligations in a heterosexual world. 

 

Therapeutic culture in the alter community 

 Given the pressures of presenting a favorable (i.e., heterosexual) public 

face, social media has become a site for expressing authenticity, a place where 

people can take off their “masks” and express their genuine feelings, thoughts, and 
Figure  – A pornographer expressing how good he 
felt when he was being penetrated by a man that 
treated him romantically. 
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identity (Schlosser, 2020). For minorities and disenfranchised individuals, social 

media sites are where they air their grievances about their daily lives or repressed 

feelings that they cannot otherwise express (Soriano & Cao, 2016). According to 

Lovelock (2016) and Luo and Hancock (2020), social media extends opportunities 

for emotional relief and self-realization as users can express their intimate thoughts 

and feelings in ways that are impossible offline. Thus, the internet becomes a safe 

space where users can build idealized versions of themselves and expect acceptance 

from their peers. 

On the internet, the different textual and audiovisual tools can offer users 

flexibility as to how they want to shape their profiles. Instagram, for example, is 

widely used to project idyllic and idealized lifestyles through the use of image filters 

(Marwick, 2015). Instagram, for example, provides users with different photo 

manipulation tools, encouraging users to portray a high-flying and idyllic lifestyle 

out of the most ordinary things. Meanwhile, Twitter is mainly used to cultivate a 

public self that is aware and critical of current political events. Twitter is for 

cultivating a “woke” self because it is easy to see and participate in trending topics 

on the platform (Vis et al., 2019). But more importantly, Instagram, like Twitter 

(Gerlitz & Helmond, 2013; Bucher & Helmond, 2017), has the “heart” button that 

conflates different positive emotions and discourages negative discourses in its 

spaces. Furthermore, Gerlitz and Helmond argue that the metrification of social 

engagement and desirability on social media is itself a source of positive emotions 

such as happiness to its users. 

In her work, The Promise of Happiness, Sara Ahmed (2010) shows how 

happiness has become the goal of all human actions and human existence. Various 

forms of media, according to Ahmed, perpetuate the “therapeutic culture” and are 
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“saturated with stories and images of happiness” (Ahmed, 2010, p. 3). Ahmed 

defines therapeutic culture as a cultural turn where happiness and positive emotions 

are prioritized. To Aubry and Travis (2015, p. 2-3), this therapeutic culture is “a 

complex web of shared assumptions, behaviors, and institutions” that naturalizes 

our commitment to self-actualization, happiness, and a sense of security in our 

actions. Foster (2016) argues that the promise of the therapeutic culture is self-

fulfillment, and he underscores that self-fulfillment is rooted in the “search for the 

‘true’ self” (p. 100). Foster calls this “authenticity.” To scholars such as Foster 

(2016), Illouz (2008), and Ahmed (2010), the therapeutic culture is supported by 

capitalist entities that imbue consumption with the therapeutic ethos. Foster argues 

that consumption has become an important aspect of maintaining an individual’s 

sense of authenticity as services and material products are as vital to the 

management of one’s emotion and self-presentation.  

Users can create social media profiles or avatars where they can weave 

narratives and share “authentic” representations of themselves. However, this sense 

of authenticity is a vague concept that can only be perceived and performed (van 

Doorn, 2010). Studying authenticity in amateur pornography, Van Doorn (2010) 

explains that authenticity is grounded on the performance of established aesthetic 

and cultural norms. He found that authenticity in amateur porn is achieved by using 

non-professional actors, avoiding the use of professional lighting, using natural 

sounds, and using either long shots or close-ups using handheld cameras. Luo and 

Hancock propose that authenticity in social media is not about the search or 

performance of the “real” self but the construction of a self that enables social 

integration. By constructing this “authentic” or rather presentable self, users 
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experience positive emotions such as happiness, a sense of security and/or 

validation, and feelings of being liked. 

But authenticity, happiness, and security promised by the therapeutic 

culture are not the rewards of self-actualization but a means of participating in a 

society and culture shaped by neoliberalism. Ahmed criticizes how experiencing 

positive emotions and feelings “has become a disciplinary technique” (p. 8) 

legitimized by fields of knowledge dedicated to supporting their importance. To 

her, therapeutic culture compels people to conform to established social norms. In 

critiquing how happiness is treated in the neoliberal order, Ahmed writes that: 

Happiness scripts could be thought of as […] ways of aligning 
bodies with what is already lined up. The points that accumulate as 
lines can be performatives: a point on a line can be a demand to stay 
in line. To deviate from the line is to be threatened with unhappiness. 
[…] Happiness scripts encourage us to avoid the unhappy 
consequences of deviation by making those consequences explicit. 
(Ahmed, 2010, p. 91) 
 

Ahmed implies that conforming to established social norms is important to 

achieving happiness and other therapeutic experiences. Writing about sexuality and 

gender, Ahmed illustrates how popular and academic debates on happiness 

emphasize marriage as a metric of happiness and emotional and financial security. 

Thus, happiness and feelings of self-fulfillment are anchored on the performance of 

heteronormative behaviors. But marriage is just one practice in the arsenal of 

heteronormativity that is supposed to bring happiness. As Ahmed writes: 

There is no doubt that the affective repertoire of happiness gives us 
images of a certain kind of life, a life that has certain things and does 
certain things. There is no doubt that it is hard to separate images of 
the good life from the historic privileging of heterosexual conduct 
(Ahmed, 2010, p. 90). 
 

 In proffering Ahmed’s critique of happiness, we can understand how 

positive and therapeutic feelings become the reward for participating on social 
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media platforms and how this is related to the performance of heterosexuality. Self-

actualization or the experience of the therapeutic is mediated in social media when 

users express their “hidden” desires. Emotional respite may be achieved by 

expressing oneself over social media, but part of the therapeutic culture is how these 

expressions are received. As Murthy (2011) argues, the consumption and positive 

feedback of one’s (virtual) peers are important in the experience of therapeutic 

effects. I will be discussing this more fully in Chapter 3. Suffice to say at this point 

that the therapeutic culture that pervades the internet is a myth. Using social media 

does not necessarily mean the user expresses their “real” self, nor does social media 

use automatically lead to self-actualization or feelings of emotional relief. What 

Ahmed and other scholars try to tell us is that the pervasiveness of therapeutic 

cultures may entail the reinforcement of traditional norms in exchange for 

happiness.  

 There is a wealth of discussions on how pornography teases a complex web 

of emotions, including sexual arousal, disgust, and even humor (Paasonen, 2011; 

Williams, 1989; Kuhn, 1994). Hambleton (2016) notes that commercial straight 

porn pornography may sexually arouse men but does little to convey a sense of 

sexual pleasure to women. But little scholarly attention has been paid to the 

affective dimensions of amateur pornography, specifically in the context of gay 

men.  What does porn do to amateur porn producers and what does amateur porn 

mean to them? What kinds of feelings and emotions are aroused?  

To many of its members, the alter community is a “safe space” for sexual 

exploration and a place of becoming. Staying in the closet has a massive emotional 

and mental toll on gay men and the thought of coming out is difficult to negotiate. 
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In our conversations, Jerry told me that the alter community is where he felt 

accepted. Below is a record of our conversation: 

Jerry: I created an account for rant purposes, got curious, and 
searched the hashtag “#jakol” (my note: #masturbation). I created 
my first account [way] back [in] 2013 and then I went back last 
2015. 
RJDC: What did you rant about first? 
Jerry: Well, it was about my life as a gay man. At first, I avoided 
any discussion of my life inside the seminary, but eventually, I 
talked about it in my current account. At first, though, it was just my 
frustrations about staying in the closet. 
RJDC: So, I assume you stopped in 2014. Why did you pause, and 
what made you come back? 
Jerry: I met my first girlfriend. We lasted for almost 10 months, but 
we broke up and after a month, I decided to go back because I do 
miss some of my friends who first accepted me. 
RJDC: What changed when you came back to alter again? 
Jerry: Well, first, I met more friends. I also became more active in 
seeking new types of pornography. And I became more confident in 
telling my followers about my struggle. I even became more 
confident in showing my body and a few videos of me jerking off. 
Before, it was just a few rants and mostly lurking and watching 
videos of people jerking off. (Jerry, personal communication, Jan. 
2019) 

 

Figure 2.1 - Alter community members use different tools on Twitter to narrate their sexual experiences. The 
right tweet translates to: "One of the many notes I wrote when I was newly diagnosed (with HIV). Nothing, I 
can only write notes before. I cannot tell anyone. I kept everything to myself, maybe like some of you who are 
alone in the dark. [Next tweet] There, one of my motivations is to help others not to feel lonely. Even online 
engagement/interactions help unload a truckload full of emotions. It’s hard. Especially in the beginning. It’s 

like heaven and hell conspired against you. Screenshots by the author. 
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For some pornographers in the alter community, this space is the only link 

they have to the larger LGBTQ community. Gabriel emphasizes that the community 

is his “lifeline” to the larger gay community, and indeed to his own identity as a 

gay man. By uploading porn, writing elaborate sex stories, and interacting with 

other participants, Gabriel can find gay friends that he does not have in real life and 

process all sorts of positive and painful feelings associated with his sexuality. 

Gabriel tells me: 

Gabriel: When I am not posting porn, I just post stuff about my male 
crushes or preferences for my sex partners. When I post porn or these 
tweets about my crushes, I feel that people here [in the alter 
community] accept me. They approve [of my preferences]. 
RJDC: What makes porn unique, though? How does it make you 
feel accepted? 
Gabriel: Hmm, it’s complicated. At first, really, I didn’t think of 
posting any nudes or porn. I just watched and retweeted. After a few 
months, I started to post porn. 
RJDC: What made you decide to do it [post porn videos]? 
Gabriel: Curiosity, I suppose. Then it got better. 
RJDC: What do you mean? 
Gabriel: Because people start commenting how good my body is, or 
how skillful or manly I am. My followers sometimes ask me in DM 
[direct message] if we can have sex, do collabs [collaborations], or 
just chat and be friends.  
RJDC: Have you found friends among your followers? 
Gabriel: Yes, I have a few online friends here. 
RJDC: Have you met them? 
Gabriel: Yes, we meet sometimes to drink or hang out. We became 
close, so I tell them if I have issues with my family or friends about 
hiding my sexuality. They listen if something about gay culture or 
gay sex confuses me. Yes, I know I am gay, but I still consider 
myself new to this. I didn’t really have gay friends, and it was only 
recently that I had other gay sex partners. So, my friends listen to 
everything I say about my sexuality. It makes me feel less lonely. I 
feel like my struggles are shared by others, and that the horny 
feelings I get from other men are experienced by other men as well. 
(Gabriel, personal communication, Dec. 2019). 
 

Another case is that of Paul, an HIV-positive pornographer who shares his 

videos and musings about his health condition. Paul (not his real name) is an 

interesting case as a famous PLHIV in the alter community who tells stories of his 
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sexual encounters through textual posts and amateur porn. In his posts, Paul shares 

how HIV changed his life. Paul frequently tweets about his battle with loneliness 

and depression when he freshly contracted HIV. In a series of tweets, Paul writes: 

This is one of my numerous notes [see the figure below] when I was 
newly diagnosed [with HIV]. Nothing [to do], I just wrote notes. No 
one to confide. Kept everything inside, maybe like those of you who 
are in the dark, alone. There. One of my motivations. [That] no one 
should experience loneliness. This does not have to be carried alone. 
Even online engagement/interactions (sic) it helps unload (sic) 
truckfull load of emotions. It’s hard. Especially in the beginning. It’s 
like heaven and earth conspired [to bring this cruelty]. 
 

 

Figure 2.2 – The note that Paul published. This pertains to his emotional journey as an HIV-positive person. 
This note co-exists with Paul’s porn videos. Screenshot by the author. 

Eventually, Paul made a new alter account that signifies a new lease on life, 

and he made porn videos again. Paul’s experiences exemplify the typical internet 

“producer” who feels validated and happy when their production receives a high 

number of views, hearts, and retweets. In the caption of his videos, Paul shares that 

being able to make porn again boosts his self-esteem, and this feeling is bolstered 

by a great number of likes, retweets, and video views. Making porn made him feel 

desired again and allowed him to explore other sexual activities (he is now a top). 

In one of his posts, he writes that a “young man came back because it was school 
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break” and that he was “glad that the young man entrusted his first fuck” to him 

(translated from original in Tagalog). This, according to his posts, made a deep 

impact on him because despite being HIV positive, his engagement with young men 

proves that he is still attractive, virile, and sexually able. 

Some people who watch Paul’s videos and follow his profile comment that 

they feel inspired by his stories and porn images. For them, Paul represents the ideal 

recovery from HIV because, after experiencing depression, Paul was able to make 

porn videos again and became active in the alter community once more. As one 

former alter community member told me in our chats, Paul is the epitome of 

reclaiming the pride and self-confidence that many HIV patients fail to recover. 

Paul himself became an advocate of safe sex practices in the alter community, using 

Twitter to conduct free HIV testing to alter community members and finding ways 

for the patients to obtain treatment. He went as far as providing paid, practical “sex 

education services” where he teaches gay men how to have enjoyable yet safe sex. 

I will return to the implications of this case in the succeeding chapters.  

 Some younger gay men (in their late teens or early twenties) also consider 

the alter community a place to find or express their desire for distinct types of gay 

men. Many younger gay men seek sexual experiences specifically with “daddies” 

(i.e., older, usually married gay men) or “bears” and “chubs” (i.e., men with large 

frames or stout and hairy bodies). From my interactions with some gay friends and 

men on Grindr, their preference for older or larger men is more than aesthetics. 

Such preferences are rooted in feeling insecure or feeling vulnerable to 

discrimination because of their sexuality. To them, their taste for older and larger 

men comes from the need to feel secure physically, emotionally, and even, at times, 

financially. To some of my gay friends, security comes from the most obvious and 
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tangible source—the large body build of “bears”. To them, being hugged by larger 

men makes them feel secure and less vulnerable in a visceral way. Security comes 

from the feeling of being embraced with its warmth and protection. A common 

conception about this among gay men is that the preference for larger or more 

mature men is rooted in the absence of a father figure in the gay man’s life. To two 

more friends, these “bears” or mature men are the recipients of this displaced 

affection towards and desire for the security and stability that fathers provide. They 

cultivated an understanding that bears and mature gay men are good listeners 

whenever they feel the need to discuss their feelings. The preference for “bears,” 

therefore, emerges from the need to feel emotionally secure.  

Gay men use the alter community to navigate between the public and the 

private authentic self, and it is by inhabiting the private and the authentic that 

happiness or self-actualization is developed. These findings confirm what Filipino 

scholars such as Piamonte et al. (2020) that digital spaces allow queer men to 

express their desires and make themselves visible by making profiles that are 

consistent with their repressed sexual desires.  By inhabiting the private and the 

authentic virtual self, gay men are faced with myriad new opportunities. They open 

frontiers for socialization and sexual exploration. To feel confident is to eliminate 

the feelings of shame and guilt. Confidence means being able to do new things with 

conviction and security. Indeed, this happiness, confidence, or self-actualization 

emerges from one’s interaction and socialization with their followers. 

Pornographers derive happiness and pleasure not only from being able to tell their 

stories and share their sexual experiences. There is also pleasure from being listened 

to, being watched, and learning more about their sexuality. The alter community, 

then, is more complex than what journalists or media pundits conveniently claim – 
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that the community or network is just a collective of pornographers. To do so 

reduces gay men to one-dimensional characters whose only goal in the network is 

to show off their bodies or to experience orgasm. In this context, at least, 

pornography can become a vehicle to facilitate a shared sense of empathy arising 

from collective arousal and experiences of homophobia. As much as it is a sexual 

community, the alter community is an affective one, allowing its users to achieve 

pleasure in different ways. These pleasures are facilitated through amateur 

pornography. While the gay men in the alter community are first glued together by 

pornography and sexual arousal, their subsequent relationship with pornography 

and the community evolve into something more emotional. This is especially true 

among gay men who are most marginalized like Paul who suffered much from 

being an HIV patient. Many who seek (or receive) validation are those who are 

outside the idealized notions of gay masculinity. Participants like Paul seek 

validation that they are still desired and capable of having good and enjoyable sex. 

The porn videos seem to “prove” that HIV has not diminished their sexual drive 

and abilities. Having sex and being able to show others these sexual activities 

proves that people living with HIV can have their sex drive and self-esteem back. 

The alter community allows gay men to make sense of their sexuality and 

give them a chance to validate their own identities as a part of a wider sexual 

collective or culture. While it is true that porn videos and posts can “teach” him 

how to behave like a gay man, it is through his friends in the community that he can 

share the adversities he faces in his daily life. For the gay men in the alter 

community, being gay is not simply about engaging in male-to-male sex but is 

about maintaining a connection with other gay men. In short, being gay means 

finding that sense of belonging in a community that shares the same sexual desires 
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and identity as them. Being gay involves knowing that there are people who 

appreciate them, desire them, coach them into behaving properly, and share the joys 

and pains of being gay. Being gay, then, is about sharing a particular sexual culture 

and lifestyle, often within the heterosexual regime. Being gay is not simply about 

being part of a political collective (Soriano & Cao, 2016), but being able to socialize 

and express their sexuality without fear of judgment and exposure. Whether it is 

simply about sharing their sexual fantasies or talking about their battle with HIV 

and the accompanying depression, gay men can find solace and camaraderie in the 

alter community. Through socialization, gay men can process their negative 

emotions, share their fantasies, and learn about their sexuality. It is through the alter 

community, this collective of anonymous and mostly faceless individuals that gay 

men find happiness and relief. In comparing their sexual and emotional experiences 

and desires with one another, the gay men in the alter community can affirm that 

their experiences are not something out of the ordinary, but something that happens 

to other people.  

It seems that authenticity is the main source of gay men’s happiness or 

pornography’s therapeutic potential. By showing that Twitter is an instrument to 

express repressed sexuality, pornographers also present their claim to happiness. 

However, to stop at happiness and the therapeutic effects of porn-making means 

missing the opportunity to tease the dynamics that govern this display and 

performance of happiness and masculinity. I echo Ahmed (2010) in probing the 

basis of these therapeutic effects and the happy feelings the participants get from 

making porn. If happiness or experiencing therapeutic effects is conditional or a 

state of mind, what kind of happiness or therapeutic effects does making porn offer? 

What is the basis of this happiness or therapeutic feelings? 
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The constitution of authenticity and the therapeutic in the alter community 

 One tricky concept is that of authenticity and its relationship to the 

therapeutic. Scholars such as Hine (2015) and van der Nagel and Frith (2015) claim 

that authenticity is key to self-actualization, and the internet enables authentic self-

expression. But authenticity is a slippery concept, almost impossible to ascertain 

because it speaks to the equally evasive notion of truth. I agree with van Doorn 

(2010), however, that authenticity can be claimed and performed instead of being 

defined with precision and clarity. In his study of amateur pornography, van Doorn 

argues that amateur porn’s claim to authenticity stems from its aesthetic qualities, 

such as the shaky camera, unpolished sound and lighting, unknown and anonymous 

participants, and the quotidian setting. He proposes that these qualities frame sex 

as an activity that happens in the realm of the everyday and that enjoyable sex 

happens regardless of the actors’ body types. As van Doorn writes: 

[T]he majority of the amateur videos on YouPorn transplant the 
object of fetishism onto the various mundane aspects of its 
production process, by which the video acquires its ‘aura’ of 
authenticity. In this way, everyday ‘reality’ is transported onto the 
screen as a new kind of spectacle: the ‘inverted spectacle’ of the 
sexual self. The screen is no longer separated from the spectator, as 
two detached realms, but becomes a genuine medium that connects 
both spaces in their mutual desire for the ‘real’ (van Doorn, 2010, p. 
414). 
 

 To van Doorn, authenticity emerges from the obfuscation between the 

material (the world of the spectator) and the virtual (the screen world). In the case 

of the alter community, the power of the images and the written words to record 

and curate life stories allows users to construct and inhabit a virtual self that 

represents their material desires. These desires transcend the mediation of the 

screen. Gay sexual desires and the desire to be accepted or find a place in a 
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community or social setting, are enshrined in both the material and virtual selves. 

Perhaps, in some ways, the virtual becomes more real because of the complex web 

of emotions these profiles, avatars, and porn videos are made to bear. Thus, apart 

from the purely stylistic expressions of authenticity in amateur pornography, 

authenticity is performed through the emotional writings that accompany the porn 

videos in the alter community, much like Paul’s own emotional writings as an HIV-

positive person.  

 

Figure 2.3a – The translation of the caption reads, “I can feel the excitement of this 19-year-old virgin. It’s 
his first time to meet with an alter community user. He just jerked off before. He thought I wouldn’t reply to 

him ‘coz his profile was blank, and he had no followers. But come on, all of us here are horny and someone’s 
worth is not mentioned by his number of followers.” Screenshot by the author. 
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Figure 2.3b - The caption reads, “Every 12 midnight this young lad and I have sex in my [house’s] gate. 
Three times already every lunch break because I am working from home. I ask him to go and I bottom him. 

But I realized now, I don’t know his appearance, nor can I (sic) see his face. He really is a good kisser. 
Screenshot by the author 

 

 

Figure 2.3c – The caption reads, “BELLBOY PART 2: This is what you [have all been] waiting for. Bellboy 
is quite nervous so he comes and goes. He jacked me off and I fake pumped him. He can’t resist so he said he 

would just log out and return after an hour. Part 3 next. Retweet and follow for more.” Screenshot by the 
author. 

In figures 2.3a, 2.3b, and 2.3c, there are visual and textual elements that 

signify these videos’ authentic nature. These are commonly found in amateur 

pornography that Mercer (2017) and van Doorn (2010) discuss. These videos or 
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texts take place in everyday, nondescript places that are sometimes akin to fantasies 

in commercial pornography. The time and places of these sexual encounters place 

sex within the realm of the everyday – having sex during lunch hour in a dark garage 

or meeting a stranger in one’s bedroom or hotel. These are narrated by faceless 

people whose videos and Twitter profiles hide their legal identities or faces. The 

shots and equipment they use exhibit the established amateur aesthetic qualities – 

dark lighting, long shots, and grainy images. These are the hallmarks of amateur 

aesthetics that were established in amateur porn literature (e.g., Mercer, 2017). 

But more than these videos, there are textual elements that narrate the 

settings, background, and emotional aspects of these sexual encounters. Outside 

Twitter, these textual narrations would have been awkward. Professional 

pornography is known for having awkward dialogues and storylines. These texts 

make amateur pornography more emotionally charged, conveying elements that 

personalize the people on screen. These narratives circulate emotions and feelings 

of arousal, pleasure, and excitement that accompany sexual encounters. There are 

feelings of nervousness, trepidation, excitement, and even regret within each 

encounter.  These sexual encounters, when paired with narratives of sexual struggle, 

create a story of the human being behind the phone screen. Pornography is the core 

of all these emotional activities on Twitter. Whereas professional pornography 

highlights the physical qualities that make a gay man desirable (e.g., large penis, 

muscular body; Brennan, 2018), authentic, amateur pornography emphasizes the 

emotional attachments gay men have when having sexual encounters. In this 

context, authenticity is more than just the embeddedness of sex in the realm of the 

everyday, but the ability to create, enact, mediate, and even commodify (see 

Chapter 3) the emotional aspects of gay sexuality. 
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Figure 2.4a - The caption reads, “Another one with [Construction Worker] Daddy Dan. I like daddies 
because they will make you like a woman and for sure this night’s sex is fulfilling.” Screenshot by the author. 

 

Figure 2.4b. A tweet containing only text. It tells the story of a sexual encounter. Screenshot by the author. 

Yet, how is this authenticity, and therefore self-actualization, enacted? In 

my observations in the alter community, I rarely see effeminate gays who engage 

in the same emotional telling of their sexuality to their intended audience. There is 

a case to be argued about how the language of some pornographers exhibits some 

femininity through the use of emotions such as nervousness. Yet, these emotions 

reclaim and exhibit homonormative qualities of virility. In other examples, gay men 
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use vocabularies that exhibit masculine and phallic pleasures – pinadugo (to cause 

bleeding), winarak (destroy), or binuntis (to impregnate). In figure 2.4a, the 

uploader refers to how his sex partner, a daddy, will make him feel like a woman. 

For bottoms, physical pain is part of the manly gay’s ideal characteristics which 

draws from both heterosexual masculinity and femininity. It draws from 

masculinity because the endurance of pain corresponds to qualities drawn from 

hegemonic masculinity. Enduring pain means displaying physical strength while 

avoiding the display of emotion. Enduring pain means that men are not expected to 

cry, give up, or break down when experiencing physical pain. Thus, bottoms 

capitalize on their capacity to endure and withstand pain arising from sexual 

intercourse. Yet, bottomhood also draws from established feminine qualities of 

suffering and withstanding pain for the pleasure of their masculine partners. 

Traditionally, women are expected to endure suffering to become dutiful to their 

husbands (Roces, 2010). A bottom is expected to endure and suffer the pain without 

refusing or breaking down from the violent sexual actions of their tops. This is 

inherently different from the bakla who is meant to display excessive emotionality 

(see Inton, 2017) and low endurance to pain. 

 A closer examination reveals that there is always an emphasis on what the 

phallus and the masculine partner will do to the bottom. It is the top who will take 

control of the sex and is responsible for how good the bottom feels. In figure 2.4b, 

the user clearly emphasizes the role the penis plays in how he felt excited to have 

sex with this particular versatile gay man. While these vocabularies are derived 

from an effeminate gay’s perspectives of sex, the point-of-view that these 

pornographic texts adopt emphasizes the phallic nature of what makes sexual 

encounters pleasing. The framing of these sexual encounters and the gratification 
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that they cause emphasizes the prime role the penis plays in achieving sexual 

pleasure. Thus, in some ways, authenticity in the context of the alter community is 

achieved through these emotional exposures and outings, but these emotions tend 

to privilege and reaffirm the phallic nature of gay sexual pleasure.  

  

Conclusion  

 Men carry considerable social roles and gay men are compelled to maintain 

a heterosexual public face to fulfill these social roles. Affirming what Tan (1995) 

argued 26 years ago, this chapter finds out that gay men are compelled to suppress 

their sexuality for economic and social reasons. The repression of their sexual 

desires causes gay men painful emotions, such as shame, fear, and regret. These 

painful emotions stem from fearing experiences of homophobia, so gay men learned 

to perform sexual scripts derive from heterosexual masculinity. Gay men kept their 

sexuality a secret, living closeted lives disconnected from other gay men. As such, 

gay men’s romantic and sexual lives are heavily mediated by social media sites and 

dating apps that allow them to seek intimacy and enact their sexuality.  

 This chapter advances the affective dimensions of making amateur 

pornography, an aspect of the discourse on pornography that has received scant 

scholarly attention.  Amateur pornography allows gay men to experience moments 

of positive emotions such as self-actualization, self-fulfillment, pleasure, and 

validation. In the context of gay men, making amateur pornography allows them to 

momentarily escape their performance of a heterosexual public face and assume a 

persona that matches their “real” sexual orientation. It is through participating in 

the alter community and by making pornographic images that gay men feel 

validation and acceptance from their peers.  
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 This chapter argues that self-actualization and authenticity are grounded on 

the emotional and performative nature of amateur pornography on Twitter. Apart 

from the established aesthetic qualities that exhibit authenticity, the pornography in 

the alter community exhibits emotional aspects that render these users human. 

These emotions make these sexual encounters real human experiences. But this 

chapter also argues that the homonormative understanding of gay sexuality 

pervades the framing of authentic sexual pleasure. Thus, self-actualization is not 

just about expressing intimate desires, but also exhibiting what is commonly 

understood as homonormative sexuality. The affective potentialities and self-

actualizing aspects of pornographic expressions are enmeshed within the politics of 

masculinity wherein sexual performance is also about maintaining an impression of 

homonormativity.  
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CHAPTER 3 

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF AMATEUR PORN:  

THE ATTENTION ECONOMY AND THE NEOLIBERAL ORDER 

In the previous chapter, I showed how porn can stimulate self-realization 

and self-actualization among gay men. At the same time, it also traced the limits of 

this specific potential of pornography by locating it within the discourse of 

hegemonic masculinity. In this chapter, I extend this inquiry by framing this 

therapeutic culture within the discourse of neoliberal rationality. A broad term, 

neoliberalism is political and economic rationality that characterizes human 

relationships and activities through competition and individual liberty (Foster, 

2016; Wilson, 2017). This chapter examines how the acts of production and 

consumption of pornography produce value, capital, or resources. I argue that the 

structure of Twitter is conducive to the rise of a distinct attention economy that 

compels pornographers to constantly produce content to continuously expand their 

social and erotic capital.  

By neoliberalism, I refer to Foster’s (2016) definition of it as a politico-

economic system that transforms individuals from “collective subjects” living with 

shared “social commitments and moral bonds” to “self-governing individuals who 

must enterprise themselves by way of their own aptitudes and talents” (p. 96). By 

emphasizing the individual over the collective, people are forced to live in 

competition with each other (Wilson, 2017). Neoliberalism, according to Julie A. 

Wilson (2017), turns us into “individuals in charge of our own fates through 

competition” and individual liberties (p. 4). David Harvey (2005) and Wilson 

(2017) argue that the concept of individual liberty is a myth because it conceals 
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how social structures place the responsibility of economic betterment squarely on 

the shoulders of the individual.  

In contemplating the link between amateur pornography and neoliberalism, 

I follow Bonnie Ruberg (2016) and Katrien Jacobs (2007) in considering amateur 

porn as a form of labor and a commodity. Instead of seeing amateur porn as 

antithetical to a commercial form of pornography and, hence, divorced from the 

influence of neoliberalism and patriarchy, I consider porn as a product of labor and 

careful strategizing used in negotiating gay men’s sexuality. The crucial point that 

this chapter addresses is the role of Twitter’s architecture, or coding and algorithms, 

in facilitating a specific type of affective and sexual economy that impacts how gay 

men negotiate their sexuality. How do Twitter’s algorithms and features influence 

the economics of gay amateur pornography? How do gay men interact with these 

features in expressing their sexuality? I am analyzing how specific features of 

Twitter work about the production, distribution, and consumption of gay amateur 

porn – the newsfeed, buttons (e.g., hearts, retweets), and the characteristics of 

tweets.  

 

Amateur porn economies 

 Amateur porn, as a participatory cultural text, banks on pornographers’ 

passion to ensure continuous participation. Henry Jenkins (2006), perhaps the most 

prominent author on participatory cultures, positions fan-made and amateur media 

as the symbol of the democratization of the internet. Jenkins proposes that the 

internet allows fans to participate in cultural and media production that was once 

monopolized by media conglomerates. He notes that fandoms are political blocs 

that contest the power of corporations to make creative choices by interfering with 
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corporate choices or constructing alternative treatments that better express their 

identities or tastes. Most of these amateur works are not made in pursuit of money, 

but simply out of affective connections with specific cultural texts (Baruch, 2020). 

As Baruch suggests, fandoms are important political and cultural circuits where 

different forms of capital (e.g., social) are generated and circulated. 

 In pornography, amateur porn potentially symbolizes the democratization 

of sexual pleasures, tastes, and desires, something that commercial pornography 

and traditional media, in general, failed to accomplish. Online media facilitated the 

proliferation of non-ideal body types and nonnormative sexual tastes. In the pre-

internet days, porn consumption was a middle-class affair, at least in the 

Philippines, as most pornographic media were sourced outside the country (Leyson, 

2004). They were ordered by affluent families through mail-order services or are 

potentially brought home by Filipinos working overseas. Leyson writes that by the 

1990s and 2000s, pornography became more accessible as newspapers started 

publishing pornographic images and serial sex stories submitted by readers. These 

newspaper stories were the frontrunners of the contemporary amateur 

pornographies found on Twitter. Yet, many of these pornographic media are created 

by editors or porn-makers whose main concern is to make money. As Alibutud 

(1999) writes, newspapers started publishing pornography because of the economic 

hardships after the restoration of democracy in 1986. As commercial commodities, 

these pornographic texts usually portrayed heterosexual sexual encounters, totally 

ignoring other sexual bodies and tastes.  

With the internet, people suddenly had access to pornographies from all 

over the world, and mostly for free. Porn sites became a buffet of promiscuity, with 

a seemingly endless choice of pornographies catering to myriad sexual tastes and 
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orientations. Porn sites such as XVideos or Pornhub now boast of a separate gay or 

LGBTQ section exclusively featuring gay sex acts done by Asians, bears, whites, 

discreet, twinks, shemales, blacks, daddies, and many others engaging in all forms 

of sexual numbers. As the pace of digital and online media development increases, 

the forms of pornographies available become diversified. There are livestreaming 

platforms (Jacobs, 2020), subscription-based amateur porn channels, and social 

media sites hosting different forms of pornographies. These platforms enable 

entrepreneurial activities on the internet, allowing users to create their own content 

whether for free or otherwise. 

  In both porn studies and fandom studies, scholars argue that amateur 

producers hardly benefit the amateurs themselves as platforms rarely protect 

amateurs from legal and other forms of persecution (Stanfill & Condis, 2014; De 

Kosnik, 2012; Ruberg, 2016). Instead, this self-generated content lubricates and 

feed the online platforms that foster such mechanisms and logic (Waugh & Arroyo, 

2019). The platforms and media conglomerates profit by selling advertisements and 

aggregating data on user behavior, but users rarely get a share of these profits 

(Morris, 2013; De Kosnik, 2012). As Morris emphasizes, users “cannot really 

consume without working” (Morris, 2013, p. 274, emphasis in the original). 

Collectively, these scholars argue that participation via online platforms is a form 

of (unpaid) labor because participation provides digital objects with value. More 

often, brands or cultural products gain economic or financial value when they are 

popular. But value can also be affective when consumers establish an emotional 

connection with the cultural product. Whatever value is derived from cultural 

products, participation on online platforms is potentially exploitative because users 

create value (mostly for the profit of corporate owners and investors) without 
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receiving compensation for their work. Under neoliberalism, individual agency and 

passion are exploited to obfuscate the value that consumption and online 

participation create.  

 But how is this connected to amateur pornography? Some scholars such as 

Jacobs (2007) and Ruberg (2016) argue that amateur pornography and the internet 

hide the labor and costs of making pornography. Widely seen as passion or vanity 

projects, amateur porn is distributed freely on porn sites or exchanged over private 

networks. Jacobs (2007) proposes that despite the free exchanges of amateur porn, 

amateur pornographers invest their own resources, equipment, and time to produce 

porn videos. Furthermore, while Jacobs confirms that amateur pornographers do 

not have the technological infrastructure to produce and distribute studio-quality 

porn, they rely on a different skill set to participate in the circulation of amateur 

porn on the internet. These skills are developed solely by individuals who are also 

responsible for the procurement of equipment. 

In her work on amateur porn, Bonnie Ruberg (2016) proposes that the free 

trade of amateur porn devalues sex work in general. As dating sites and porn sites 

allow people to seek quick sexual gratification for free, paid sex work suffers from 

deeper stigmatization and sex workers accept more exploitative labor conditions 

(Ruberg, 2016). Ruberg also claims that, ultimately, free amateur porn obfuscates 

the complicity of amateur porn in supporting capitalist structures. She argues that 

porn sites such as Pornhub also rely on amateur porn and make huge amounts of 

money out of this content. Thus, Ruberg claims that the proliferation of amateur 

porn is a utopia with its problematic vision of sexual morality and politics; but such 

is the problem of online platforms in general. As capitalist entities, social media 
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platforms expand their usability to retain their users. In doing so, they process data 

that become a source of revenue for these companies.  

 Writing on amateurism in pornography, Susanna Paasonen (2010) posits 

that scholarly inquiries into amateur porn reveal it as a form of free labor that is 

predicated on the commodification of the self about existing pornographic 

aesthetics and conventions. Paasonen, alongside John Mercer (2017), argues that 

online and mobile technologies involved in the economies of amateur porn blur the 

boundaries between amateur/professional, producers/consumers, and leisure/labor. 

According to Paasonen, this blurring of boundaries is also reflected in the varying 

functions of amateur porn (e.g., as a way of expressing repressed sexual desires or 

gaining profit). Thus, Paasonen contends that amateur porn must not only be 

considered as a form of leisure but as a commodity, the production and consumption 

of which are geared towards achieving different goals. 

Examining online porn through labor has always been difficult because “sex 

is frequently still viewed as valuable in and of itself; pleasure is imagined to be its 

own compensation” (Ruberg, 2016, p. 152). Traditional forms of sex work, such as 

prostitution, have not always been considered labor, and governments worldwide 

have always labeled different kinds of sex work as illegitimate, even criminal. 

Ruberg likens amateur porn to another contentious form of labor – that of fandoms. 

Moreover, amateur porn can hardly be considered labor because of the absence of 

industrial technology, skills, and aesthetic standards (Jacobs, 2007; Mercer, 2017).  
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Figure 3.1 – Left: An alter community member who thanks his followers and supporters. The tweet reads, 
“To all my supporters, one big kiss and a warm hug to all of you! Including my (tongue emoji), hehe!” 
Right: An alter community member selling subscriptions for nude images and porn videos. As in usual 

practice, amateur pornographers in the alter community charge a flat fee for a “lifetime” supply of new porn 
videos. In this case, the pornographer charges US$ 16 for 60 videos to save money on a secondhand laptop. 

Screenshot by the author. 

 It is easier to frame amateur porn as labor if we are examining paid amateur 

porn. Many alter community members also sell porn videos and images. Ronald, 

the gay man whose story was discussed in the previous chapter, tried to sell nude 

images and photos of him masturbating or playing with sex toys. He had difficulty 

selling a set of nude photos for around 30 USD because many people can just scroll 

through Twitter and find amateur porn. The trend nowadays is for amateur 

pornographers to create an OnlyFans account where people subscribe per channel 

to see exclusive porn videos from the channels they subscribe to. These trends 

deserve another space for discussion, but what I will say here is that it is easier to 

see these activities as labor because they are commercial activities. 

For many pornographers in the alter community, they achieve the benefits 

they seek by working. This is not only about the investment of time and money but 

also about how these pornographers create commodities from their alter profiles 
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and take concrete steps to create and cultivate these profiles. Instead of simply 

expressing themselves sexually, these amateur pornographers consciously labor to 

realize the benefits they want to obtain from the community. Despite the absence 

of monetary gain for many pornographers, the alter community has imbibed an 

entrepreneurial spirit wherein pornographers work towards gaining certain benefits 

and create strategies to fulfill these goals. 

  

Why amateur pornographers go to Twitter 

In her introduction to the edited anthology Porn.Com: Making Sense of 

Online Pornography, Feona Attwood (2010) remarks on how new media platforms 

invest new functions in pornography, although its ubiquity failed to extinguish the 

general moral panics surrounding it. Attwood (2010, p. 1) uses the word “fear” to 

illustrate how pornography has been considered socioculturally and politically. 

According to Attwood, this fear stems from pornography’s capacity to incite 

different layers of feelings and emotions, reinforce skewed gender and sexual 

relations, and break the distinction between fantasy and reality. Since the inception 

of pornography, legal impediments have been placed to hinder its production, 

consumption, and distribution (Williams, 1989). In the Philippines, scholars such 

as Cordero (2018) and Bernarte et al. (2016) paint pornography as a menace that 

endangers sexual morality and threatens the unity of the nuclear family. Thus, the 

production and public distribution of pornography in the Philippines is considered 

a criminal offense that violates public morals (Leyson, 2003). 

 Despite the liberating capacities of the internet and the increasing 

availability and diversity of pornography, there has been a recent deplatformization 

of amateur pornographers and their content on social media sites. The most 
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prominent case perhaps is that of Tumblr, which banned NSFW (i.e., not safe for 

work) content in its spaces. In December 2018, Tumblr deleted all sexually explicit 

content and profiles on its platforms. For years, Tumblr allowed pornographic 

media, making it a popular site for gay men and other sexual minorities who want 

to find porn or socialize. Yet, following Tumblr’s removal from the Apple Appstore 

in 2018 and the transfer of ownership from Yahoo! to Verizon, it suddenly banned 

all adult content in December 2018 (Duguay, 2018).  

 Tumblr’s crackdown on pornography was devastating to the gay 

pornographers who found a community there. One of my participants remarked 

how the internet’s tolerance towards sexualized expressions is becoming narrower 

and narrower with more platforms banning pornographic media. Unlike the 

“pornification” that Paasonen, Nikunen, and Saarenmaa theorized in 2007 wherein 

pornography and pornographic aesthetics become more mainstream, we now see a 

different dynamic in how social media deplatformizes sex. Within the mainstream 

social media (i.e., Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter), sex is becoming an 

increasingly taboo subject that affects what kind of bodies and sexualized 

expressions are allowed for public consumption (see Chapter 5). Thus, instead of 

the pornification of these social media platforms, we see a sanitization of these 

platforms as pornography becomes unavailable for immediate public consumption. 

Even the popular amateur porn sites such as XVideos and Pornhub became 

a target of censorship in the Philippines. Because of the country’s reputation as a 

hotbed of child pornography, the Duterte administration blocked access to major 

porn sites in a bid to curb child porn distribution and consumption in the country. 

This led to much narrower choices of sites where Filipino gay men can distribute 

and consume amateur pornography, especially for those who cannot afford VPN 
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services to circumvent the ban. There are also very few Filipino-made sites (or sites 

set up by Filipino users on Western online platforms) such as the popular Kwentong 

Malibog (Horny Stories), a Blogspot site where Filipino gay men submit blogs that 

tell their actual or imagined sexual encounters. Most of these forums are heavy on 

text, scarce on visual imagery, and can be difficult to access and manage using 

mobile phones. Unlike Twitter which allows users to build a compendium of their 

own content or the content, they prefer retweeting, forums and blogs do not have 

these easy-to-use features.  

As Gabriel noted, his entry into the alter community is prompted by the 

banning of gay porn sites in Dubai. Thus, the choice to use or migrate to Twitter is 

very straightforward – it is prompted by a lack of platforms that serve the sexual 

needs of gay men. While it is true that there are other platforms such as gay porn 

sites that allow gay men to socialize, cultivate intimate or sexual contacts (e.g., 

Tinder, Grindr), watch pornography, or tell stories related to their sexuality, most 

of these platforms have very limited capacities. Grindr, for example, only allows 

one-to-one communication but not public discussions about sexuality. It also does 

not allow widespread consumption of content. As I will show later, Twitter has a 

unique architecture that satisfies distinct kinds of needs. 

The migration of users from Tumblr to Twitter has a rather simple 

explanation. Twitter is the only platform that allows pornography. Twitter allows 

pornography in its spaces, subject to certain conditions. Pornography can only be 

seen by users under sensitive media warnings, and they are normally excluded from 

search results. Moreover, Twitter maintains that pornographic media in its spaces 

should portray sex between two consenting adults.  As Twitter mentions, the 

allowance of pornography in its spaces is all about the freedom of speech and the 
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freedom of choice to see or ignore pornographic content. Therefore, the now- 

“homeless” pornographers tried to rebuild their networks on Twitter.  

To restore their following and their now-deleted profiles on Tumblr, some 

of these pornographers left their new Twitter IDs for their Tumblr followers. 

Among the mainstream social media platforms (e.g., Facebook, Instagram), 

Twitter’s policy on nudity and adult content is laxer. It generally allows 

pornographic images on the platform, but this content will be covered with 

interstitials and can only be viewed with the user’s consent. Given this laxity, the 

erstwhile Tumblr users immediately rebuilt their networks on Twitter. The decision 

to migrate to Twitter is illustrated by my conversations with Benjie, a business 

graduate from an elite university in Manila: 

RJDC: Did you actually start doing nudes and porn on Twitter? 
Benjie: Nah, I started on Tumblr first. 
RJDC: So, what made you move to Twitter? 
Benjie: Well, you know that Tumblr banned all NSFW content, 
right? I think it was 2018 or 19. Twitter was the only mainstream 
content allowing NSFW and porn. 
RJDC: Did you use the alter community at that time? 
Benjie: No, I just focused on Tumblr before. I know some friends on 
Tumblr who had alter accounts, so that’s how I became acquainted 
with the alter community. I know that it existed even before Tumblr 
banned all NSFW content, I just didn’t use it. 
RJDC: Did you actively search for a new platform where you can 
distribute nudes and porn videos before? 
Benjie: No. For a while, I decided to keep a low profile and rest. I 
used Grindr and Tinder to find friends and sex partners for a few 
weeks if I remember correctly? Then I decided to make an alter 
account when I felt that I wanted to upload my own nudes again. 
RJDC: Was there any difference between Tumblr and the alter 
community? 
Benjie: Hmm, well, there’s the structure. Tumblr is like Twitter, in 
the sense that you can blog about yourself and your experiences as 
they happen, or when you want to share them. Like, there are times 
that I just post a video of me jerking off before I sleep. Then in both 
apps, you can create an anonymous account so you can follow 
NSFW content without others knowing who you are. Then Tumblr 
also recommends more NSFW accounts once you start following a 
few. That’s also how Twitter works. 
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RJDC: Did you try using other platforms before, like 
PinoyExchange or other blog sites? 
Benjie: That’s old-school, bro. Twitter is okay, and these forums are 
kind of difficult to use anyway. (Benjie, personal communication, 
Aug. 2020). 
 

 In my personal experience, I gained access to the alter community through 

Grindr. Some pornographers post their social media handles on their Grindr 

accounts which led to their alter profiles. At first, I did not create an account and 

simply bookmarked those porn videos that captured my attention. Eventually, I 

created a profile and started following more profiles to get fresh updates and a 

continuous supply of new porn videos. Like Grindr, Twitter is a mobile phone app, 

and porn can be accessed more discreetly in the bounds of my own bedroom. 

Similar experiences have been offered by Gabriel in the previous chapter, and by 

Benjie who enjoys the spontaneity, these platforms bring. 

In this sense, the changing regulations render pornographers nomadic as 

they migrate from one platform to another. The pornographers’ nomadic existence 

can be attributed to the changing regulations of the platforms regarding sexualized 

portrayals. The deplatformization of sex and the digital nomadism that punctuate 

the existence of pornographers are discursive practices on the part of the global 

network of platforms and their entanglements with neoliberal logic. As with the 

case of Tumblr and Twitter, the thriving or prohibition of pornography depends on 

configurations of ownership and capital on the one hand and the freedom of speech 

on the other hand. Thus, the migration to Twitter is all about pragmatism – Twitter 

is an accessible and available platform that enables them to achieve their goals and 

objectives. These platforms are readily available and accessible on mobile devices, 

allowing gay men to have easy access to pornographic materials and various kinds 

of interaction. Moreover, these platforms are quite sophisticated and have a ready-
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made infrastructure and architecture that gay pornographers can easily deploy to 

suit their needs. These mainstream social media platforms can generally circumvent 

governmental bans on porn sites, as portions of social media sites are not selectively 

banned by countries. Platforms like Twitter, then, allow gay men to circumvent 

state controls over pornography without incurring additional material or economic 

costs while allowing them the opportunity to socialize and personalize their 

profiles. 

 People’s entry and participation in the alter community on Twitter is not an 

automatic or knee-jerk reaction. Its growth was more organic, and many users come 

to know about it because of the recommendation of their peers or through alter 

community’s intersection and convergence with other media platforms such as 

Grindr or search engines such as Google. So far, I was not able to get data or studies 

that outline the history of the alter community but suffice it to say that people’s 

knowledge of the community is borne out of the convergence between media 

platforms. Such convergence allows these different gay networks and communities 

to increase in scale and allows gay men to participate in various modes of 

production of knowledge and emotions. 
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Figure 3.2 – An example of a suspended account on Twitter. The account’s content is inaccessible and 
invisible to other users. 

 Despite the proliferation of pornography on Twitter, there are also attempts 

to deplatformize pornographers and sex workers there. A report by EJ Dickson 

(2021) in Rolling Stone details how some sex workers are suspended without notice 

by Twitter. While none of my participants ever experienced being deplatformed, I 

have observed many cases where the accounts I follow simply disappear or whose 

tweets or profile just vanish. Twitter does not explain why an account is suspended. 
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A user simply cannot log in to their account. Furthermore, Twitter just displays that 

the suspended account violated Twitter’s rules. Currently, Twitter has a very 

limited option on who can “unsuspend” their accounts, but the specificities of how 

and why suspension occurs are shrouded in abstraction. A suspended account may 

not be recovered at all, and many alter accounts get suspended for violating 

Twitter’s terms and conditions, a very vague wording that does not explain specific 

charges that led to the suspension. In one case (see figure 3.1 above), a famous 

pornographer in the alter community was suspended in December 2021. The 

account, with 110,000 followers, was suspended by Twitter. It was not clear what 

specific offense the profile owner did, but upon searching on Twitter, I found out 

that the profile owner was committing copyright infringement. Not only did the 

profile owner rip commercial pornography and distributed them for free, but they 

also obtained copies of amateur porn and claimed it as their own. There are also 

allegations that because of the profile owner’s wanton collection of porn videos 

they did not own, they accidentally released child pornography, an offense that 

Twitter takes seriously.  

 The pornographer’s (in Figure 3.1) absence, though, only came days later 

when I noticed that the profile owner was not releasing porn videos. To my surprise, 

all his tweets were erased, although the profile is still intact. It turns out that several 

alter community users mass reported the profile owner, which most likely led to his 

suspension. Their suspension did not come with a huge bang. Rather, it was done 

silently by Twitter, and the profile’s digital “death” only came because the profile 

stopped producing content. Twitter’s newsfeed, which is always updating with new 

content, also helps mask the suspension of profiles because it always refreshes the 

newsfeed to feature new tweets and content. With a deluge of new tweets, it is 
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difficult to track people’s activities without proper analytics tools. The 

deplatformization or suspension of accounts is a unilateral and very opaque process, 

although Twitter frames it as a way to keep its spaces truly safe from potential 

criminal activities. 

 

Twitter’s design and the attention economy 

The design and overall architecture of platforms influence the modes of 

interaction, self-representation, and general affordances extended to the users. As 

Donald Norman (1994) reminds us, design, algorithms, and affordances of 

platforms simultaneously enable and constrain human actions. Norman argues that 

the design of the platform dictates the scope and limitations of possible actions in 

these platforms. These features are all embedded within the overall structure of the 

platform. According to danah boyd, architecture: 

evokes the image of the design of physical structures—buildings, 
roads, gardens, and even interstitial spaces. The product of 
architecture can be seen as part engineering, part art, and part 
socially configuring, as structures are often designed to be variably 
functional, aesthetically pleasing, and influential in shaping how 
people interact with one another. The word “architecture” is also 
used in technical circles to refer to the organization of code that 
produces digital environments… The underlying properties of bits 
and atoms fundamentally […] define what types of interactions are 
possible, and shape how people engage in these spaces. (boyd, 2010, 
pp. 41-42). 
 

Other scholars, such as Lessig (2006), argue the architecture and features both 

enable and constrain and liken it to a set of laws that regulates virtual spaces. These 

codes are invisible to most users and usually cannot be controlled or altered by the 

user. The architecture of platforms allows some form of flexibility, such as 

customization of privacy settings, but these settings are already limited by the 

designers and programmers. In other words, architecture is the coded structure 
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designed to facilitate, influence, and shape the permissible actions possible within 

a specific virtual environment. The codes and what they allow and forbid can be 

understood through the user interface and community guidelines. 

 The user interface is the visible platform where the interaction between the 

user and the computer happens. Usually, these are graphic elements such as icons, 

text boxes, links, and images that users can interact with to consume media or 

provide input to the computer. The interface also displays the computer’s feedback 

or output in graphic formats. Clicking a link, for example, displays another page on 

the screen. Norman (1999, 1994) argues that user interfaces are task-oriented 

because each object on the screen corresponds to the execution of certain tasks. 

Furthermore, the user interface can affect the experience of the user when utilizing 

the application, attracting users to actively use it or dissuading them from using it. 

The functions of the graphical user interface are all embedded in the application’s 

codes.  

Platforms enable different modes of socialization and self-presentation and 

direct the flow of data and information. Nowadays, social media platforms accept 

different forms of digital artifacts that can be used in socialization and self-

presentation, such as text, videos, and images. These platforms also have more 

complex ways of controlling their privacy, allowing users to keep formal 

relationships while obstructing the flow of data to specific people. Privacy of posts 

can now be controlled to be visible or inaccessible to specific groups of users while. 

Users can also block others altogether, preventing any form of contact and flow of 

information between these users. 

Yet, many platforms generally prescribe what kinds of posts are acceptable 

within their respective spaces. These are explicitly spelled out somewhere in the 
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platform, such as in the Help, Rules, or Community guidelines section. Facebook 

and Instagram, for example, explicitly ban uploading sexually explicit content on 

these platforms, using artificial intelligence and algorithms to filter, censor, and 

delete offending content. Even hints of sex can be banned by Facebook. In my 

personal experience, I attempted to post a photo of the book Pornification 

(Paasonen, Nikunen, & Saarenmaa, 2007) on Facebook in the hopes of giving it 

away to a friend. The book’s cover does not even feature the penis, just the torso of 

an anonymous man. However, after two minutes, my post was taken down by 

Facebook, citing my post violated the community guidelines on nudity. I appealed 

my case, but Facebook stood firm on its previous judgment. The process lacks 

transparency, as there was no clarification on which part of the image was 

offending, and the process of filtering content is opaque. There is no indication 

whether the algorithm’s decision was reviewed by a human reviewer, nor are the 

review policies clear or available. Repeat offenders can be banned by Facebook 

without warning. 

 Twitter allows users to construct a profile that is composed of profile 

pictures, a short profile description, and a set of tweets the user has produced so far. 

Users can tweet through their profiles. Having a profile also allows users to access 

their customized feed or a continuous stream of tweets collected from profiles a 

user follows. These tweets are arranged in reverse chronological order, with the 

latest tweets situated at the top of the feed. This feed will always be updated if there 

are new tweets or retweets from profiles the user follows. The reverse chronological 

order of tweets and how often the feed updates profoundly affect one’s presence on 

social media.  
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 Internet scholar danah boyd (2010) proposes that online platforms afford 

persistence. To boyd, persistence means that whatever we do, or upload online will 

leave traces or records that remain online in perpetuity. She argues that whatever 

we upload on the internet is always present and is always searchable and retrievable. 

However, I argue that persistence is not always applicable to many online settings, 

including the alter community. Twitter’s reverse-chronological listing of tweets and 

constant update of the feed renders users and their data ephemeral. By this, I mean 

that Twitter always encourages the production of new content from its users and 

one’s tweets will always be competing with other users’ tweets and retweets. 

Twitter is designed to constantly push older content down the newsfeed. While 

tweets can be persistent, this does not mean that they are always present, especially 

when taking into consideration that Twitter is famous for its short attention span. 

Social media analytics company Khoros (2021) reports that compared to other 

popular social media platforms, Twitter users usually spend roughly three minutes 

on every visit to the platform, compared to Instagram at 53 minutes a day. 

Moreover, different marketing firms put the lifespan of a tweet (i.e., how long it 

takes before the tweet becomes inaccessible due to lack of user interest) at a mere 

15 to 18 minutes (Epipheo, 2018). Most tweets suffer from a lack of retweets 

enabling them to stay in their followers’ newsfeeds. 

 Furthermore, searachability and persistence may not always hold up in the 

face of deplatformization and censorship by Twitter. In the case of the account in 

figure 3.1, his tweets are already inaccessible and invisible. While the retweets of 

his content are not taken down, the actual video and text of the original are made 

unavailable. Thus, searchability and persistence may only apply to those who 

comply with the regulations of the platform, and not to those who have broken the 
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terms and conditions. In this sense, Twitter can be disciplinary by prescribing 

normative behaviors while punishing those who do not conform to these rules. 

 Twitter quantifies social engagement through retweets, hearts, and the 

number of video views. Known as analytics or metrics, these numbers “metrify and 

intensify user affect and engagement by turning them into numbers” (Gerlitz & 

Helmond, 2013, p. 1361). Gerlitz and Helmond further argue that while these 

numbers oversimplify otherwise complex affective engagements between social 

media users, they also suggest that these metrics create value, whether through 

increased social capital of other users or as a resource in data mining and big data 

operations. To most social media users, likes and other metrics represents a form of 

social and affective reward wherein higher numbers usually mean being liked or 

admired. In conjunction with the findings in Chapter 2, these metrics are vital to the 

therapeutic culture of social media because they encourage the proliferation of 

positive affects, rather than discourse and critique (Gerlitz & Helmond, 2013). 

 What this creates is an attention economy that is distinct from Twitter. 

According to Claudio Celis Bueno (2017), the attention economy treats attention as 

a limited resource that can be converted into various forms of gain. Bueno notes 

that because audiences have limited time and attention, producers are compelled to 

grab their attention through provocative content. As social media sites have an 

overabundance of content and data, the design and algorithms of these sites are 

important factors dictating where our attention is focused (Zulli, 2017). While users 

are free to follow any other user on Twitter, its algorithms influence how one’s 

newsfeed is updated. Given the propensity of Twitter to cultivate short attention 

spans and concise messages, a tweet receives scant attention from and exposure to 

other users if they do not gather enough retweets. In other words, such an attention 
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economy pits individual users in competition with each other for the limited 

attention of their viewers.  

Reciprocity is an important element of the interaction in the alter 

community. As Marshall Sahlins (1972/2017) notes, reciprocity happens when 

people exchange “gifts” (i.e., non-market goods), and these exchanges may be 

dominated by individual interests and motivations. Ultimately, the act of gift-giving 

among the pornographers is aimed at seeking acceptance from other gay men while 

being able to express their sexuality. Thus, the gifts (i.e., amateur porn) that gay 

pornographers produce on Twitter are meant to represent their vision of their own 

gay identity while attempting to stand out within a saturated community of 

pornographers. We can say that somehow, gay men are after reciprocal 

relationships – to be able to give and to be accepted.  

Yet, this reciprocity can be transactional in nature, and many gay 

participants in the alter community see reciprocity in this manner. Like Gabriel’s 

use of the word “branding”, Benedict in an interview told me that he shows different 

nude pictures of his body in the hopes of getting more likes, followers, and retweets. 

Another is when Paul tweeted recently: 

I thought about what my identity in alter be. There are many tops 
here who can fuck a guy in an hour and they are still hard. I can’t do 
that. So I thought of compensating for it by being good at foreplay. 
Am I being talkative? (Paul, translated from a tweet released in May 
2022). 

While gift economies are seen to be built on altruism, the quantification of these 

reciprocal dynamics on Twitter enforces its transactional dimension. As the data 

above shows, while porn-making is not a commercial activity, pornographers 

started to see it in commercial terms because Twitter gives them visible and 

quantifiable cues that signify gain. This gain may not be money but having more 
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friends or retweets. These numbers are interpreted by pornographers as a sign of 

approval, acceptance, or even friendships. Thus, the dynamics in the alter 

community are sustained as long as the parties continue giving what other parties 

want. As Benedict told me: 

My followers started demanding to me that I show sex videos of me 
getting fucked, or me sucking someone else. I cannot do that. I don’t 
want to do that. I’m okay with just showing pictures of my nude 
body or showing videos of me masturbating. I am not comfortable 
with what they are asking for. Eventually, my followers started 
decreasing. From a hundred new followers a day, it becomes 50, 
then 20, then nothing. My current followers were not happy, so they 
demanded that I show my face. But that’s crazy! I bet if I showed 
my face, I would have lots of followers, but I don’t want to do that 
(Benedict, personal communication, Sept. 2020). 

As Benedict’s case shows, this reciprocal dynamic stops when a party (most 

likely the producers) stops acquiescing to the demands of their followers. His case 

shows that viewers like variety. Hence, pornographers have sought ways to 

maintain variety while building an identity that stands out. In the following sections, 

I discuss the strategies gay men use when building an identity and in sustaining 

their presence in their followers’ newsfeed. 

 

The curation of alter community profiles 

 It is easy to imagine Twitter as a site for authentic expressions given how 

spontaneous and immediate the process of tweeting can be (Muindi, 2018). Here, 

authenticity is equated with immediacy and spontaneity because there is a 

perception that content on Twitter is unfiltered. There is a perception that tweets 

represent the “real” thoughts and feelings of a user, simply because tweeting lends 

itself well to fast and instant generation and distribution of content. The ease of 

tweeting makes it easy for people to share their thoughts and ideas at any given 
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moment. While this is true in some cases, and in fact, Twitter’s spontaneity is 

recognized as a contributing factor in the formation of collective political and 

activist actions within the last 15 years (e.g., Anisin, 2016), this is not always true 

in the case of the alter community.  

 In one of our interviews, Gabriel referred to his alter profile as a “brand.” 

What he meant was: 

Gabriel: I carefully curate and edit my tweets and videos before they 
go online. There are things I avoid posting, like political stuff. I don’t 
want to be toxic, and Twitter is toxic enough with people canceling 
each other. I want to emphasize my manliness, my physique, and my 
sexual encounters.  
RJDC: Why so? 
Gabriel: If I start talking about politics, I won’t have many 
followers. You go to the alter community to relax and have a good 
time, not to debate and cancel people regarding their political 
beliefs. You can see it, the way the Leni [Robredo] and DDS 
[Diehard Duterte Supporters] are canceling each other. 
RJDC: So how do you exhibit your manliness and physique? 
Gabriel: You can see it in my tweets. I have photos of my muscular 
body, for example. I only show good photos or videos in my profile.  
RJDC: So why do you have to curate your profile? Is it because you 
want to look in a particular way to your followers? Is it because you 
want to construct a different version of myself? 
Gabriel: In a way, yes. I want to be seen in a particular way, but 
also, I want to grow my base of followers. If I post my political 
thoughts here, it’s gonna turn off and drive some people away. 
(Gabriel, personal communication, Dec. 2019). 
 

 This is a common thread that runs through most of my interviews and 

observations. Instead of spontaneity, there is a curation happening through tweeting 

and making profiles. Mimicking the terms in commercial businesses, “branding” 

revolves around conformity to particular production and distribution strategies and 

principles. In the case of pornographers, branding may constitute habits and 

patterns about how gay men select their sex partners, project their bodies, construct 

their identities, or select their sex partners. This is done by carefully posting videos, 

images, or tweets that best reflect their own visions of themselves.  
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 One strategy the alter community members use is defining their look in the 

videos. This can be done by making sure that their videos or photos have consistent 

aesthetic qualities or have visual elements that will allow them to claim ownership 

or impose an identity on their videos. One alter community pornographer, Benedict, 

concurs with the idea of branding or curation of content. Benedict is a graduate of 

a media studies program at a prestigious Manila university. In constructing his 

profile and making his porn videos, Benedict tells me: 

I make sure that my videos are professionally shot when I release 
them. I mean, I want clear and crisp videos and pictures. A lot of 
things in the alter community are blurry, so I want to stand out. I 
usually post videos of me just touching my body, like my nipples, 
and then moaning on the camera. Of course, I hide my face. 
Sometimes I just jerk in front of the camera. I think that’s my unique 
selling point, those crisp and professional-looking pictures. I usually 
get comments from my followers saying that they enjoy my videos 
‘coz they’re clear. Eventually, I get hundreds of hearts and some 
retweets, then my followers grow in numbers. It started at ten, then 
twenty, and now every time I release something, it’s like at least 100 
retweets. (Benedict, personal communication, Aug. 2020). 
 

 Here, Benedict is clear about his desire to set himself apart from others by 

using his skills as a professional media practitioner to shoot photos and videos. His 

strategy is to blend elements taken from both amateur and commercial 

pornography. His videos are amateur because they are self-made. Yet, his videos 

exhibit the crispness of images expected of commercial pornography. Perhaps it is 

Benedict’s background as a media practitioner that he uses business vocabulary in 

defining his uniqueness. He uses the term “unique selling point”, or qualities that 

make one’s products better than their competitors. In competing for more followers 

and attention Benedict draws from his expertise in media production to satisfy his 

aims of securing more followers. 
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Figure 3.3a – Raymond’s tweet reads, “This Babyboy Cutie Cardinal of Quezon City erupted and made me 
taste his sweet and fresh juice.” Full of sexual innuendoes, this recent tweet features a college student from a 

famous engineering institution in Manila. Screenshot by the author. 

 

Figure 3.3b – Raymond’s tweet reads, “This Red Lion Bae pounded my hot hole this time, while this Clingy 
Tamaraw [a breed of buffalo, but also a mascot for a famous university in Manila] had me suck his fat d*ck.” 

Screenshot by the author. 
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Figure 3.3c – Raymond’s tweet reads, “The pounding of Mr. UAAP [University Athletic Association of the 
Philippines] [to me]. My moans got more intense at this time but his moans got louder when he was about to 
cum, together with the pulse in his penis as he came inside me. This is safe sex, don’t worry.” Screenshot by 

the author. 

Another case of a successful brand is that of Raymond (not his real name), 

a gay college student who only features porn videos with other college men. He 

appears in the porn video as the naked bottom, while his semi-naked tops usually 

wear sports shirts with the insignia or official colors of their respective universities. 

Most of these students are from elite universities in Manila whose students are 

known through the names of their basketball sports teams. In the figures above, the 

Cardinal is the mascot of Mapúa University, a renowned engineering university in 

the Philippines. Red Lions represent San Beda University while Tamaraw (a 

buffalo endemic to the Philippines) represents Far Eastern University. In figure 

3.3c, we see the acronym UAAP, which is an association that facilitates inter-

university sports tournaments.   
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 These university students are also all twinks or smooth and slender young 

men. There is a clear delineation of who gets featured on his account, not 

necessarily those whom Raymond has sex with. In constructing his profile, 

Raymond builds his erotic and masculine capital as a desirable object of the male 

gaze. Possessing a slender body and always voicing loud moans and insatiable lust 

for men (Figures 3.3a, b, and c were all from three different years), Raymond 

positions himself as the object of men from elite universities. Indeed, his followers 

always comment on how nice it is to penetrate him simply by looking at his body 

and hearing his moans. There is a popular perception among young people that men 

from elite Manila universities, especially the private ones, are handsome, rich, and 

smart, and Raymond’s videos demystify the sexual prowess of these middle-class 

and elite men. In clearly labeling who can have sex with him (or who gets featured 

in his profile), Raymond increases his masculine capital by positioning himself as 

the object of elite men’s fantasies. His body and sexual abilities are “good enough” 

to be selected by this restrictive circle of elite college men in Manila. Indeed, the 

users who commented in figure 3.3c all speculate which university and which 

athlete had sex with Raymond. We cannot know for sure if Raymond has sex with 

women or other types of gay men, but within the context of the alter community, 

Raymond’s curation of content positions him within an exclusive circle of educated, 

rich, well-built young men – in other words, those whose socioeconomic and 

physical qualities reflect the ideals of hegemonic masculinity. 
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Figure 3.4a (left) – Ross’ tweet reads, “The VIP security [guard] had this gay scratch him again because his 
wife can’t do it.” Screenshot by the author. 

Figure 3.4b (right) – “Great sex and a one-night stand with this Asian daddy (sic) stripdancer with me!” 
Screenshot by the author. 

 

 

Figure 3.4c – “(sic) Hardfuck is the extra service of this daddy masseur!” Screenshot by the author. 

 Another example is Ross, a gay pornographer who lives with his boyfriend 

working as a security guard. In his alter account, Ross posts photos and tweets of 
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him and his boyfriend as they try to get a house together. Recently, Ross posted 

photos of him decorating his new condominium unit where he and his boyfriend 

will reside. As a pornographer, Ross posts teaser trailers of his latest sexual 

encounters, which he distributes in full and unedited videos on JustForFans, a gay 

amateur porn livestreaming and subscription service. If Raymond portrays himself 

as the object of the elite male fantasies, Ross is the effeminate object of the barako, 

or muscular or meaty working-class men. The closest English translation of barako 

is “stud.” Most of these barako men have large built, as shown in their bulging 

chests and large biceps. Indeed, compared to Raymond who uses markers of 

socioeconomic class, Ross portrays his partners as working-class men – security 

guards, masseurs, and strippers. The barako is the exemplar of Filipino masculinity 

– strong, virile, and brawny. Ross also targets the older barako men or daddies who 

are or were married.  

In the performance of his sexuality, Ross resorts to gender-crossing and 

inversions emblematic of the bakla. He is a substitute for these very masculine 

men’s wives who cannot give them their sexual needs. His sexual performance, as 

he portrays it himself, is so good that these barako return to him in their moments 

of sexual urge. Ross does not claim to be a woman, but his implied extramarital 

relations subvert marriage and marital relations by claiming that he possesses 

something much better than a woman’s body. Whereas Raymond’s partners can be 

interpreted as gay men, Ross’ partners are unquestionably heterosexual. In 

increasing his erotic and social capital, Ross banks on the performance of kabaklaan 

to solidify his status as a bottom and as an object of another epitome of heterosexual 

masculinity. Therefore, Ross’ tweets are filled with comments from bottoms and 

effeminate men who use effeminate vocabularies (e.g., calling Ross “mamsh”, a 
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colloquial term for “mother”) in expressing their approval for Ross’ porn videos. 

Yet, Ross’ broader activities on Twitter solidify his status not as a bakla, but as a 

successful man who can afford to display his socioeconomic status by purchasing 

a house. Therefore, while Ross claims that he is bakla in the videos, his larger 

Twitter activities underscore his masculine aspirations. 

Yet, it seems that the case is different for tops and versatiles who tend to be 

self-referential in the way they construct their profiles. Whereas the bottoms tend 

to describe their feelings and their sexual partners, the tops and versatiles seem 

more inclined to emphasize their virility. In figures 3.5a and b below, the uploader 

(the top in the video) mostly put his masculine qualities and what makes him virile 

in the captions. He even goes as far as saying how he “devilishly thrust” inside his 

bottom’s behind. This “devilish” thrusting refers to the relentless, fast, and hard 

penetration that equates good sex skills with strong penetration. Commonly, for the 

tops, bottoms are nothing more than sexual objects who receive their thrusts. 

Furthermore, when versatiles perform as tops, they tend to emphasize their sexual 

prowess, either by describing their large penises or posting testimonies from their 

prospective partners about their good physical appearance (figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.5a (left) – “Petite Cute Top and I took turns in fucking Tall manly Bot (redacted Twitter ID) while 
he moans a lot. Can you spot my devilish thrusting?” Screenshot by the author. 

Figure 3.5b – “I’m so thrilled in fucking Tall Manly Bot! Petite Cute Top already does it! Creampie is 
coming, who wants it?” Screenshot by the author. 

 

Figure 3.6 – A known versatile pornographer posted a screenshot of a testimonial from a prospective sex 
partner. The main caption reads, “Random. Who wants a dick, joke.” The other man wrote, “It’s big, OMG. I 
can’t take it in if ever [we have sex]. HAHAHA.” The uploader replied, “Endure it. HAHA, joke.” Screenshot 

by the author. 

 

In these examples, alter community members may use their and their 

partners’ affinity with particular gay subtypes in constructing their online identities. 

In doing so, these pornographers can target particular types of gay men with whom 

they share similar tastes and preferences. In identifying themselves as twinks, or 
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their partners as exclusively beefy working-class men or university athletes, they 

lend their profiles easier to be consumed and followed by a well-defined target 

market. The idea of branding here is very clear since there is a conscious effort for 

these pornographers to curate and control what goes into their profiles. They only 

upload videos that are consistent with their brand ideals (e.g., just with university 

athletes). In doing so, they copy the strategies used in commercial porn production 

wherein porn studios clearly define what kinds of gay subtypes they engage in. 

Professional studios like BelAmi or Helix Studios only produce videos of twink 

men, while Japanese gay porn studios produce videos of all sorts of gay subtypes, 

as long as they are ethnically Japanese. The most crucial thing that separates that 

defines this strategy is that the profile owners do not emphasize their personal 

qualities. Rather, they are careful to highlight the consistency of the kind of sex 

partners they get, which affirms their desirability and social and erotic capital. 

Whether or not they have sexual liaisons with other subtypes of gay men, or indeed 

with women, is unclear because these pieces of information are not available in 

their profiles. 

 In my fieldwork, most pornographers construct their profiles to grab 

attention and gain more followers. This is essential for them, as these metrics like 

retweets and likes supply them with feelings of happiness, validation, security, and 

acceptance. They do not necessarily release everything that happens in their sex 

life. Rather, they simply filter what they release to secure followers and retweets. I 

do not doubt the veracity of these people’s claims, but I am wary of claiming that 

the internet allows an unbridled confession that reflects one’s “real” feelings, 

identity, sexual inclinations, or thoughts, as scholars like Waugh and Arroyo (2019) 

argue. I am also not claiming that these sexual encounters are staged. I argue here 
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that gay men package and distribute their real sexual experiences to expand their 

social and erotic capital. Posting pornographic images is about garnering followers 

and retweets as much as it is about expressing repressed sexual desires. 

Pornographic texts and images are written, edited, and created in ways that are 

informed by strategies and patterns present in existing commercial media formats. 

Put simply, community members work and employ their skills to experience 

emotional relief or find new friends in the alter community. Producing pornography 

is a form of affective and sexual labor because the work is intended to arouse 

emotional responses from the producers and their viewers (in the case of the 

viewers, through quantifiable metrics). Scholars have pointed out that amateur porn 

is essentially a product of labor as participants invest time, equipment, money, 

considerable creativity, and their networking prowess in making these videos 

(Jacobs, 2007; Ruberg, 2016). In the age of social media and the construction of the 

self on the internet, pornographers also devote considerable time and skill to 

curating their profiles. Labor accounts for cultivating a specific look, feel, and 

signature style of users’ profiles and porn videos.  

Pornographers also attempt to expand their social capital by asking their 

followers to retweet their porn videos, eliciting responses from their viewers by 

indicating a clear “call to action”. Most of my interviewers and some of the profiles 

I surveyed highlight the importance of garnering more followers and expanding 

their reach. By curating their posts, the community members take advantage of the 

loose social connections and spreadability of their content to accumulate more 

social capital (Shane-Simpson et al., 2018) and sustain the affective and therapeutic 

affordances of the alter community. To expand one’s social capital and experience 

the affective and therapeutic affordances, community members serialize their 
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tweets. Posts and videos are usually accompanied by lines like “retweet for more” 

or “DM [direct message] for more” in a bid to secure more followers or higher user 

engagement. By securing more followers and friends, users have a chance to 

increase the lifespan of their tweets and increase the affective potentialities of their 

tweets.  

What a pornographer posts on the alter community Twitter thread needs to 

be faithful to their brand or the image of themselves they want to maintain within 

this specific group. The participants knowingly curate their content by only creating 

sex videos and tweets that exhibit these signature characteristics. Without their 

faces to distinguish them from others, alter community members are particular with 

their sex partners, the language they use, what tweets they make public, and even 

how their videos look and feel. They employ different techniques or strategies in 

their interactions with the community members to avoid the sameness that pervades 

the community. Without their faces to reveal to others, alter community members 

resort to using different identifiable elements (e.g., choice of sex partners) and 

adhering to these selected elements as they live their ‘alter lives’. Accumulating 

social capital and earning followers are the result of successfully putting out fetishes 

that other members wish to see. 

Constructing and maintaining a profile can be construed as a form of labor 

that emphasizes the performance of the specific image of masculinity and sexuality 

that pornographers desire. Pornographers must work by producing porn videos or 

writing sexual narratives that abide by their “brand” in exchange for the adulation 

of community members. Not only do pornographers utilize their own resources to 

produce porn (Jacobs, 2007) but they also comment on other people’s posts. Their 

place within the alter community is maintained by the constant production of 
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content and by publicly socializing with their followers. In other words, such a form 

of sexual and emotional labor is directed towards producing and circulating sexual 

commodities that embody the vision of masculinity they want for their idealized 

selves.  

 

Serialization of porn 

 Sexual labor in the alter community is not simply predicated on the pursuit 

of porn-making’s therapeutic effects. This form of labor is also enforced by 

Twitter’s architecture, specifically by how the feed works. Burgess and Bruns 

(2012, para. 2) argue that “Twitter, Facebook, and other social media platforms are 

inherently centered around an infinite, constantly updated and extended list of posts 

made by individual users and their connections.” Furthermore, the character limit 

imposed by Twitter encourages fast tweeting and this accounts for large amounts 

of fresh data coming to many users over a short period (Broersma & Graham, 2013). 

Hence, the Twitter feed and content can be considered ephemeral or fleeting 

because of the fast content production, circulation, and consumption that ensures a 

stream of fresh content all the time (Thorson et al., 2013; Murthy, 2011). 

 If the self-actualizing potentials of porn-making can only be realized in the 

presence of the audience, then continuously experiencing these effects and 

amassing greater social capital or engagements requires maintaining a continuous 

presence on the feed of one’s followers. The ephemerality of the content on Twitter 

blocks any attempt to maintain a lasting presence. The pornographers in the alter 

community need to constantly provide fresh new content to stay relevant or visible. 

Porn becomes serialized. This means that a series of tweets are spaced at regular 

intervals or released after reaching a specific number of retweets. Releasing videos 
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in this episodic or serial format can be construed as a method used by pornographers 

to maintain their presence in the ever-changing stream of tweets.  

 The episodic nature of pornography on Twitter stems partially from 

Twitter’s limitations. Traditionally, both commercial and porn videos are 

considerably longer. Commercial porn, for example, usually runs beyond 20 

minutes. In line with Twitter’s emphasis on brevity, videos on the platform run for 

160 seconds maximum. Usually, pornographers splice their videos into five or six 

parts, which begin with foreplay and end with anal sex and ejaculation. Each part 

will only focus on one segment of the sexual intercourse (e.g., just oral sex or just 

one anal sex position per video). According to Benedict and Gabriel, they only 

select the best parts of their sex videos to be uploaded. “Best” here can be quite 

fluid, as it can refer to the loudest moaning, fiercest penetration, or most passionate 

kissing that can happen in two minutes straight. In one of Raymond’s tweets, he 

admitted: 

Sorry for keeping you guys waiting for the next vid. I am busy with 
some work stuff. Still editing the videos but watch out for it. 
(Emphasis added).  
 

 Editing here is not putting together two videos using different clips. Rather, 

it refers to the way specific portions of recorded sex videos are extracted to fit the 

two-minute limitation of Twitter. Most of the famous pornographers on Twitter 

release uncut videos, meaning these videos never went through further editorial 

processes. The release of the installments varies, sometimes released at the whim 

of the pornographer concerned. Some of them release the videos once a day, some 

once every other day. Some release new videos when they get enough retweets or 

followers. 
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Figure 3.7 – A series of tweets portraying entire sexual intercourse. Divided into four parts, the series was 
completed within four days. It portrays scenes of anal penetration in various positions and camera angles. 

Screenshot by the author. 

 The serialization of porn also allows the pornographers to develop a 

narrative that gives complexity and context to the characters. In the figure above, 

Danny spliced his video into four parts. In the first image, he recalls his days as a 

newbie amateur pornographer who was skilled in hard penetration. The second 

image tells us that his erotic feelings are boosted by the red underwear he is 

wearing, coupled with the fact that the bottom that he is “plowing” (araruhin) also 

has a big penis. In the third image, he tells us that the positioning of the camera 

captures the best part of that particular sex position. Lastly, he tells us that the 

bottom finally asked him to slow down, but he asks the viewers if there is “slow 

devilish pounding.” Parts 1 and 2 were released on the same day, followed by parts 

3 and 4 three days later. 

 The serialization of porn exists for two main reasons. It is to economize 

existing porn videos and use the segments to extend one’s presence in their 

followers’ feeds and expand their followers. As Raymond tweeted once, it is 

difficult to edit and compress a single sexual encounter in one video, nor is it ideal 

to upload a new sexual encounter all the time. Danny agrees with this, at one point 

asking his followers for patience as his next porn series will be filmed and edited 

first within the coming days. Instead of putting up just one video, he spliced it into 
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four and released it on different days to maximize how many retweets and followers 

he can get from this single video. It allows pornographers to exploit one single video 

for an extended time rather than keep on shooting new porn videos with other 

collaborators. The latter strategy is completely taxing, inefficient, and labor-

intensive. The serialization of porn in a continuously updating environment such as 

a Twitter feed is parallel to the operation of commercial television. If commercial 

TV aims to keep the audience watching by offering ever-continuing narratives 

(Fiske, 1989), serial porn on Twitter aims to maintain the presence of the 

pornographer within their followers’ feeds. Like commercial TV that is obsessed 

with ratings, serial porn vies for the attention of viewers in a given time to 

consistently gain more retweets and followers. Twitter provides the metrics to 

quantify engagement with the videos or tweets. It readily makes the number of 

views, retweets, likes, and comments available to both viewers and the original 

author. To the pornographer, successfully seeking the attention of one’s 

connections, and readily seeing how much attention one is attracted, can be 

gratifying or therapeutic. 

 Notice, too, that pornographers usually write emotional, detailed, or 

tantalizing captions to accompany their tweets. The videos they upload, too, show 

the most intense moments of their sexual encounters. Danny talks about his 

“devilish” thrusting while almost all pornographers highlight and show how loud 

the moans are during their sex. Tops and bottoms alike upload extracts that show 

the fiercest, fastest, and most sustained penetrations, instead of wasting their scant 

screen time with other gentler scenes. The kisses are mostly the most torrid ones, 

full of swinging tongues and moaning. Of course, most series would not be 

complete without showing the violent squirting of semen as the participants orgasm. 
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Captions and audiovisual elements work together to create short but attention-

grabbing tweets that aim to secure followers and retweets. 

 Within this environment, not everyone can upload porn videos or write sex 

stories constantly. Many pornographers resort to writing about very trivial details 

of their lives to serve as fillers to maintain their presence in their followers’ feeds. 

While some users, like Paul, would tweet information on HIV treatment courses, 

or, like Benjie, who would write about his male crushes and his interactions with 

his mother, others would tweet very trivial details. For example, some would 

publish one-word tweets such as inaantok (feeling sleepy) or kumakain (eating). 

Others would write libog (horny), which seems to guarantee instant replies or direct 

invitations for sex from other community members. While Twitter is an important 

platform to negotiate sexuality, it is also widely criticized as “focused on mundane 

communication and therefore widely lambasted as a cesspool of vanity and 

triviality” (Puschmann et al., 2014, p. 425). Rob Cover (2016) suggests that such 

are the effects of constructing the self online, which inevitably renders our identities 

permanent. He writes: 

Today, however, identity is always online. We are, in some ways, 
always performing ourselves online because even when we are 
nowhere near a digital communication device (which is now 
extremely rare), we leave traces all over the Internet, social-
networking pages, blogs, Twitter, and other sites that are actively 
contributing to elements of our identity. If I wish to get to know you, 
I may look up your social-networking profiles, whether they are 
professional or personal. And I am not necessarily getting a sense of 
“who you are” surreptitiously, secretly, privately, but may well be 
sharing that experience with you, in front of you, together. In that 
context, we are always online, and our identities are “always on.” 
Identity and its online representation is (sic.) therefore not 
something we switch off, move away from, or otherwise demarcate 
from the everyday practices of selfhood (Cover, 2016 p. x). 
 

 Hence, Twitter produces an environment where the architecture renders 

one’s presence ephemeral, and maintaining this presence requires constant labor. 
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As other pornographers vie for attention in a sea of similar and equally ephemeral 

content, producers resort to different ways of remaining visible. It is only by 

remaining visible that one can amass greater social capital, and it is only by 

expanding one’s social capital that one can feel a more intense sense of gratification 

in making porn. Thus, Twitter traps the pornographers in a vicious and constant 

cycle of self-commodification and labor to experience gratification. 

  

The value and labor of viewing 

 Before concluding this chapter, I would like to cover another productive 

force in this attention economy – that of viewing. Viewing represents attention, no 

matter if it represents the general interest of just a glance. Scholars have established 

how consuming, viewing, or being immersed in media text can be forms of work 

(Shimpach, 2005; Jhally & Livant, 1986). The idea of the audience commodity 

came from Dallas Smythe (1986/2006) who argues that leisure is a form of work 

that produces audience time valuable to TV networks and other media 

conglomerates. Jhally and Livant (1986) and Eileen Meehan (2002/2006) argue that 

audiences (or at least their attention) are commodities sold by TV networks to 

advertisers to gain money. According to them, watching is unpaid labor that 

produces the ratings needed to sustain the operations of TV networks. They argue 

that, in essence, the real commodity of television comes in the form of watching 

because networks do not sell TV programs but audience time. The same is true with 

different online platforms where audiences generate views, hits, and clicks that 

internet platforms monetize. Soha and McDowell (2016) write that different social 

media platforms create a “new revenue stream: the ability to profit from the massive 

and growing pool of creative (and free) work of users” (p. 6). Of course, not all 
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members of the alter community are not after money. Most pornographers are in 

the business simply for the opportunities to socialize and to be desired. As Danny 

tweeted once, “I do not monetize my porn videos. I’m just here because I want sex 

to be free and fun.” 

 Of course, likes, shares, follows, retweets, and comments do not come from 

nowhere. They are products of or at least physical manifestations of the attention 

economy as mandated by the architecture of the platforms (Myllylhati, 2020; 

Paasonen, 2016). As Paasonen (2018) argues, these metrics are “indicative of user 

attention and the reach” of content on social media platforms (p. 1). Viewing in the 

alter community also requires effort and is the ultimate source of the numbers that 

sustain the affective economy of the alter community. This is a useful point where 

the “lurkers” come in. The lurkers are not simply passive users who consume media. 

In a datafied (Van Dijck & Poell, 2013) environment where all interactions can be 

tracked and readily produce statistics, viewing videos, liking tweets, and retweeting 

give all the data required for the process of validating gay masculinities. The 

viewing and consumption of videos, whether on Twitter, YouTube, or Facebook, 

readily yields statistics (i.e., number of views). They may be passive participants in 

the alter community, but lurkers are sources of much-needed numbers that sustain 

the expansion of the pornographers’ social capital and their experiences of 

therapeutic effects. Thus, in digital platforms, lurking can be productive as viewing 

produces data and statistics. 

 Furthermore, the effort is needed to navigate Twitter’s ever-changing 

newsfeed. Finding good quality pornography that suits my mood and taste for a 

specific moment may be challenging. In my own experiences of finding porn 

videos, I may scroll for videos for a good 15 to 30 minutes and I may not even find 
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what I am looking for. Navigating the feed is laborious. Porn videos are interspersed 

with content that does not interest me – election news, political commentaries, 

testimonials, or thirst traps (i.e., seductive photos that show someone’s body in 

sexually inviting poses but never expose their genitals). My motivation for visiting 

the alter community is simply for pornography, although I understand that its 

symbolic value differs among the users. Scrolling through the feed is very time-

consuming and, in the end, my sexual arousal may wear off or my impatience may 

lead me to conventional porn sites. What I will see in the feed depends on so many 

things, such as how much new content is uploaded by those I follow and how 

frequently they upload new videos. This has been more pronounced during the 

COVID-19 pandemic when new content was very rare, owing to the mobility 

restrictions in the Philippines. 

But if watching is productive, what value does it produce for the gay 

pornographers of the alter community? I propose that in the context of the alter 

community, watching validates normative kinds of masculinity. It produces 

quantifiable numbers and text that supports what kinds of sexual behaviors are 

acceptable. Likes, follows, retweets, and comments are readily available as 

understandable data that becomes a source of the therapeutic and gratifying effects 

of porn-making. Likes, follows, and retweets are not typically associated with labor 

for we do not associate them with working. Nevertheless, these numbers are 

symbolic of the social and erotic capital that gay men aim for as they make porn 

videos. Some community members also express their wish to be penetrated hard 

and be tough-looking and muscular pornographers. Many comments also express 

praise for men with penises of greater length or girth.  Community members would 

usually praise the straight-acting tops who penetrate their bottoms hard, saying that 
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such tops are “hard fuckers.” In a recent video of a famous alter community member 

who cultivates the “daddy” persona, the daddy kept on penetrating a younger twink 

(i.e., slim, young men with smooth and hairless bodies) hard. One of the 

commenters wrote, “Daddy, please do it to me,” while at least five commenters 

asked Daddy to penetrate them hard (translated from Tagalog). Many commenters 

proceeded to give Daddy a personal message to ask him for sex. It seems that all 

the commenters forgot the presence of the bottom who was giving mixed signals as 

to whether he was in pain or experiencing pleasure during the entire duration of the 

video.  

In another video uploaded by a sugar daddy who uploads teaser videos to 

attract paying subscribers, the uploader Danny (not his real name) posted a video 

of him penetrating a bottom. Danny was holding the camera and the resulting clip 

was exposing the bottom’s body and face. While Danny wrote that he liked 

“pounding a tight asshole” (translated from Tagalog), many of the commenters note 

that the first-time bottom looked pained, which makes him a desirable bottom. One 

commenter wrote, “Son of a bitch, that kind of bottom is whom I wanna pound” 

(translated from Tagalog).  Digging deeper into the thread, the commenters started 

revealing the real name of the bottom in the video. According to them, the bottom 

on the video was formerly a top and was subsequently dominated by Danny. One 

commenter even praised Danny for “bending” the bottom who had a reputation for 

being a “wild top.” Like in Daddy’s videos, at least ten commenters in Danny’s 

thread asked, begged, or inquired when they will get their chance to get tasted by 

him. The bottom in Danny’s videos is emasculated. He was completely dominated 

or “bent” by another man; his face and identity were exposed, and he was forced to 
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acquiesce to the sexual needs and drive of another man at the expense of his own 

pain.  

Gay men find anonymity a source of security when shooting porn videos, 

posting on Twitter, or facilitating any form of interaction in the alter community. 

This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4 but suffice it to say for now that 

to the members of the alter community, producing pornography is a risky business. 

Many are secretive about their sexual activities and sexual orientation. Participating 

in amateur porn circuits borders on willingly taking part in making a scandal. As 

Jozon Lorenzana (2021) explains, scandals are activities that are revealed to the 

public and then cause embarrassment to the implicated persons. This is because 

scandals, Lorenzana explains, are inconsistent with expected public behavior and 

moral codes. Lorenzana explains that while public scandals such as sex videos are 

fleeting, online platforms provide “evidence” of the “breach of moral codes, norms 

and values usually relating to sex, money and power” (Lorenzana, 2021 p. 41-42). 

Indeed, leakage of sex videos among celebrities and politicians has been a cause 

célèbre in so many instances in recent years. Prominent celebrity doctors, 

politicians, and actors have been subjected to intense public scrutiny when videos 

of their sex lives become public. For example, the celebrity cosmetic doctor Hayden 

Kho was stripped of his license to practice medicine after being involved in a sex 

scandal with actress Katrina Halili more than 10 years ago. Until now, the video is 

circulating on various porn sites and gets revisited now and then in various online 

forums. Not only are digital files indelible and incontrovertible evidence of these 

celebrities’ philandering, but they are also easily reproducible, manipulable, and 

downloadable. 
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In the case of gay men in the alter community, anonymity protects them 

from this possible involvement in public scrutiny. The normativity of anonymity in 

this community cannot be understated. Whenever I ask about the importance of 

anonymity in the alter community, I have the impression that my participants are 

appalled or surprised by my question. When asked about the importance of 

anonymity, my participants answered “of course”, “oo naman” (of course), or 

“well, yeah.” A popular maxim in the community is, “what goes in alter, stays in 

alter”, reflecting the prevalent attitude in communities operating on vows or codes 

of secrecy. These nonchalant, instead of straightforward, answers signify how 

normative anonymity is in the alter community, or else how taken for granted it has 

been. The functions and meanings of anonymity will be discussed more fully in 

Chapter 4.  

Unlike the conventional sex scandals that are allegedly distributed because 

an unauthorized third party illegally accessed these sex videos, amateur porn videos 

are willingly uploaded by the pornographers. Freely uploading these pornographic 

videos can mean an unreserved breach of social norms, specifically sex and gender 

roles. Whereas masculine power is derived from markers such as race, 

socioeconomic class, and education according to Western scholars (e.g., Connell, 

1987), in the context of Filipino gay men, power is derived from faithful adherence 

to and performance of sex roles and/or social expectations. Thus, the revelation of 

these gay men’s legal identities is emasculating because the leakage of their legal 

identities underlines their involvement in such a liberal breach of social norms. 

Emasculation is more serious for men who are bottoms because if we follow the 

social norms on sex, men are not supposed to be penetrated. Tops may be excused 

because in heterosexual configuration, they are the more masculine men. Like 
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Danny and other tops, they are being praised by their followers as being manly or 

skilled. Danny, for example, always gets praises from his followers such as, “sarap” 

(delicious), “hot”, or “ako naman” (my turn) which signifies an open invitation for 

sex.  

The proliferation of comments that prioritize phallic actions and pleasure is 

very common in the alter community. In the examples in this chapter, it is clear 

how commenters praise and validate the prevalent ideals of gay masculinity. The 

usual qualities, such as muscularity, masculinity, and high sexual energy, are noted, 

affirmed, and prized by other community members. While it is true that the 

commenters are bottoms who exhibit power by beckoning the tops they desire to 

have sex with (Nguyen, 2014), they do so in ways that assert their masculine 

qualities.  

Furthermore, there are always those who “lurk” in the alter community. 

Lurkers are users who remain idle in online networks and groups and do not 

participate in the production of content (Edelmann, 2013). Edelmann writes that 

lurkers comprise the greatest number of internet users but they, too, are an important 

part of online platforms. I argue later in this chapter that lurkers are also producers 

and help in the process of validation of gay pornographers’ sexuality. Martin 

Hauben and Ronda Hauben (1998) suggest that a netizen (i.e., participants and 

pundits in virtual environments) is anyone who uses the internet, regardless of 

whether they produce content or not. However, they also propose a stricter notion 

of the netizen that only includes those who are productively using the internet or 

specific virtual venue in a way that benefits the larger community. In writing on 

Usenet, the authors state that netizens are: 

people who care about Usenet and the bigger Net and work towards 
building the cooperative and collective nature which benefits the 
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larger world. These are people who work towards developing the 
Net. In this second case, Netizen represents positive activity, and no 
adjective need be used (Hauben & Hauben, 1998, para. 6) 
 

Thus, if applied to the alter community, alter community members are people who 

create content that matches the interests of other members. Following Hauben and 

Hauben, alter community members who actively produce content and interact with 

others are the ones who participate in the therapeutic and sexual cultures that 

characterize the alter community. In other words, participating in the economy of 

amateur porn in the alter community maximizes one’s experiences of the benefits 

of the community. As a lurker in the alter community, I can still get some benefits 

from the community in the form of sexual relief, entertainment, or simply being 

able to empathize with other gay men who tell their stories and hardships on 

Twitter. When I watch porn or read sex or life stories from the alter community, I 

feel both aroused and touched by the stories and the porn images. I am touched 

because I can relate to the gay men’s hardships trying to stay in the closet. However, 

lurking also limits what I can experience in the alter community. I cannot express 

my own struggles and therefore cannot experience socialization or a sense of 

belonging because I never socialized in the community. 

 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, I discussed the political economy of Twitter, sketching the 

reasons why pornography thrives there and how Twitter’s features sustain a 

particular kind of attention economy. As I argued in this chapter, the migration and 

proliferation of pornography on Twitter is mainly a pragmatic issue. People do porn 

on Twitter because the platform allows it. Unlike conventional porn sites, Twitter 

gives pornographers the tools to organize and structure their interactions. 
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As I have discussed in this chapter, the production and consumption of 

pornography are metrified by Twitter, and pornography here tends to affirm 

homonormative ideals of gay masculinity. This is made possible by the architecture 

and design of Twitter, which creates conditions conducive to the creation of a 

distinct attention economy. This attention economy subjects gay men to an almost 

constant state of labor and production because Twitter renders tweets ephemeral. In 

search of feelings of validation and sexual pleasure, gay men employ strategies that 

maximize their presence in their followers’ feeds. These strategies have parallels in 

commercial media and pornography. The attention economy in the alter community 

is important for the iterative performance of the ideals of hegemonic masculinity. 

Such forms of labor in the alter community can also be interpreted along the lines 

of a crisis of masculinity as gay men attempt to constantly display their masculinity 

as if to prove that they possess masculine qualities. Pornography is geared toward 

capturing attention and most viewers are attracted by displays of homonormative 

sexuality. 

This chapter illustrates how the neoliberal logics of unbridled competition 

for attention and the limitations of Twitter compel gay men to devise ways of 

representing themselves or distributing their porn videos. The metrification and 

quantification of affect on Twitter and in the alter community drives gay men to be 

creative in producing and distributing their porn videos. Passion and desire become 

the driving force of labor. The success of this competition depends on the 

convincing performance of masculine sexual and physical qualities and this success 

is affirmed by Twitter’s metrics. Gay men, therefore, are left to themselves so they 

can sustain their affective and therapeutic experiences and benefits and expand their 

social capital. Individuals have become enterprising to secure positive affective 
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engagements within the alter community. Consumption is also an important 

productive force because viewing, retweeting, commenting, and liking provide 

valuable metrics that heighten a pornographer’s affective and therapeutic 

experiences in the alter community. Taken together, the consumption and 

production of gay amateur pornography are vital processes that reinforce neoliberal 

and heteronormative logic within this sexual networked public. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISOWNING THE SELF: 

HIYA (EMBARRASSMENT AND SENSE OF PROPRIETY) IN THE 

ALTER COMMUNITY 

 

 One of the most enticing benefits of participating in the alter community is 

the sense of emotional relief from suppressing one’s sexuality. This may be brought 

about by a sense of acceptance or self-actualization that many participants 

experience as they socialize with other gay men. To some alter community 

members, this particular networked public serves as their only connection to the 

LGBTQ community. It is tempting to stop at this juncture, but we must also 

consider how the alter community and Twitter are used to foster a particular kind 

of selfhood capable of conveying and expressing (if not feeling) emotions and 

feelings. These bodies convey lust, eroticism, happiness, sadness, shock, disgust, 

and different kinds of affects. This much is clear within the literature (see Chapter 

2, also Paasonen, 2011). These bodies are symbolic, for they carry personal, private, 

and often repressed sexual desires that their owners cannot express in the material 

world. How we experience sexuality and gender are often derived from “available 

cultural meanings and images” and we “experience them emotionally and through 

fantasy” (Chodorow, 1995 p. 517). She further proposes that sex, gender, and sexual 

fantasies draw from linguistic and cultural elements that shape how we experience 

and convey sexuality and the emotions we experience from sexual encounters. 

 Yet, these bodies are also managed and controlled, not only by the platforms 

that enable them but also by the profile owners that construct them. As we have 

seen in the previous chapters, these sexual bodies are not simply authentic, genuine, 
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or even cathartic expressions of repressed sexual desires. Rather, these bodies are 

carefully crafted and negotiated to satisfy particular needs and demands circulating 

within this particular sexual economy Twitter instituted. The positive affects, 

emotions, and feelings these pornographers experience do not necessarily arise 

from making pornography, but from the reception of these texts that are mediated 

using comments and various metrified forms of engagement on Twitter. Indeed, 

authenticity is something that cannot be captured clearly or with certainty, but can 

be performed and staged using aesthetic, linguistic, and stylistic elements. What 

constitutes genuine bodies must be grounded in cultural beliefs that we associate 

with sex. As Lim and Soriano (2016) remind us, online platforms are not devoid of 

the sociocultural logic that can explain how and why the dynamics of specific public 

networks take place. Examining porn economies and the performance of sexuality 

in networked publics demands that we also consider sociocultural norms as a 

powerful force shaping self-representation and sociality on the internet. 

In the course of my fieldwork, two important strands pertaining to cultural 

beliefs emerged. One is a sense of propriety, and the other is a sense of shame 

related to the performance of sexuality and masculinity. These ideas can be 

contained in the Filipino notion of hiya or the cultural understanding of propriety 

and shame (Pe-Pua and Protacio-Marcelino, 2000; Bulatao, 1964). Hiya potentially 

explains the dominant online practices and aesthetics in the alter community that 

relate to their social relationships and representations of the self. Considering hiya, 

we begin to understand that sexualized self-representations are predicated on 

traditional notions of shame and reputation. As with any other digital practice and 

texts, amateur porn can be understood by studying the embedded cultural beliefs 

that inform the construction of sexuality in digital spaces (Lim & Soriano, 2016; 
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Lim & Basnyat, 2016). In the context of this study, this chapter explores how 

amateur porn in the alter community “strongly resonate[s] with locally entrenched 

and even regionally recognized rituals, histories, or values” (Lim & Soriano, 2016, 

p. 7). Hiya emerged as a dominant theme in my interviews with alter community 

members and in the participant observations. Engaging with the alter community 

under the lens of hiya deepens our understanding of how the sexual self is 

constituted, mediated, and understood even within mediatized environments such 

as Twitter. 

In this chapter, I look at participation in the alter community under the lens 

of hiya or the Filipino notion of shame and proper behavior (Pe-Pua & Protacio-

Marcelino, 2000; Bulatao, 1964). Hiya refers to both reputation and feelings of 

embarrassment, and both are entwined within the dutiful performance of social 

expectations (Lasquety-Reyes, 2016). More specifically, this chapter looks at how 

hiya is mediated through anonymity, and how hiya can enlighten us about the 

meanings of pornography as a means of managing one’s sexuality? During my 

fieldwork, hiya always emerged as a dominant theme in the interviews, indicating 

that the concept underpins the performance of sexuality in the alter community. 

This chapter explains how anonymity emerges out of a sense of embarrassment, 

compelling men to construct alternative identities to protect their legal identities 

from any untoward social and legal implications. This chapter also argues that hiya 

indicates how gay men manage their sexuality to navigate the private and public 

realms. Anonymity emphasizes not only the separation, but the interconnections 

between the offline and online selves and how each realms inform one another. 

Hiya, therefore, sheds light on how sexuality becomes a sense of social duty and 

obligation to conform to established social norms. In this context, the alter 
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community is a site of management or control over one’s sexuality, and an 

important site that allows gay men to fulfill their expected social roles offline. 

 

Conceptualizing anonymity 

 Anonymity is a slippery concept that has no clear empirical manifestation 

on the internet. According to Sharon and John (2018), there is no pure anonymity 

on the internet because there is no way to eliminate one’s identity. They remind us 

that no one can be completely unknown on the internet. Users need to assume some 

identifiable form (e.g., a profile) in order to participate in online public domains. 

Even without using real names, profiles are given unique identifiers (e.g., user ID, 

IP address) by digital and online systems. 

 For these reasons, Kenneth Farall (2012) implies that online anonymity as 

we define it – the use of pseudonyms or avatars that do not resemble us in real life 

– can be more aptly termed “re-identification” (p.425). For the purposes of this 

study, I use anonymity and reidentification interchangeably. Farall notes that by 

becoming anonymous on social media, we do not become nameless or unknown. 

Instead, as Farall (2012) and Julie Ponesse (2014) remind us, we create and take on 

a new identity that may be different from our material selves. According to Abigail 

Curlew (2018), anonymity means assuming another identity that is “untethered 

from their (users’) legal identity” (p.1). To scholars such as Ponesse (2013) and 

Curlew (2018), anonymity and reidentification are ways of articulating different 

sides of ourselves that we dare not express where our legal identities can be 

jeopardized. Ponesse (2013) and Curlew (2018) argue our identities are always 

negotiated on online platforms based on our needs and the purpose of using a 

specific social media platform.  
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Various scholars have proposed different reasons and contexts for seeking 

reidentification. For Kang and colleagues (2013), people seek new identities online 

because their past experiences or current life situations compel them. Some, for 

example, want to remain anonymous because their political or ideological views 

may endanger their job security or pose a significant threat to them. To Mark 

Andrejevic (2006), anonymity is a consequence of peer surveillance. Andrejevic 

explains that participation with internet platforms turns people into audiovisual 

spectacles that others can watch. He argues that to avoid the risks of surveillance, 

whether from the state or from one’s peers, internet users employ anonymizing 

strategies to create an entity through which they can express their thoughts without 

reservation. As Gary Marx (1999) proposes, anonymity is social and relational – it 

only gains meaning and value in a specific social context. Anonymity arises as a 

result of the social context and life situations that internet users face when on the 

internet. This means that users are cognizant of what they want to do on a specific 

social media platform and are familiar with the consequences of their actions online. 

Following the literature, the literature leads us to ask about the function of 

anonymity in the constitution of the sexual self on Twitter. How can we read 

anonymity as a discursive and social practice informed by the two meanings of 

hiya? While the literature pertains to anonymity as a way for individuals to map 

their private desires and the public performances of the self (e.g., Papacharissi, 

2012), as ways of navigating risky social practices (e.g., see the works of Ponesse), 

or as methods of performing ideals and aspirations (Wotipka & High, 2016), most 

of these do not fully respond to the cultural, social, and moral contexts faced by 

Filipino gay men, nor do they respond to public sexual expressions and practices 

gay men commit on Twitter. Certainly, it is easy to frame porn production, or any 
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practice concerning sex for that matter, as a private practice that must be kept within 

the private sphere. But anonymity does not include a nuanced understanding of 

cultural logic that informs anonymity as a social practice. Furthermore, the 

discussion usually frames anonymity in relation to the individual. What this chapter 

attempts to accomplish is to frame anonymity both as a strategy to create an 

idealized self and a way for these sexual bodies and virtual selves to negotiate the 

prevailing cultural norms on sexuality. To accomplish this, I engage the concept of 

hiya.  

 

Conceptualizing hiya 

 Hiya is a complex, fundamental, and dense Filipino sociological and 

psychological concept. It would be easy to translate hiya into “shame” or 

“embarrassment” but to do so would be an oversimplification. Lasquety-Reyes 

(2016) astutely writes that there are two meanings of hiya –virtue or sense of 

propriety, and the feeling of embarrassment. Lasquety-Reyes (2016) contends that 

most discussions of hiya obfuscate the two distinct concepts and overemphasize the 

aspect of shame or embarrassment.  

Hiya belongs to a constellation of Asian cultural and moral value systems 

that revolve around honor, usually encapsulated in the concept of “face.” Some 

comparable concepts in Chinese are mianzi (面子) and lian (臉). Mianzi refers to 

reputation or the perception of one’s social prestige or standing, while lian pertains 

to one’s morality according to their adherence to social norms (Lim & Basnyat, 

2016; Liang & Walker, 2011). Scholars claim that mianzi and lian emphasize the 

continuity of tradition and the primacy of society and social values over the 

individual self (Ren, Howe, & Zhang, 2019). One’s face or reputation can be lost, 
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gained, or maintained depending on one’s actions and the society’s perception of 

these actions (Lim & Basnyat, 2016). In Japan, a “shame-sensitive society,” there 

is an entire lexicon pertaining to honor and face (Tao, 2014, p. 113). Mentsu (面子 

in hiragana or メンツ in katakana) is the Japanese concept of face that can be 

gained, lost, or maintained. Suedo (2004) proposes that mentsu refers to the face 

that one has in daily communal life but is not considered as valuable as the warrior’s 

honor (bushido, 武士道). Tarnished warrior’s honor can cause ritual suicide or 

seppuku (切腹) which Japanese people believe is a way of saving the honor of 

oneself and their family (Russell, Metraux, & Tohen, 2016). Nevertheless, mentsu 

is a valuable concept that can affect one’s daily interactions and reflect the honor 

of one’s family and community (Suedo, 2004). 

 There are some comparisons to be made between hiya and other Asian 

moral and value systems. Just like its Chinese and Japanese counterparts, hiya (as 

the sense of propriety) is maintained, gained, or lost through one’s interactions with 

others. One can be embarrassed by committing actions that contradict social norms 

or prioritize the self over others (Bulatao, 1964). One can also lose face if they are 

forced by others into unflattering scenarios, such as when one’s personal 

shortcomings or private dilemmas are revealed in public. According to Wiegele 

(2015), hiya is also infused with Catholic teachings. Wiegele reminds us that most 

of the disgraceful acts that cause embarrassment and loss of propriety are what 

Catholicism considers sinful. Furthermore, Wiegele also notes that losing one’s 

sense of propriety is tantamount to sinning because committing embarrassing acts 

consciously is a sin and an improper way of “repaying” people’s “debt of gratitude” 
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towards a benevolent God (Wiegele, 2015).1 Furthermore, committing certain sins 

is considered a source of embarrassment and causes loss of propriety, such as 

premarital or extramarital sex, liberal sexual behavior, or acting like the opposite 

sex.  

 Sexuality has long been implicated in the feelings and discourse around 

shame and hiya. Garcia (2004, 2009) writes that many homosexuals and 

transvestites have been shamed and oppressed throughout history as a result of their 

socially deviant sexual behaviors. It is not just being homosexual that is a source of 

shame. Generally, failure to perform the ideals of masculinity, such as acting manly, 

enduring pain, or attracting women, can cause shame. As Connell (1987) proposes, 

those who are in the lower ranks of the hierarchy of masculinity are often shamed 

for failing to fulfill the physical, emotional, or economic aspects of masculinity. 

For example, Travis Kong (2019), in documenting the oral histories of gay men in 

Hong Kong, observed how being gay (and thus failing to perform the reproductive 

functions of men) became a source of shame. In their study of masculinity politics 

among the inferior ranks of men in the Philippines, McKay (2007) and Salazar 

(2019) note that straight men resort to conspicuous consumption to assert their 

masculinity (which is undermined by a lack of job or for failing to fulfill their role 

as a father). Thus, the thorough performance of masculinity is integral to men’s 

sense of propriety and the reproduction of their position in social settings. 

 

 

 
1 A complementary concept in the Philippines is utang na loob or debt of gratitude (Enriquez, 
1994). Utang na loob and hiya are mutually reinforcing. The former refers to a debt incurred by 
asking someone a favor or if one enjoys something because of what others have done. Parent-child 
relationship in the Philippines, for example, operates under the logic of utang na loob wherein 
children are expected to be obedient and family-oriented as a way of repaying their parents for 
raising them. 
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Hiya as embarrassment 

 As discussed in Chapter 2, amateur porn production has a therapeutic ethos, 

meaning it is aimed at dealing with painful emotions. Painful or negative emotions 

are defined as emotional distress arising from guilt, failure, regret, or loss (Bulatao, 

1964; Gabriel, 2015). To Joseph Gabriel (2015), painful emotions are equal to the 

word “damage”, which means that suffering from painful emotions requires fixing 

or healing (i.e., therapeutic action). The therapeutic ethos of social media, and porn 

production, should have been rooted in expressing authentic feelings and thoughts; 

however, as discussed in the previous chapters, the therapeutic culture on the 

internet also stems from the need for validation and approval, and a need to avoid 

embarrassment which can lead to ostracism and loss of prestige. Thus, 

embarrassment can be considered a disciplinary concept that forces people into 

conformity. 

Jaime Bulatao (1964), one of the pioneers of psychology in the Philippines, 

defines hiya as “a painful emotion arising from a relationship with an authority 

figure or with society, inhibiting self-assertion in a situation perceived as dangerous 

to one's ego” (p. 438). Bulatao explains that this “painful emotion” is caused by 

being discovered in an uncompromising situation or conditions that are at odds with 

socially accepted norms or the will of an authority figure. It is negative in the sense 

that hiya means that one’s reputation and public “face” can be tarnished. Likewise, 

Lynch (1961) defines hiya as a conscious feeling of awkwardness if one is placed 

in a socially unacceptable disposition. Bulatao also underlines that while hiya is a 

negative emotion, it is taught positively in schools and in family settings to teach 

that conforming to social norms enables one to be socially accepted and a functional 

member of society. 
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 Hiya-as-embarrassment is deceptively simple but can be understood in 

situational, relational, and even hierarchical terms. Hiya-as-embarrassment is only 

felt during an unwanted social encounter. It is not felt when one is alone or when 

one is doing an action in a concealed location. For example, a man may feel 

embarrassed if he is discovered embarking on an extramarital relationship. To feel 

embarrassed means that one goes against socially agreed norms and has endangered 

their relationship with society. In other words, hiya is an outcome of a conscious 

failure to conform to social norms, a failure to maintain a good public “face”, or a 

failure to uphold the status quo (Bulatao, 1964). 

 But the link between hiya and authority is not clearly defined by Bulatao 

and other scholars. Bulatao illustrates that a person may feel embarrassed if they 

contradict or refuse an authority figure, but he never fully explored the idea. By 

incorporating “authority” in the concept of hiya, Bulatao haphazardly (but 

correctly) defines hiya as a result of hierarchical power relations. It is outside the 

scope of this research, and indeed my expertise, to flesh out in minute detail an 

interpretation of hiya vis-à-vis authority. But I would like to highlight that scholars 

(e.g., Bulatao, 1964; Alampay & Jocson, 2011) view hiya as emerging from failing 

to meet the expectations set by those possessing moral authority. This kind of 

relationship involves kinship (e.g., family) as well as relations with people involved 

in maintaining and teaching moral and social norms (e.g., teachers, priests). 

Scholars agree that one feels embarrassed if they have a clear understanding and 

appreciation of traditional values of filial piety and gratitude towards authorities but 

fail to meet the expectations arising from these values. 

 Yet another interpretation of hiya-as-embarrassment can be understood 

along the lines of the private and public. Bulatao (1964) proposes that someone can 
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feel embarrassed if their intimate and private affairs are exposed to the public. 

Matters such as sex, for example, are not supposed to be discussed in public 

settings. Sex is still such a contentious topic in the Philippines that many schools 

and families refuse to properly discuss sex even in a biological sense. To discuss 

sex publicly is to display a lack of propriety because it goes against the traditional 

notion that sex is sacred, that it is a matter that needs to remain inside the bedroom. 

Bulatao compares the sense of propriety to a mask or public face that everyone must 

maintain; to wear that mask is to remain faithful to tradition and the maintenance 

of the status quo. Embarrassment follows when one’s personal or private matters 

are divulged in inappropriate social circles. 

 

Hiya as a virtue 

 Another meaning of hiya that previous work has tended to confuse with the 

“painful emotion” is that of “sense of propriety.” Whereas hiya-as-embarrassment 

is felt, hiya as virtue is a character that someone possesses. A person who possesses 

hiya has a “sense of propriety” or a sense of keeping up a respectable public “mask” 

(Pe-Pua & Protacio-Marcelino, 2000; Bulatao, 1964). As a virtue, hiya dictates that 

a person observes the social conventions and established moral codes. To possess 

a sense of propriety is to think first of what others feel or how an action can impact 

the reputation of one’s family or social group (Lasquety-Reyes, 2016). Again, hiya-

as-virtue emphasizes the social dimension because the loss of propriety is rubbed 

off on one’s social connections. To be labeled as walang hiya (i.e., without a sense 

of propriety) is not only an invective – it also means that someone is out of touch 

with society’s norms, traditions, and the value of kinship (Enriquez, 1986). 
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 Lasquety-Reyes (2016) calls hiya-as-virtue a positive force because by 

displaying the virtue, one displays compassion and care towards others. As he 

proposes, displaying a sense of propriety means thinking of others first before 

oneself. It complements other Filipino core values that privilege social relations and 

the maintenance of a good image (Enriquez, 1964). These core values emphasize 

the highly social and communal nature of Philippine society – it emphasizes kinship 

and social relations over oneself. The aspect of hiya as a sense of propriety is often 

overlooked because (mostly western) scholars have failed to examine the different 

usages of hiya, contending only that the word translates not to “shame” but to “sense 

of propriety.” Conversely, the antithesis of hiya – walang hiya (lit. shameless or 

having no propriety) – can be understood as a derogatory term directed to a person 

who has no qualms about committing immoral acts (Bulatao, 1964). Thus, these 

two kinds of hiya can be understood in mathematical (i.e., proportional) terms. To 

lose one kind of hiya is to gain the other. To be embarrassed is to lose one’s sense 

of propriety. For reasons of convenience, I will refer to hiya using its English 

counterparts, embarrassment, and sense of propriety or reputation, whenever 

possible to avoid confusion. 

  

Hiya and fear in the alter community 

 Like many virtues that privilege social relations and the maintenance of 

tradition and the status quo, hiya can be an oppressive force. Hiya is obligatory 

(Wiegele, 2015), meaning it enforces an individual’s social obligation to uphold the 

social norms and traditions when participating in social activities. Maintaining 

propriety also means that sexual and gender roles and norms are performed and 

observed. For example, boys who play with dolls, speak with a girlish twang, or cry 
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easily are chastised by their parents for being effeminate. Based on my fieldwork 

on the alter community and during formal LGBTQ events (e.g., the Pride March), 

as well as comparable interactions on Grindr, many gay men are subjected to 

shaming, disciplining, or physical assault by their peers or parents because of their 

sexuality. In one extreme case, the organizers of the International Day Against 

Homophobia and Transphobia (IDAHOT) in 2015 narrated a story of a young boy 

scalded with boiling water by his irate father upon knowing about his son’s 

sexuality. In my personal experiences, my parents were puzzled and disappointed 

that at the age of 26, I still have not introduced a girlfriend to them. Throughout my 

teenage years and immediately after that, they kept on using various approaches to 

compel me to be “man enough.” They told me that I am “abnormal” for not having 

romantic or sexual desires toward women; that I am not fulfilling my duty as a man 

to provide them grandchildren and continue our lineage, and that I will grow old 

alone without a family and no one to take care of me. As a child, my parents and 

uncles suspected that I am gay because I did not listen to popular 1990s rock bands 

and male singers like Bon Jovi or Bryan Adams as I preferred the popular female 

divas at that time like Celine Dion. They threatened me with punishments to make 

me “straight” such as dangling me in a tree upside-down or locking me up in a dark 

and windowless bathroom. My grandparents and aunties were not as enthusiastic 

about these punishments, but the male members of my family were. 

 These experiences were also shared by my participants in this study, and at 

times, their fears are very internalized. Jerry, for example, told me that he hides his 

sexuality from his colleagues because he fears being discriminated against at work. 

After his stint at the seminary, Jerry now works as an educator in a sectarian school. 

He fears that his job is imperiled if the school administrators, parents, students, 
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teachers, or even just about anyone finds out about his sexuality and sexual 

activities. He tells me: 

Officially, on paper, we are supposed to live what the Catholic 
Church is teaching when it comes to sexuality. It’s not that 
homosexuality should be hated or punished, but homosexual 
practices should not be done. That’s what different Popes have said. 
[…] But of course, we are just human beings. We have feelings. And 
it just so happened that I also feel lust toward other men. But I cannot 
reveal that I make porn videos because I will be fired. Catholic 
school teachers are supposed to be paragons of virtue and making 
porn videos just goes against that notion. […] And once they know 
about these porn videos, you won’t even know who reported you, or 
how they came to know [those videos]. (Jerry, personal 
communication, Mar. 2020) 
 

Gabriel shared with me the following during one of our conversations: 

RJDC: Do your parents know that you are gay? Or that you are 
making porn? 
Gabriel: If people discover that I am doing gay porn, I’m sure my 
family will hate me. I will have a really uncomfortable working 
environment and some of my friends might avoid me. If I get 
exposed, I might lose my job. If I lose my job, I cannot support my 
parents and siblings, right? Getting exposed is a really scary and 
shameful thought. 
RJDC: Have you experienced direct threats from your colleagues or 
parents about being gay? I mean, I did, when I was a kid. Like, my 
parents threatened to assault me if they find out I am gay. 
Gabriel: Not really. My colleagues never threatened me, although 
my parents are asking me once in a while about a girlfriend. I feel 
anxious and irritated every time they ask about it. But I am not 
getting any younger and I am running out of excuses. 
RJDC: What do you mean excuses? 
Gabriel: You know, these excuses so they will not talk about my 
sexuality. Why I don’t have a girlfriend, why I don’t date. I can’t 
always tell them I am busy. 
RJDC: I have those feelings too, you know. […] But is it that you 
feel why you’re hiding [your sexuality]? 
Gabriel: I feel afraid. I am afraid that my folks, friends, and 
colleagues will be disappointed. I am afraid that they will avoid me. 
I am afraid that I will lose my job. I also feel embarrassed (nahihiya) 
that I am not the proper man that they expect me to be. 
RJDC: What do they [parents, friends, and colleagues] expect from 
you as a “proper man”? 
Gabriel: Having a wife, children, and a secure job that can sustain 
us. Or you know, just simply a guy who has a girlfriend. (Gabriel, 
personal communication, Feb. 2020). 
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 As I established in the previous chapters, the alter community is an 

important site where gay men seek self-actualization, socialization, and a sense of 

belonging. It is an important site of knowledge production where gay men produce 

and consume sexual and affective knowledge about their sexuality. But within the 

alter community, everyone follows a code of confidentiality and anonymity, 

wherein the events in the alter community should not get outside. There is a 

conscious attempt to maintain this firm boundary between the virtual and the 

physical, and the online and offline realms. It is precisely because of fear and 

embarrassment that gay men in the alter community are bound by these codes of 

conduct. Fear, embarrassment, and even virtues are weaponized within a 

heterosexual society to discipline gay men into conforming to established sex 

scripts or gender roles. As I mentioned in Chapter 2, fear and various kinds of 

negative emotions are internalized among gay men, and they anticipate fear. Fear 

and secrecy have become natural parts of gay men’s everyday existence in a 

heterosexual regime. Fear, threat, and embarrassment have become components of 

the heteronormative discourse to compel gay men to stay in the closet. Fear and 

embarrassment stem from the prospect of discrimination and ostracism in various 

social settings such as domestic life, work, or social life.  

In this context, fear and embarrassment do not emerge from the loss of 

prestige per se, but from being disconnected from various levels of social and 

economic life, both of which are connected to how one’s place in the society is 

determined.  In other words, I argue that the feelings of fear and embarrassment 

associated with homophobia are socially embedded. In the interviews above, 

Gabriel and Jerry constantly referred to the social expectations that constitute our 

understanding of masculinity – its domestic, reproductive, and economic role, 
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especially within the context of the family. Knowing that their sexuality endangers 

the performance of these roles, gay men are protective of their status as men. 

Sexuality here is not a private or individual affair that one can freely express or 

embrace. Rather, I argue that sexuality is a very public and social affair in the way 

it is couched within the discourses of family, relationships, and social and familial 

roles. It is precisely this public and social aspect of sexuality and the economic and 

social repercussions that one encounters that stokes fear in the hearts of gay men. 

Social status is not solely defined by how rich one is, but by how faithful one is to 

the established social norms. 

Gender and sexuality fit exceptionally well with the concept of hiya because 

these are important components of one’s identity and dictate one’s role and place 

in different social settings. Performance of gender and sexuality are integral parts 

of the construction of the self which contributes to one’s sense of propriety or loss 

of it. Garcia (2009) explains that in the Philippines, identity can be understood using 

the duality of feelings and thoughts and the external actions of a person. He defines 

the two sides as the inner identity (kalooban) and the outer identity (panlabas), and 

both are gendered. Gender identification occurs from within, but it may not 

necessarily be performed or expressed outwardly. Kalooban or one’s inner self is 

understood to be sacred, or that one’s identity is given by God (Garcia, 2009). In 

contrast, panlabas or outward expression/performance is geared toward social 

acceptance and conformity to social norms. Kalooban may be suppressed if one 

will suffer from ostracism or other adverse responses from society. Sex and gender 

are significant when thinking about one’s identity. The Catholic teaching on sexual 

morals (Cordero, 2018) is indigenized in the Philippines as the system of 

kalooban/panlabas in which both dimensions of the self must only identify with 
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one sex and gender (Garcia, 2009). However, one’s intimate feelings and thoughts 

may not always align with one’s observable and perceivable actions. 

To avoid embarrassment or to maintain or improve one’s sense of propriety, 

many homosexual men or bakla suppress their inner or intimate sense of sexuality. 

In the case of the bakla, their intimate feelings and sense of self dictate that they 

are women who happened to be born in the wrong body (i.e., male body). This 

feminine inner self manifests outwardly through the feminine voice, use of bakla 

lexicon (popularly called “gay lingo”), gestures, and clothing. Tan (1995) notes that 

for the bakla, improving their sense of propriety means they must act like virginal 

women by trying to hide any hint of their sexuality. In her writings on bakla 

representations in films, Mikee Inton (2017, 2018) argues that the bakla are often 

desexualized by portraying them as ridiculous or overly pitiable characters. A 

proper bakla, then, is someone who can suppress her sexuality by enduring 

suffering or coming to terms with the mismatch between their inner and outer selves 

by practicing sexual abstinence.  

Among gay men, performing heterosexual masculinity by possessing 

physical characteristics, displaying superior socioeconomic qualities, and fulfilling 

their social roles save them from the feelings of embarrassment to the detriment of 

their mental and emotional well-being. It is quite simplistic to reduce gay sexuality 

as a matter of gaining or losing social prestige (e.g., Rodriguez, 1996). To gay men, 

performing the socially acceptable modes of masculinity have tangible economic 

effects, such as loss of their jobs or suffering from an intolerant working 

atmosphere. Consistent with Tan’s (1995) findings, this thesis finds that nothing 

has really changed about the economic effects of being out. My participants, as Tan 

remarked 27 years before, are prone to “economic dislocation” (1995, p. 88) as they 
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are burdened with the onerous task of financially supporting their respective 

families. To complicate matters, being outed has social repercussions. As I have 

noted in various points in this thesis, gay men in the alter community fear the 

prospect of being outcasts or pariahs within their family or the workplace.  

While it is certainly true that men take a more dominant position in society, 

men are also burdened with particular kinds of social roles that they are compelled 

to perform. Whether it is the economic impact or social repercussions of being 

outed, non-conformity and the inability to fulfill these roles are at the core of gay 

politics in the alter community. These repercussions bring out a sense of fear, dread, 

caution, and secrecy among gay men in the alter community. To the gay men in the 

alter community, their most immediate concern is not about how they can exercise 

their privilege as men. Rather, these painful emotions stem from their apparent 

inability to fulfill the roles society expects of and from them. These negative 

emotions are disciplinary for they prevent gay men from freely expressing their 

sexuality. These negative emotions are important in how gay men live double lives, 

and how they adopt a particular kind of existence in both the material and virtual 

worlds. These fears and the prospects of being alienated or ostracized, and the 

enduring importance of social roles can illuminate how we can think of the 

constitution of gay masculinity and sexuality outside the conventional and often 

west-centric queer theory. I will return to this point later in the conclusion of this 

chapter. Suffice it to say for now that these painful emotions are powerful 

disciplinary forces that compel gay men to manage their sexuality instead of fully 

embracing or practicing it. 
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Anonymity in the alter community 

A cardinal rule in the alter community is the observance of and respect for 

other users’ anonymity, and many textual posts explicitly emphasize its importance. 

Many users would write “Shut up ka na lang kung kilala mo ‘ko” (Just shut up if 

you know me) as a way of interacting with others. Sex remains somewhat taboo in 

the Philippines, and participation in sexual activities is a difficult topic to discuss 

publicly, let alone perform or discuss in a public social space. I argue that 

anonymity or reidentification is vital to gay men’s performance and negotiation of 

their sexuality and the protection of their legal identities to protect the performance 

of their social roles. Specifically, I claim that anonymity and reidentification can be 

understood as a method of navigating their public performance of heterosexual 

masculinity and their private experiences of gay masculinity. Anonymity, I argue, 

is a discursive practice that allows gay men to manage the performance of their 

sexuality according to a specific social context. 

On Twitter, anonymity is an integral part of the construction and 

performance of the online self. Twitter provides users with ways to build profiles 

that do not reveal identifiers. Before uploading their videos and photos, users have 

adequate controls to ensure that their faces or prominent body features cannot be 

seen. Various anonymizing techniques can be read as forms of physical reactions 

arising from embarrassment. In embarrassing situations, the person being caught 

may try to escape or hide their identity; for example, a common scenario from news 

coverage of the arrest of suspected criminals is that crime suspects cover their faces 

while the camera is shooting. A person caught doing embarrassing acts like stealing 

or cheating on their partner may react by running away or bowing their head when 

confronted.  
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 While some participants in the alter community show their faces, they are 

very few. Most users will hide their faces (see figure 4.1), either by cropping their 

faces from the video or wearing masks. Frequently, they blur or pixelate their faces, 

or else put stickers on their faces to hide their identities. Some cover their faces 

with their arms. Alter community pornographers would usually position their 

cameras where their faces can remain unseen. The pornographers can simply show 

their backs, position the camera sideways, or simply take close-up shots of the penis 

while penetrating the anus or the mouth of their sex partners. In case their identities 

get leaked in the alter community, they ask their followers to desist from leaking 

their identities further. As mentioned in Chapter 3, in maintaining this new identity, 

the alter community pornographers engage in various kinds of strategies to give 

their profiles unique characteristics or personalities. 
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Figure 4.1 – Alter community members typically ensure that the raw video file they are uploading does not 
show their faces. 

 

 Many of my participants use the word “anonymity” as opposed to 

“reidentification.” While the process of building a new profile or avatar complete 

with a new name and even personality, my participants take the alter community as 

a chance for them to construct a representation that is congruent with their repressed 
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sexuality. My participants consider the “self” as a monolithic and unitary entity. To 

them, their true identity resides with their corporeal, physical, and legal bodies, not 

the avatars they created to express their repressed sexuality. As one of my 

participants claimed, “It’s me, the user (my note, the corporeal body), who can feel 

the shame (hiya). I’m the one losing credibility.” Anonymity is an important 

strategy for them to inhabit and control these representations of their sexuality while 

ensuring that their corporeal bodies do not suffer from any kind of repercussions or 

punishments in the material world. 

 I spoke to Benjie once about the importance of anonymity in his activities 

in the alter community. I asked: 

RJDC: Why do you need to remain anonymous in the alter 
community? 
Benjie: ‘Coz I don’t wanna be accountable to anyone about my porn 
videos. 

  RJDC: What do you mean? 
Benjie: I’m not really doing anything wrong, but I know I will be 
judged if I own up to my porn videos. If my identity gets leaked, it’s 
better if I don’t want to be associated with my alter profile. Also, 
anything I do in the alter community can be unfiltered since 
anonymity grants us the pass from accountability. 
RJDC: Why is that? 
Benjie: ‘Coz it can affect my future job prospects and it can be a 
great source of shame to me and my family if people find out I am 
making porn. If people find out that what I did does not sit well with 
them, people will go all out [to condemn me]. (Personal 
communication, Sept. 2020). 
 

 One other example is from my interview with Benedict. Benedict is a 

student at a prestigious Manila university. Benedict is a personal contact of mine 

whom I met while teaching in Manila. He approached me to participate in my study 

when I posted a call for participants for this thesis on Facebook. Benedict has 

already graduated when he approached me and has openly communicated with me 

about his experiences shooting nude photos and videos in the alter community. On 

anonymity, Benedict told me: 
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Benedict: If it gets out that I am making videos? Wow, it will be a 
difficult thing to deal with. I’ll be so stressed and depressed. I think 
wala akong mukhang maihaharap (I don’t think I will have any face 
to show) to my family and friends. And it may affect my job 
prospects negatively if I get associated with any sex video or sexy 
photo. 
RJDC: Has anyone actually tried to ask for your face picture here? 
Benedict: Yeah, some of my followers did.  
RJDC: What did you do? 
Benedict: I only replied to those who asked me in DM. Some asked 
me publicly in comments. I just ignored those. 
RJDC: Why is that? 
Benedict: My face is my identity. People will know me when my 
face [picture] spreads around.  
RJDC: Why do you think anonymity is so important in the alter 
[community]? 
Benedict: It’s all about accountability. I don’t want to be associated 
with these porn videos. There are other ways that I can express my 
sexual identity offline, but not like this, making porn and being nude. 
(Personal communication, Sept. 2020). 
 

 In the context of Benjie and Benedict, the impetus to remain anonymous is 

to protect their economic prospects and positions in life. They are in their early 20s 

and just finished their baccalaureate degrees, and they are protective of their 

identities because of their job prospects and the reputation of their families. 

Compared to their much older counterparts in the alter community, Jerry and 

Benedict, who admittedly came from more privileged backgrounds than my other 

participants, do not mention their financial obligations to their families. Rather, they 

are encumbered by another set of concerns – their professional reputation, their 

family’s image, and their relationship with their families. Unlike Gabriel, for 

example, who had to work because of their immediate family needs, Benjie and 

Benedict do not have very pressing economic concerns to fulfill at this stage of their 

lives. They have no siblings to send to school or parents to support. However, they 

know that the exposure of their identities while conducting their sexual activities 

can impact the social expectations that they carry – their personal and family 

reputation, their relationships, and their professional reputation. Remaining 
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anonymous allows them to navigate these social roles and act accordingly 

depending on the social settings. 

 Yet, it is important to note that the alter community and the anonymizing 

techniques work in the interest of these individuals who can simply disown, or even 

dispose of these avatars and profiles when the situation calls for it. In these 

interviews, there is a sense of disavowal from the alter community members who 

are ready to deny their involvement in the community if they are exposed. As 

Benedict notes, there are normative and acceptable ways of expressing sexuality. 

This means that even gay men have normative social expectations imposed on them 

as well. There may be opportunities to show their sexuality, but under the 

heterosexual regime, practicing their sexuality through sexual intercourse (let alone 

pornography) is not one of them. Sexuality needs to be managed, even curbed, if 

one is to publicly practice their sexuality. Once exposed, the alter community 

members seem to be willing to just abandon their alter community profiles to deflect 

accusations. This possibility is entirely feasible since one can just delete or 

deactivate their accounts and start anew. This, of course, may come at the price of 

re-establishing one’s social capital by regaining the number of followers. As 

Benedict admitted to me later on, he abandoned his alter community profile because 

it does not suit his interests anymore. He left the alter community once he felt that 

the community members are asking too much of him to reveal his face, which 

endangers his legal identity. Therefore, one’s engagement with the alter community 

depends on the social context one is facing. This point will be further explored in 

Chapter 5. 

 Willingly revealing their legal identities can have serious repercussions on 

gay men’s relationships. Ronald is a unique case because his participation in the 
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alter community was exposed by his cousins. I interviewed Ronald in 2020-21 when 

one of my former students facilitated our meet-up. Ronald detailed in our interviews 

how his identity was exposed to his family. He decided to join the community using 

his real account which contains photos of his face. On his Twitter account, Ronald 

sells nude photos of his friends (for their tuition fees), and he posts his own nude 

photos. Sometimes, he also posts his pictures in feminine outfits. In a post in early 

October 2020, he dressed in a female maid’s outfit and expressed that he wanted a 

man to make out with him while dressed in such a way. He also poses wearing 

lingerie and other female underwear. Ronald told me during the interviews that 

sometimes he was approached by men who expressed their dissatisfaction with his 

feminine poses, although he also got many invitations for collaboration. But the 

most blistering retorts came from his aunts, uncles, and grandparents who heard 

about his “wayward” ways through his cousins. His cousins follow him on Twitter 

and saw his nudes. His relatives besieged their family with cruel comments, ranging 

from him being walang hiya (i.e., shameless) to his parents being incompetent in 

raising him. His public expressions of queer sexuality through pornographic media 

sparked a fiery war of words centered on his and his family’s reputation and sense 

of propriety. While his family protected him from insults, his relatives eventually 

distanced themselves from Ronald’s family whom they considered “disgraced.” 

 The exposure of gay men’s legal identities – their faces, and even their real 

names – can gravely impact one’s relationships. These effects are invasive since 

they can directly affect one’s family. The public, social, and relational aspects of 

sexuality become more pronounced in this context as one’s sexuality only truly 

matters to one’s social circle – the family, colleagues, or friends. One’s identity 

matters in the maintenance or management of relationships and possibly in 
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cultivating new ones. As mentioned in the previous chapters, it is precisely the 

sexuality of these gay men that forms the core of the alter community. Sexuality 

serves both as one’s linkage with other gay men and a threat to most heterosexual 

relationships. It is in this regard that sexuality becomes a public matter since it 

impacts one’s sense of embarrassment (which prevents one to participate in social 

activities and drives them to social exclusion or isolation) and propriety (which 

enables one’s social integration). 

 What do anonymity practices reveal about gay masculinity? First, 

anonymity reveals the crisis of masculinity (Morgan, 2006). Men are supposed to 

perform (even outwardly) certain behaviors and duties. Anonymity is the only 

protection available to make sure they can safely express their sexuality while 

allowing them to continue performing these behaviors and duties. Anonymity is the 

only viable solution to address the feeling of embarrassment and retain one’s 

reputation in real life. Anonymity exposes what rigid notions of masculinity do to 

men – they are reduced to performing cautiously because hiya dictates that they 

prioritize others before themselves (Lasquety-Reyes, 2016). In the cases cited 

above, many participants need to protect their reputations to continue working for 

their families. Thus, anonymity protects their reputation outside the alter 

community as good, dutiful, and masculine men, for themselves and their families. 

The crisis of masculinity and hiya also indicate that social relations take primacy 

over one’s inner self or kalooban and outwardly performing masculinity protects 

these relations. 

By being anonymous, social media users are less inhibited over what they 

say or do online. In the case of the alter community, creating an alternate profile 

allows them to disown their sexual activities online and separate these 
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“embarrassing” (in the words of one of my participants) videos and texts. In doing 

so, they maintain a strict separation between their offline, public selves and their 

online, private, and sexual feelings. By being anonymous, alter community 

participants are mapping the public and the private as they carefully navigate 

through changing social contexts that allow or punish the expression of sexuality. 

Anonymity is a method of setting boundaries and managing one’s place in various 

social settings to allow gay men to continuously function in a heterosexual regime. 

Anonymity and reidentification allow users to assume another avatar that embodies 

their suppressed sexual desires, so much so that anonymity represents the disavowal 

of their gay sexuality when the situation calls for it. 

The alter community is a site of political contestation over control over 

one’s sexuality. On the one hand, the creation of anonymous and individual profiles 

is a discursive practice that reflects how online platforms enable the individual 

agency to control one’s sexuality. Through these platforms, an individual is 

empowered to reclaim their control over one’s sexual expression and identity. Yet, 

this contestation shows us that on the other hand, the public and its social 

institutions have a stake in determining acceptable sexual identities and normative 

sexual expressions. While this chapter does not dwell on the state’s stake in the 

determination of sexuality (see Richardson, 2017), this chapter nonetheless situates 

sexuality within the context of various relationships – family, work, and friends. 

These relationships have powerful claims and influence how one manages their 

sexuality to preserve, fit into, or generate new relationships. 
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Conclusion 

 This chapter examines the practice of anonymity under the lens of hiya, the 

Filipino conception of embarrassment and propriety. It claims that anonymity is a 

discursive practice that allows gay men to manage their own sexuality to navigate 

various social settings and contexts. Anonymity is a political practice where the 

individual control and the society’s stake in sexuality play out. The alter community 

embodies gay men’s desires and aspirations, but the same community can endanger 

gay men’s social status, relationships, and performance of gendered social 

expectations. Thus, to some extent, there is an atmosphere of disavowal among the 

community members who can abandon these profiles when if the risks arise. 

 Queer theory celebrates the diversity of sexuality and how individuals 

understand and enjoy their distinct sexualities. Out of queer theory comes the 

concepts that celebrate the acceptance of differences and the dismantling of 

heteronormativity. The queer theory that was developed in the West is filled with 

the celebration of the individual, as indicated by its focus on personal identity 

(Davies, 1999) and the freedom of the individual to embrace their own sexuality. 

As Thiel (2018) argues, queer theory reimagines the individual as a political entity 

to which governments and various social institutions must give way. Queer theory 

advocates sexual democracy, or that individuals are free to express their sexual 

identities. Seely (2020) notes that the democratic undercurrent of queer theory is 

very narrow and limiting, which is tied to the Euro-American notion of freedom to 

choose.  

 Yet, what this chapter shows is that sexuality, in the context of the Filipino 

alter community members, is not something to be publicly expressed or owned, 

even if it is a public matter. While many would like to believe that sexuality is a 
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private affair – an individual’s identity, even individual choice that is beyond 

reproach, criticism, and debates – this is not simply the case in the alter community.  

Sexuality is something that must be managed, particularly if it goes against the 

heteronormative order that society and its institutions reinforce. This chapter shows 

the enduring importance of the “society”, however vague and abstract the term can 

be, in how sexuality is constituted and managed. Sexuality is not something that 

individuals must freely express, but rather something to be managed to uphold the 

socially defined sex roles. The management of sexuality is done to preserve the 

ideals of society and to ensure one’s participation and place in it. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE ALTER COMMUNITY AND THE GHETTOIZATION OF GAY 

MEN 

  

 Online social platforms are mostly seen in an optimistic or idealistic light, 

with many scholars evaluating their liberating potential. Much has been said and 

written about how the internet decimates various kinds of boundaries and barriers, 

including distance and time. As the “great equalizer”, the internet facilitates new 

ways of interaction, self-presentation, and political and civic participation in a much 

greater magnitude. The internet provides opportunities for the marginalized to 

become visible, build communities, and forge their own identities (Turkle, 1995; 

Chan, 2021; Soriano & Cao, 2016). Yet, a more critical approach to technology 

suggests that while the internet does erode some barriers, it also gives rise to new 

divisions or reinforces some existing inequalities (Loader & Mercea, 2011; van 

Dijk, 2020). In gender and sexuality in media, for example, Lik Sam Chan (2021) 

mentioned that technofeminism tends to consider social media apps and dating 

platforms as an antidote to gender inequalities. Chan complicates this view. 

Studying dating apps in China, Chan argues that dating apps are a site of 

contestation where both resistance to patriarchy and its dominance play out.  

 This thesis does not deny the positive outcomes that Twitter and the alter 

community bring to Filipino gay men. Indeed, the previous chapters offer plenty of 

evidence to support this view. In this chapter, I wish to look into the policies and 

mechanisms Twitter employs in regulating pornography in its spaces. Specifically, 

this chapter analyzes Twitter’s sensitive media policy and its implementation, and 

what this means for gay men and gay politics.  My framework is informed by the 
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concepts of ghettoization, or the process and practice of institutionally segregating 

minorities from the broader social life (Wirth, 1927). In its various historical and 

sociocultural incarnations, ghettos have isolated variously marginalized and 

minority groups. Ghettos take a range of forms, from concentration camps to 

Chinatowns. I argue that the alter community is a ghettoized space as it produces 

marked bodies and produces new forms of exclusion and segregation. In regulating 

what kind of sexual bodies can be seen in its spaces, Twitter reinforces traditional 

views on sex.  

 

Twitter’s sensitive media policy 

When I started my own exploration of the alter community, I first entered 

the community through Grindr. Gay men were posting their social media handles, 

most prominently their Twitter accounts, on their Grindr profiles. It was relatively 

easy to watch porn videos on Twitter without creating an account. Sometimes, 

Twitter asked me if I truly want to see these sensitive media, and sometimes it does 

not. When I created my own alter account in 2016 to view videos and retweet those 

that I like, I had to manipulate specific safety settings so I can view and retweet any 

sensitive media. Twitter asked me to declare that I am dealing with sensitive media 

and my profile contains them. In doing so, Twitter may exclude my tweets, whether 

or not they have pornographic or nude elements, from search results or from being 

visible outside other users who deal with sensitive media.  

 The meaning of “sensitive media” is quite problematic and vague, even if 

Twitter made attempts to define it. In its sensitive media policy, Twitter does not 

offer any rationale for how they identified different kinds of media as “sensitive”, 
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apart from their “potential to normalize violence and cause distress to those who 

view them” (Twitter, 2022). Twitter writes: 

People use Twitter to show what’s happening in the world, often 
sharing images and videos as part of the conversation. Sometimes, 
this media can depict sensitive topics, including violent and adult 
content. We recognize that some people may not want to be exposed 
to sensitive content, which is why we balance allowing people to 
share this type of media with helping people who want to avoid it to 
do so.  
For this reason, you can’t include violent, hateful, or adult content 
within areas that are highly visible on Twitter, including in live 
video, profile, header, or List banner images. If you share this 
content on Twitter, you need to mark your account as sensitive. 
Doing so places images and videos behind an interstitial (or warning 
message), that needs to be acknowledged before your media can be 
viewed. Using this feature means that people who don’t want to see 
sensitive media can avoid it or make an informed decision before 
they choose to view it. We also restrict specific sensitive media, such 
as adult content, for viewers who are under 18 or viewers who do 
not include a birth date on their profile. 
(https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/media-policy) 
 

 Twitter allows the publication of different kinds of sensitive media, 

including graphic violence, adult content, sexual violence, gore, and hateful 

imagery, subject to restrictions. Consensual sex is allowed, provided that their 

uploaders classify themselves as sensitive profiles that place the pornographic 

videos, images, and texts (and at times, perhaps the entire profile itself) out of the 

“areas that are highly visible on Twitter.”  

 Twitter’s rhetoric takes a seemingly altruistic tone in its social media policy. 

On the one hand, the platform allows pornographic media to be uploaded in its 

spaces, an act that is impossible, if not difficult to accomplish on Facebook, 

Instagram, and other social media platforms. Other platforms like Facebook flatly 

refuse to allow pornographic media in their spaces, while Tumblr, an erstwhile 

bastion of pro-porn and queer individuals, imposed a ban on sexual media when it 

changed ownership (Jones, 2020). Twitter’s policy is very liberal because it 
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highlights individual choice to post or see pornographic content in the name of 

freedom of expression and the free exchange of ideas. Twitter allows users to adjust 

their media settings, including an option to display sensitive content. If turned off, 

tweets screened as sensitive will appear behind an interstitial, although the 

interstitial seems to only cover images rather than the text in the tweet. It seems to 

be a win-win position because it passed the onus of regulating the availability and 

visibility of sexual media to individual users. People can choose to upload 

pornographic media while the other users can choose to see these media, ignore 

them, or render them invisible in their own feeds. Twitter divested itself of the 

power to ban pornography while gaining the power to regulate what kinds of 

pornography it accepts. 

 A closer examination of the text reveals that Twitter’s policy maintains a 

conservative undertone while positioning itself as a progressive and liberal 

platform. This reinstates the old debates on pornography that calls for its regulation 

or placing it within the domain of free speech (Itzin, 1992b; Cannon, 1996).  The 

policy is also contradictory because it appeals to both liberal and pro-sex mindsets 

while protecting the conservative and anti-sex attitudes that restrict the visibility of 

sexual bodies. In “allowing people to share this [sensitive] type of media”, Twitter 

tasks itself “with helping people who want to avoid it to do so” (emphasis added). 

While Twitter allows the uploading of pornographic media, it is clear here that it 

protects the conservative and anti-sex sensibilities, feelings, and moral positions. 

One missing element here is the absence of a reason why Twitter considers 

pornography as sensitive material. Indeed, in the eyes of Twitter, what does 

pornography actually offend? In the porn debates, anti-porn feminists argue that 

pornography reinforces gender inequalities and normalizes the view that women 
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are mere sex objects (Itzin, 1992a; Dworkin, 1988/1992). The absence of a 

particular reason suggests that Twitter is taking a normative position, wherein we 

are expected to know why pornography is a regulated form of speech. In other 

words, Twitter normalizes the view that pornography is inherently offensive and 

thus, needs to be regulated.  

 The policy unilaterally categorizes pornography as a potentially dangerous 

medium while recognizing that it may be useful in generating conversation. But it 

is also silent as to why pornography is important in advancing discourses. The 

policy glosses over the fact that pornography’s value in sexual and gender politics 

can go in multiple directions. In some contexts, pornography can reinforce 

patriarchal ideas about sex and gender. In other contexts, pornography can be 

empowering by affording visibility, socialization, and community-building 

opportunities to sexual minorities. 

The placement of sensitive media under “safety settings” implies the 

existence of profiles, users, and images that are potentially hazardous, and this 

includes pornography. In wording its sensitive media policy as such, Twitter 

positions the anti-sex rhetoric as the normal moral position that must be protected, 

and its allowance of pornographic media is simply a concession in the name of free 

speech and the free exchange of ideas. In turning off these safety settings, entire 

networks of users, gay or not, that are involved in amateur porn economies are 

isolated from the larger Twittersphere, preventing their non-pornographic content 

from contributing to a diverse range of discourses and conversations happening on 

Twitter. 

 Twitter’s rhetoric in its decision to liberalize the issue of pornography (or 

“adult content”) is hinged on three different elements. First is the issue of free 
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speech and the exchange of ideas. As I mentioned in the previous paragraph, Twitter 

allows pornography because these images can be “part of the conversation” on 

“sensitive topics.” At the very least, Twitter recognizes that pornography has a 

discursive value that can present new perspectives on the way we think of sexuality 

and many other “conversations.” Second, Twitter appeals to the issue of individual 

choice and morality, wherein users have the option to view or conceal sensitive 

content that can offend their sensibilities. It also positions this choice as some sort 

of legal or moral right of the users. Lastly, Twitter uses the word “distress” to 

signify the mental and emotional anguish that the user may experience when 

exposed to pornography. Twitter positions the regulation of pornography and sex 

media, originally a moral issue, as a matter of mental and emotional health. Twitter 

reinstates an old discourse on sex – its medicalization and the moral panic it 

instigates.  

 

Marked Twitter bodies – Interstitials and warning messages in sensitive media 

 

Figure 5.1 – Twitter’s interstitials that appear when accessing or viewing sensitive media. Screenshot by the 
author. 
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Figure 5.2a – An example of a non-pornographic tweet being flagged by Twitter as sensitive media. The 
image behind the warning message is about someone struggling from an episode of depression, only to be 

asked if it’s about a TV show. The tweet was liked by a pornographer, Screenshot by the author. 
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Figure 5.2b – Another example of Twitter flagging a non-pornographic tweet as sensitive media. The tweet 
was commented on by a pornographer, but the tweet itself is about a celebration of a gay couple. The couple 

was not naked but were wearing bathrobes after staying in a spa. Screenshot by the author. 

In regulating pornography, Twitter puts interstitials (see figure 5.1) or 

warnings that caution the user about the nature of pornographic images. Before a 

user can see the image behind it, the user has to choose “View” to remove the 

warning message. At times, these interstitials cover pornographic images, but 

sometimes, it covers everything that a sensitive media profile produces. In one 

instance, I was reading a thread about Philippine politics when a comment was put 

behind a warning message. When I clicked it, the comment was an expression of 

support for a particular presidential candidate, although the profile itself was 

retweeting pornographic videos. Similarly, non-pornographic tweets and retweets 

(even tweets that alter community members liked) are placed under interstitials (see 
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Figures 5.2a and 5.2b). In Figure 5.2a, Twitter considered the tweet sensitive even 

if the image is a humorous conversation about mental health issues (i.e., “episode” 

refers to an episode of breakdown or depression). The tweet was not even made by 

a porn producer but was simply liked by a pornographer I was following. In figure 

5.2b, the tweet was again put behind a warning message, even if the tweet itself 

contains images of a gay couple dressed in bathrobes after spending time at a spa. 

These interstitials are markers of difference or otherness which inscribes 

connotations that pornographers need to always carry. Whether they release 

pornographic videos or wish to talk about mental health or celebrate gay romance, 

Twitter imposes a blanket restriction that places them in interstitials or separates 

them from the larger Twittersphere. These interstitials do not discriminate and 

potentially label these pornographers as perpetually inappropriate to participate in 

conversations and discourses on Twitter. These markers brand these bodies as 

unsuitable for normal, unrestricted consumption and therefore, outside the scope of 

what counts as normative bodies. As the example shows, a pornographer will 

always be restricted and marked as an Other without regard to their individual 

activities. The policy inscribes pornographers with a status that prevents them from 

truly integrating with the larger Twittersphere.  

It is tempting to see Twitter’s social media policy as one that is devoid of 

regulations, given the leanness of its policy on pornographic content and the fact 

that it allows such content on the platform. Its attitude on sexual media, in 

particular, harkens back to the traditional conception of pornography as a sensitive 

or obscene media that is grouped with other violent content. What is striking here 

is that other sensitive media are patently violent in nature, such as graphic violence, 

gore, sexual violence, and hate speech. Consensual sex, however, is not necessarily 
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violent, unless it is an assault on one’s moral position. Furthermore, Twitter’s 

sensitive media policy harkens back to the traditional notions of sex that are 

medicalized, only this time, portrayals of sex can be harmful to one’s mental well-

being.  

 But what does it have to do with gay sexual politics? The remainder of this 

chapter engages the concept of ghettoization, or institutionally or culturally 

motivated forms of segregation that are maintained by boundaries, regulations, and 

markers of differences that benefit a prevailing or dominant culture or political 

entity. In the remainder of this chapter, I reflect on how the segregation of sexual 

media impacts the available, accessible, and mainstream representation of gay 

sexuality, while pornography and other valuable narratives that can challenge the 

prevailing discourses on gay sexuality remain hidden from our immediate 

consumption. 

 

Conceptualizing and imagining the ghetto 

The image of the ghetto largely refers to the Jewish quarters in medieval 

Europe or the Black enclaves in the United States, although the concept 

encompasses different segments of the population. Scholars such as Louis Wirth 

(1927/1956) and Talja Blokland (2008) describe Chinatowns and other “cultural 

enclaves” (Chang, 2010) as ghettos, while Martin Levine (1979) discusses 

neighborhoods frequented by gay men as ghettos. Jaffe (2012, p. 675) defines the 

ghetto simply as a venue of “social and spatial marginalization.” Wirth (1927/1956) 

defines the ghetto as a space or a collective within urban areas where segregation 

and minoritization occur.  
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In his groundbreaking work The Ghetto, Wirth (1927/1956) outlines the 

origins of the ghetto as an urban enclave for the Jews in medieval Europe. He writes 

that the ancient ghettos were established out of legal decrees to ultimately put Jews 

in a separate and isolated space. Wirth adds that inside the ghetto, Jews lived 

amongst themselves, and most did not go out, except for rich merchants or 

university graduates. The early forms of ghettos, according to Wirth, were encircled 

by concrete walls which effectively blockaded the visibility and cultural 

assimilation of Jews from their Christian counterparts. 

 The ghettoization of Jews is perhaps better known in modern times by the 

Nazi concentration camp. Bounded by wire fences, the extermination of Jews inside 

the camps is a reminder of the horrors of war, antisemitism, and extreme prejudice 

that drove the forced isolation of Jews (Cole, 2003). Most ghettos arise from the 

legally mandated oppression of racial, ethnic, religious, or sexual minorities (Wirth, 

1927/1956). Modern ghettos, while not possessing physical boundaries and not 

policed by law enforcement units, bear the scars of oppression and class hierarchies. 

As scholars such as Elijah Anderson (2012) and Gordon Mathews (2011) note, 

minorities in cities like New York, Chicago, and Hong Kong live in dilapidated and 

impoverished spaces, sometimes with high crime rates and poor quality of health 

and social services. Because of the absence of public services and facilities, ghettos 

are, scholars observe, economically self-sufficient, thriving on low-cost and low-

quality products and services (Anderson, 2012; Haynes & Hutchison, 2008). To 

Mathews (2011), the economic and cultural practices within ghettoes and 

ghettoized spaces are the results of racial discrimination and the fear of people from 

the developing world.   
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To Tim Cole (2003), an important element of the ghetto is its boundaries. 

While Cole’s works on the Holocaust discuss more concrete boundaries (e.g., 

fences) that require policing, boundaries also exist in more penetrable and 

accessible forms, such as roads or arches. Cole finds the concept of boundaries 

problematic. Boundaries are simultaneously symbolic of power relations between 

the oppressor and the oppressed, as well as defining how the oppression takes place. 

In his book Holocaust City: The Making of a Jewish Ghetto, he writes: 

The potential permeability of the ghetto wall meant that the 

boundary was a source of anxiety that necessitated policing by the 

perpetrators, whilst also being a source of opportunity for the victim. 

The ghetto wall was a liminal space, which had both a sense of 

definiteness to it and a sense of ambiguity (Cole, 2003, p. 44). 

Cole implies that ghetto boundaries are imperfect and are therefore open to 

contestation. There is always the possibility that those confined to its spaces will be 

able to topple or penetrate the ghetto’s boundaries. Anderson (2012) narrates that 

even in more “open” ghettos like those of the Black communities in the US, 

boundaries evoke anxieties and policing from the white population. He writes that 

this occurs because stereotypes of substandard living conditions, health hazards, 

poverty, and high crime rates pervade popular imaginations of the ghetto. Thus, 

Anderson writes that living in a ghetto becomes a source of discrimination, anxiety, 

and shame among its inhabitants. 

If ghettos are spaces of oppression and isolation, why do sociologists 

consider cultural areas such as Chinatowns, Little Indias, Little Italies, Little 

Tokyos, or gay districts in different metropolitan areas as ghettos? Not all ghettos 

are products of the legalized and institutionalized separation of minorities. Some 
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ghettoes are “local cultural areas which have arisen over time or are voluntarily 

selected or built up by them [minorities]” (Wirth, 1927/1956, p. 4). Thus, enclaves 

such as Chinatowns are essentially ghettos in the sense that these areas are sites for 

the preservation of cultural heritage where certain racial or cultural groups thrive. 

As Wirth writes, ghettoes need not be marked by concrete walls or wire fencing. In 

essence, ghettoes are not merely spaces of oppression, but also for the production 

and maintenance of cultures (Wirth, 1927/1956). Yoonmee Chang (2010) labels 

these spaces and communities as “cultural enclaves.” These ghettoized spaces, 

according to her, obfuscate the structural forces and factors that buttress the spatial, 

economic, and cultural isolation of some racial minorities. Chang writes 

specifically on the case of Asian Americans who consider themselves “model 

minorities” or people “who are aligned with the class advantages of whiteness” 

(Chang, 2010, p. 4). Chang writes further: 

By recasting the ghetto as an ethnic enclave, by recasting a space of 
structurally imposed class inequity as a cultural community, the 
structural pressures of race and class that create racialized ghettos 
recede from view and are replaced by culture, by the idea that Asian 
American ghettos are voluntarily formed cultural communities. This 
cultural recasting obfuscates the structural processes of 
ghettoization, as well as reconfigures and naturalizes structural class 
inequity as cultural expression—class is turned into culture (Chang, 
2010, pp. 2-3). 
 

Chang argues that the case of Asian Americans illustrates how a shift towards 

upward social mobility marks their ghettoization. She writes that because Asian 

Americans are perceived to take part in America’s economy while voluntarily 

segregating themselves, the story of Asian Americans fits neatly into the American 

rhetoric of classlessness. According to Chang, this seemingly successful 

assimilation of Asians into white society means Asian Americans are excluded 

from the discourse on race and race-based oppression. 
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 Sexual minorities, too, have been ghettoized. Martin Levine (1979) argues 

that there are, indeed, gay ghettos where many homosexual men and women live. 

Like the ethnic enclaves Chang discussed, Levine notes that these gay urban 

communities do not have formal physical boundaries that mark the extent of the 

ghetto. Rather, these gay ghettos form throughout history as sexual minorities 

banded together for camaraderie and possibly mutual protection. These ghettos are 

borne out of the violence inflicted by the heterosexual majority on the sexual 

minorities. These locations, according to Levine, have “a concentration of gay 

locations, a gay culture area, and socially isolated gay residents” (p. 375). Levine 

suggests that the development of gay ghettos into full-blown gay neighborhoods is 

driven by more open societal attitudes towards homosexuality. Writing on gay 

commercial spaces, Peter Drucker (2011) argues that queer spaces are not symbolic 

of an inclusive and accepting society, but ghettoized spaces pacify gay men into 

believing that they are not oppressed. To Drucker, the availability of services and 

products directed at gay men conceals the structural elements that perpetuate the 

minoritization of gay men. According to him, places such as bars or clubs where 

queer people congregate are meant to separate them from the heterosexual majority 

while giving them a sense of freedom and a false sense of visibility. Drucker writes 

that as these spaces are meant to segregate gay men, gay commercial spaces are 

ghettoized spaces. At the same time, Drucker argues that the participation of gay 

men in the production of goods and services integrates them into the fold of 

neoliberalism in which social acceptance and integration are mistakenly equated 

with participation in economic activities.  

 Unlike other ghettos that exist as a high concentration of a specific 

demographic in a particular geographic area, another form of gay ghetto emerged 
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that defies this geographic concentration. Marc Siegel (2001, citing Guy 

Hocquenghem) uses the concept of the “translocal gay ghetto” (p. 283). 

Hocquenghem (2010) identifies the concept as “ghettoes of nightclubs, public 

restrooms and sidelong glances” (p. 25). Translocal gay ghettoes are geographically 

dispersed spaces such as public bathrooms, gay saunas, parks, and even public 

transportation where gay men can discreetly seek anonymous sexual contact (i.e., 

cruising). Langarita-Adiego (2017) considers these places as places of sexual 

immediacy where gay men go when they need quick sexual satisfaction. Unlike 

other ghettoes where people live and work, people come and go in these translocal 

ghettoes. Siegel proposes that a translocal ghetto is a place that “ensures the 

reproduction of sexual subjects and of queer knowledge[s]” (p. 283).  

  

The alter community as a virtual ghetto 

 How can we consider the alter community as a ghettoized space? The 

following paragraphs explore how the alter community borrows different qualities 

from various imaginations of the ghetto. As a ghettoized space, the alter community 

possesses various forms of restrictions that replicate the regulations and boundaries 

in physical ghettoes. It is a space that is borne out of the minoritization of specific 

demographics. It is also a site where gay knowledge is cultivated and reproduced. 

Following the literature, this section develops a conceptualization of a digital 

network as a ghettoized space. 

 

The alter community as a space of minoritization 

First, the alter community is a networked public composed of gay men, akin 

to the geographic concentration of minorities. It is a virtual space borne out of the 
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mutual sexual and social needs of gay men. Gay men congregate here primarily to 

produce, distribute, and watch amateur pornography but along the way, the 

gratification the community members get from the alter community becomes varied 

and more complex (see Chapter 2). Nevertheless, like in the studies of 

Hocquenghem (2010), Levine (1979), Chang (2010), Wirth (1927/1956), and 

others, the alter community is a space borne out of segregation and minoritization. 

These enclaves, unlike old ghettoes, may have been established by minority 

groups to seek similar interests, advance their political agenda, or engage in 

maintaining their culture online (Soriano & Cao, 2016). Many media scholars have 

examined how the internet becomes a space for solidarity among minorities. In my 

previous paper with Cheryll Ruth Soriano (Soriano & Cao, 2016), we found that 

online groups and networks empower minorities in creating their own narratives 

that counter mainstream stereotypes and perceptions. Yet, questions remain over 

whether such communities and networks can actually reach other users or if the 

voices just reverberate among members. Social ties on Twitter are formed quite 

differently from other social media platforms. Shi, Rui, and Whinston (2014) 

suggest that Twitter fosters loose social ties because the “follower–following 

relationship on Twitter can be established unilaterally and usually cuts across long 

(real-world) social distances” (p. 124). On Twitter, users can follow and be 

followed by anyone, depending on the privacy settings engaged by the users. 

Colleoni, Rozza, and Arvidsson (2014) discovered that Twitter networks tend to be 

homophilic because users follow other users who reflect their own interests and 

possibly reinforce their own view of the world. Colleoni and colleagues call this 

phenomenon an echo chamber. It is tempting to use the echo chamber idea in this 

thesis and consider the alter community members as being in a space where their 
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own views and tastes reverberate amongst each other. However, the concept of 

ghettoization opens the possibility that some social networks are not simply 

products of homophily and association by a common interest but are consequences 

of minoritization and self-imposed exclusion.  

 

The alter community as a restricted space 

Second, the alter community possesses limitations comparable to 

boundaries, but these are in the form of restrictions. Restrictions are rules embedded 

in algorithms that limit what different kinds of computer users can do. More 

traditional online spaces such as Facebook groups have restrictions that 

administrators or moderators control, although these restrictions are coded by the 

platform designers. These moderators can also impose rules inside the group and 

remove users who disobey them. But these groups, even when they possess 

“boundaries” (in the form of URLs that can only be accessed by specific users) are 

not necessarily ghettoized communities. It may be more prudent to say that most 

online groups are coded so that their activities are protected from external or 

unwanted interference, rather than something borne out of minoritization 

Whereas boundaries in physical spaces are in the form of markers such as 

fences or recognizable landmarks such as buildings or roads, the algorithm of 

Twitter restricts the flow of pornographic images and data that comes from alter 

community members within a segregated network of users. Whatever happens 

within the alter community, especially the distribution and consumption of porn, 

can only be shared among the community members. However, the alter community 

members can view or share whatever is happening outside of it. Those outside the 
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community may or may not see the content made by alter community members or 

their profiles, depending on the settings each party activates in their profile settings. 

This network, however, is not a visible geographic space with fixed 

boundaries. Rather, it is rhizomatic. Borrowing from Gilles Deleuze and Felix 

Guattari (1980/2017), networks are rhizomatic in the sense that they have multiple 

points of entry and exit. The alter community can be accessed through one’s profile 

or by accessing other members’ profiles. Entry to the alter community, however, 

can only happen after satisfying certain conditions; that is, by activating certain 

settings that will allow a user to see sensitive images. This can be accessed through 

the app’s settings or by agreeing to consent forms in interstitials covering sensitive 

images. 

Twitter’s sensitive media policy is more lenient than that of Facebook’s 

because Twitter still allows the upload and circulation of pornographic videos. 

Many social media platforms such as Facebook and Instagram ban sexually 

suggestive content on their sites. In my own experience, I attempted to upload a 

photo of the cover of Pornification (Paasonen, Nikunen, & Saarenmaa, 2007) to 

give away to interested friends. The cover features a naked sculpted torso of a man, 

from the neck to the hips. Within minutes of posting, the photo was taken down 

from Facebook, with the correspondence indicating that my post violated 

Facebook’s community standards. In effect, such policies reinforce traditional 

notions on representations of sexuality which conceals the sexual body. In this case, 

Facebook’s own sensitive media policy acts as a disciplinary force that regulates 

users’ behavior and legitimizes its vision of “correct” forms of representation. 

Facebook’s method is to stamp out any undesirable representations and discourse 
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on sexuality instead of permitting these representations to be contained in other 

sections of the network. 

Twitter’s algorithms restrict the flow and movement of pornographic 

images and the activities of their producers and consumers instead of simply 

eliminating pornographic images. Twitter covers the images in an interstitial – the 

images are blurred out and require the consent of the viewer to see. By default, 

Twitter’s search options prevent sensitive materials from appearing in search 

results, and recently, even accessing porn on Twitter through Google (without 

creating a Twitter account) makes access to porn videos and images there difficult. 

Usually, sensitive tweets that contain only text are not covered by this algorithm, 

although the use of Tagalog or other local languages in the alter community may 

contribute to this circumvention of the algorithm. The interstitial signifies that a 

user is about to venture into a part of this ghettoized network. These interstitials 

practically serve as boundaries that signify one’s entry to a restricted area. Twitter 

has turned crossing the boundary into some sort of ritual whereby accepting to see 

sensitive media allows one to peek (not necessarily gain membership) inside the 

ghetto. It is ritualistic because performing a certain action confers status to an 

ordinary user as this ordinary user becomes an insider. 

 

Discussion and conclusion – The ghettoization of the alter community and gay 

sexual politics 

 Twitter is not necessarily an anti-gay space. As one of the few mainstream 

platforms that allow pornographic media, non-heterosexual individuals frequent 

Twitter (like the case of Tumblr before. See Jones, 2020 and Duguay, 2018) to 

watch pornographic videos, find friends, and build a community. Indeed, Twitter is 
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home to many homophilic publics and counterpublics similar to the alter 

community, such as the lesbian alter and the Black Twitter. Twitter and other social 

media platforms have proven to be important platforms in advancing the political 

and civic participation of LGBTQ people (e.g., Soriano, 2014). Many scholars have 

heralded and celebrated the emancipatory capacities of the internet, especially in 

making non-heterosexual bodies, practices, and narratives visible (e.g., Jacobs, 

2007; DeGenevieve, 2007; Jones, 2020). The segregation of the alter community, 

while not anti-gay per se, has significant implications in shaping what kinds of gay 

representations are accessible and visible. 

Can ghettoization be a positive affordance of Twitter? The answer must be 

grounded on the context and situation the user faces at a given time. As I have 

shown in Chapter 4, the alter community allow gay men to manage unwanted 

attention (or intrusion from their friends and family) that can interfere in their 

activities in the alter community. The added security in the alter community allow 

gay men not only to camouflage themselves (Jones, 2020), but to effectively hide 

themselves from people they wish to keep out. Thanks to Twitter’s sensitive media 

policy, gay men can keep a space that is free and safe from judgment, moralizing, 

and surveillance levelled on them by the heterosexual regime. The combination of 

relative anonymity and safety settings allow gay men to conceal their virtual lives. 

Yet, the same policies, discursively, work against the visibility of gay sexual 

bodies and queer people’s social, cultural, and political integration. In the 

Philippines, gay bodies and sexual practices are rarely visible in mainstream media 

spaces. Here, I refer to television, mainstream or commercial films, and social 

media platforms. There are gay representations in these venues for sure. These 

platforms feature bakla or gay men, but they are often desexualized or ridiculed. 
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Even if they are allowed to have sexual or intimate contact, this will be in the form 

of intense gazes or passing touches. Even kissing scenes were cut off in any event 

that gay romance was portrayed in television or films. This is the case with the 

Filipino drama My Husband’s Lover (GMA Network, 2013) where the only kissing 

scene between the two gay protagonists were cut and was released on YouTube. 

More recently, Filipino boys love dramas and have been making rounds on social 

media platforms like YouTube. Popular productions such as Hello Stranger (Black 

Sheep Productions, 2020), produced by a subsidiary of the media conglomerate 

ABS-CBN. In the web series, the protagonists Xavier (Tony Labrusca) and Mico 

(JC Alcantara) experienced romantic and sexual tensions related to their sexuality. 

Due to the series’ popularity, it was made into a film, which was released 

internationally as part of various LGBTQ film festivals. In its Hong Kong screening 

in 2021 as part of the city’s Gay and Lesbian Film Fest, the film was received 

warmly and enthusiastically by the viewers. While there was no gay sex in the film, 

it nevertheless explored the nuances of gay relationships in the Philippines, and the 

film ended in a kissing scene. 

 Twitter does not necessarily ban gay kissing scenes, and various examples 

of gay kissing scenes from boys love dramas or popular gay films are widely 

available on Twitter. A cursory search for videos on Twitter yields uncensored 

kissing scenes, except in cases where the video owners flagged the content as 

sensitive. Even more daring kissing scenes such as shots of two men kissing 

passionately while shirtless in bed are not flagged by Twitter. What gets allowed 

on Twitter’s more visible and accessible areas, therefore, are sanitized and intimate 

scenes that, while suggesting sexual tension, does not directly depict sexual 
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activities. Here, it must be noted that Twitter does not have a clearly defined 

definition of what counts as pornographic and sensitive media. 

 While the same is true with heterosexual videos, this regulation and 

algorithmic outcome have a different impact on gay sexual politics. In banning 

sexual imagery within the more accessible areas of Twitter, the platform regulates 

what kind of gay identity, gay bodies, and gay intimacies are acceptable for public 

consumption. The platform hides these pornographic videos and with them the 

trove of narratives that explore how ordinary gay people experience and feel their 

sexuality. To recall, once a profile owner flags their profiles as sensitive, most of 

their content will be inaccessible to the general public. These pornographic 

representations and intimate narratives have powerful discursive potential to 

challenge the mainstream notions of sexuality and aid the visibility of diverse 

sexual bodies. In its wholesale attempt to regulate pornographic content in its 

spaces, Twitter limits the conversations and discussions gay men can generate in 

having conversations with the larger Twittersphere. As I have shown in the previous 

chapters, a pornographer’s profile is diverse, and their activities are not just about 

posting pornographic materials. This thesis shows that they are out to find friends 

or to express their identity. Twitter’s algorithms and features prevent almost all the 

content of the sensitive media profiles from crossing over to the unrestricted 

segments of Twitter, which potentially hinders the free exchange of ideas that 

Twitter is supposed to champion. 

 This is where the situation gets more problematic. Twitter’s blanket 

regulation of tweets from pornographers limits the reach of their expressions. Gay 

pornographers can tweet, and they can share various narratives, but most of their 

tweets and narratives are relegated to Twitter’s sensitive media areas where they 
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are usually accessed only by other gay men. This is not necessarily bad per se. What 

I find problematic is that in protecting the sensibilities of people who do not want 

to see sexual media, Twitter also relegates sexual discourses and knowledge 

production to areas where they really cannot challenge the prevailing notions on 

sexuality and the dominant attitudes towards queer identities. The policy clips the 

discursive potential of pornography and the narratives of gay sexuality and their 

potential to form counterpublics that can diversify our notions of sexuality. In 

hiding these pornographic media and narratives of sexuality, Twitter prescribes 

how gay men can be visible and how they can be accepted to be seen in the public. 

It hides the images and narratives that spell out the most crucial difference gay men 

have from other sexual identities – that of their sexual practices.  

 This chapter suggests that gay men are ghettoized through Twitter’s 

sensitive media policy. While gay men can still be visible within the larger 

Twittersphere, how they can express their sexuality or their mode of visibility is 

limited by Twitter’s algorithms and policies. In protecting the prevailing anti-sex 

discourse by liberalizing it, Twitter essentially relegates gay pornographers to 

inaccessible areas of the platform where any of their expressions are filtered by the 

algorithm, never to mix with the more sanitized and socially acceptable expressions 

of selfhood and sexuality. In granting gay pornographers the choice to express their 

sexual practices on Twitter, the platform restricts the reach of their tweets. This 

potentially clips the discursive power and potentials not only of pornography but of 

the narratives of gay pornographers about their sexuality from challenging the 

traditional notions of sexuality. 

 During the course of my interview, my participants revealed to me that they 

do not regularly access the alter community and that they maintain separate profiles 
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for their non-sexual needs. In one case, Benjie did not reply for more than a week 

because he was away from Manila with his boyfriend and therefore, he set aside his 

use of the alter community. As I mentioned before also, gay men’s access to the 

alter community is punctuated by long pauses. The alter community, therefore, is a 

space of immediacy which is only when moments of sexual urges arise. Langarita-

Adiego’s (2017) notion of immediacy comes useful here. He argues that sex-

seeking spaces, such as cruising spots, are translocal in nature. These places, such 

as public bathrooms or parks, are only accessed when one experiences sexual urges, 

hence immediacy. People do not regularly inhabit or linger in these spaces. People 

simply come to find sex and go after they fulfilled their objectives. One’s access to 

and engagements with these places depend on their own sexual needs. Some may 

find these public spots thrilling, while others may be spooked out by them and never 

return. These places are translocal because they don’t have to be fixed in a specific 

geographic place. As Langarita-Adiego (2017) and Kong (2018) note, any 

bathroom, or by extension any public space that meets the standard of an ideal 

cruising spot (i.e., the lack of surveillance) can be considered a cruising spot. 

Therefore, there may be multiple cruising spots co-existing all at once, or they may 

not exist at a given time, only to materialize when the need and material conditions 

arise.  

This translocalness contributes to the nomadic nature of these virtual 

communities which can collapse and emerge on different platforms. As I discussed 

in Chapter 3, pornographers and their followers experience a nomadic existence 

because of the various structural and personal conditions that allow or prohibit 

pornography. Nor is the alter community the only virtual community of 

pornographers. While these are outside the scope of my research, platforms such as 
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OnlyFans, JustForFans, and Telegram all have their own virtual communities of 

gay pornographers. Yet, despite all the benefits gay men experience or gain from 

going to the alter community, their access is not always consistent as it relies on 

their own sexual needs at a given time.  

 What kind of ghettoization can we glean from here? Ghettoization may not 

be an outright banning of gay men from public spaces or the public sphere. Rather, 

ghettoization in the virtual realm comes in the form of prescribing what kinds of 

bodies are considered acceptable for public consumption. In relegating not only 

pornography but entire profiles of people who dabble with pornography, Twitter 

restricts the ways these pornographers can engage and challenge the dominant 

discourses on sexuality. This matters much to gay men, as it is their sexuality and 

sexual practices that spell their basic difference from heterosexuals. Bodies or 

individuals that choose to express their sexual practices have their reach and 

discursive power greatly reduced by the platform. Ghettoization, then, is selective 

and algorithmic segregation of individuals that confines them to “secure” areas of 

the platform where they bear the marks of being regulated, obscene, and unfit for 

public consumption. While this is true for all forms of allowable pornographies on 

Twitter, this has an exponential impact on gay men and other queer individuals 

whose main difference lies with their sexual practices and inclinations. 

Pornography remains a powerful tool for expressing these practices. As this thesis 

has shown, pornography is at the center of how gay men learn about gay sexual 

knowledge and how they socialize with other gay men. Thus, in taking away 

pornography, or in regulating how gay bodies and identities can be expressed, 

Twitter also limits how gay men can behave or socialize in public and relegates the 
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circulation of affect and construction of gay knowledge to inaccessible areas of the 

platform. 

 Hence, Twitter’s ghettoization of sexual bodies arises from two 

fundamental contradictions. On the one hand, Twitter claims a liberal attitude 

towards sexuality by allowing pornography. On the other hand, its rhetoric and 

actual operationalization of sensitive media policy reinstate conservative attitudes 

on sexuality. In limiting the reach of pornography, Twitter marks these videos, and 

therefore sexual bodies, as something unfit for public consumption. In gay sexual 

politics, this means that Twitter prescribes normative and acceptable sexual bodies. 

This matters most to gay men and queer individuals where pornography represents 

a democratization of sexual tastes and desires. The limitations Twitter imposes 

segregate gay men and their pornographic content in separate virtual spaces which 

prohibits the visibility and discursive potentials of gay sexual bodies. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

This thesis tells varied narratives of lived experiences of gay men in the 

Philippines and their relationship with pornography. In this context, it argues that 

pornography is not a purveyor of immorality or sexual excesses, but a medium that 

facilitates the construction of the sexual self, collective arousal, and processing of 

painful emotions. The thesis provides personal accounts, narratives, and 

descriptions of the alter community as an affective, sexual, and social space from 

the perspective of its users. By interviewing gay pornographers and observing how 

their interactions are enabled and constrained by Twitter, this research provides an 

engaged and detailed account of how the alter community functions as a porn 

network and economy. It also details how gay men make sense of the alter 

community as an affective, sexual, social, and virtual space. The nuances of this 

research’s findings, including pornography’s role in self-actualization, construction 

of the self, and facilitating a complex web of affect and emotions, as well as the 

symbolic meanings pornographers attach to the features of Twitter, would be 

difficult to find out without using an ethnographic approach. This research thus 

provides an account of how gay men negotiate their sexuality within the bounds of 

Twitter as a particular technological platform.  

The overarching argument of this thesis is that pornography and online 

platforms serve as tools for gay men to retain their integration in society by 

constructing an alternative, anonymous online self that they use to perform their 

sexuality. As much as the alter community is about free expression and self-

actualization, it is also about managing their individual selves and sexuality so they 

can continue performing their roles in the offline world. This is fundamentally 
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different from the Western theories that privilege individual agency, freedom of 

speech, and individual choice. This research shows that gay men use online 

platforms to seek a sense of belonging and fulfillment while preserving their roles 

and position in a patriarchal and heteronormative society. The thesis offers four 

essential arguments. First, the alter community is an important site where gay men 

enact self-actualization. Living closeted and dual lives, the alter community extends 

opportunities for self-realization / -actualization, socialization, and sexual arousal. 

These are opportunities not easily available outside the virtual. At the same time, 

these emotions and feelings associated with making and consuming pornography 

are associated with achieving or performing homonormative masculinity. Thus, 

self-actualization and the associated feelings of emotional relief have disciplinary 

functions that reinforce hegemonic masculine relations among gay men. 

Second, platforms such as Twitter operate using neoliberal logic and thus 

encourage unfettered competition for attention and sustained production of content. 

These are all instituted under the guise of freedom of expression and agency. 

Twitter lends itself well to the replication of conditions that prioritizes competition 

for attention and the constant production of new content. In this context, the 

operation of neoliberalism leads to the increased visibility of homonormative gay 

masculinities. Neoliberal dynamics render digital content and the affects they foster 

ephemeral as algorithms push older content out of the more visible and accessible 

areas of the platform. These algorithmic outcomes, or the institutionalization of the 

new over the old, exploit the long-standing affective, social, and sexual needs of 

gay men. At the center of the production and consumption of gay amateur porn are 

all these unresolved tensions and the need for attention and affection that gay men 

continue to suffer from. The marketization of affect, bodies, and attention 
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jeopardizes the purported authenticity and genuineness of gay men’s way of 

representing themselves. In imbibing an aura of authenticity, amateur porn videos 

can naturalize homonormative conceptions of sexuality and masculinity 

Third, the particular porn aesthetics found in the alter community arises 

from the physical body’s sense of shame and propriety manifest through the use of 

anonymity. Anonymity allows gay men to negotiate between their private sexual 

lives and their public persona. In looking at anonymity through the lens of hiya, this 

thesis argues that socially defined roles and the fulfillment of these roles are more 

important than the expression of individual desires. Hiya highlights the constitution 

of the individual as part of a larger social unit and one’s place in it. Thus, sexual 

identity must be managed, even suppressed, so that one can continually participate 

in the different facets of social life. Furthermore, engaging hiya tells us that 

masculinity and the relationships it engenders are rooted in the performance of 

social roles, contrary to the claims made by the scholars of hegemonic masculinity 

in the west that examines individual characteristics and identities. 

Lastly, the segregation or ghettoization of gay pornographers on Twitter 

emerges from both self-imposed segregation and from Twitter’s algorithmic 

methods of excluding gay pornographers from the public sphere. Like the physical 

and material ghettos, enclaves such as the alter community are restricted by 

invisible but tangible algorithms that limit these bodies’ visibility. Because of the 

blanket restrictions of Twitter on all content shared or uploaded by a pornographer, 

these dynamics hinder the advancement of meaningful discourses and narratives 

about sexuality. While ghettoization allows for the (re)production of knowledge 

about gay sexuality, it also creates the conditions conducive to the reproduction of 

heteronormative sexual knowledge within the larger Twittersphere.   
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The politics, potential, and limitations of the alter community as an 

affective, sexual, technological, and social space are tied to Twitter’s affordances, 

sociocultural understandings of sexuality, and individual agency. Twitter’s features 

and algorithms sustain the production of pornographic content by rendering tweets 

ephemeral. Through the metrification of social engagement, Twitter renders 

pornography into an affective text that cultivates particular kinds of socialization 

and feelings. These potentialities and capacities of Twitter are very symbolic, given 

the affective and semiotic investments people make to this platform and network. 

To them, the alter community represents an alternative possibility wherein they can 

assume limited autonomy to express their sexuality. 

Yet, this economy of sexual bodies and desires is limited by the same 

algorithms that enable it. These algorithms and codes restrict how these bodies and 

desires can be projected and mediated. Twitter promotes or institutionalizes 

normative kinds of sexual behavior and bodies by maintaining an opaque reporting 

mechanism. Twitter can censure, ban, and erase tweets and users that receive 

complaints from other users without giving full and due explanation to the affected 

parties. Moreover, Twitter actively limits who has access to these pornographic 

images. In maintaining an unassailable power over these sexual bodies, Twitter 

imposes control over the prevailing moral discourse that it permits within the 

platform. In obscuring, limiting, and censuring sexual bodies, Twitter maintains a 

conservative discourse wherein sexuality can only be expressed and discussed 

within private, obscure, and controlled places. It reinforces a discourse that values 

the regulation and control over human bodies and sexualities, and this discourse is 

manifested algorithmically. While Twitter is considered more liberal because it 

nonetheless allows pornographic content, its attitude towards pornography 
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reinforces the view that pornography is an obscenity and places it within the same 

plane as other “sensitive” content such as graphic violence.  

Throughout the pages of this thesis, there is plenty of evidence – narratives, 

interviews, observations, and online postings – that show how gay men prioritize 

society and others before their individual desires. As the previous chapters show, 

social media extends beyond the realization of individual desires. To clarify, I am 

not dismissing self-expression as a legitimate and empowering function of online 

platforms. This thesis offers plenty of evidence that the alter community, like other 

online platforms and communities, is a fertile ground for the realization and 

expression of subdued sexual desires. It does not contradict the earlier assertions of 

the literature that the presentation of the idealized, curated, or repressed self is one 

of the aspects of these online platforms. These online platforms can indeed facilitate 

emotional relief and a sense of belonging to their users. But how can we think 

beyond and enrich these findings that focus on the relationship between individual 

desires and online media platforms? 

 Of course, most of the literature on Western platforms, whether it’s social 

media or video sharing, concerns the (neo)liberal democratic values it embodies 

(Jenkins, 2006; see Chan, 2021). This means that pornography is framed as a matter 

of rights, specifically that of free speech. Platforms are appraised in their capacity 

to facilitate or hinder free speech. Twitter is certainly lax in terms of explicit media. 

Traditionally labeled as obscene media, pornography thrives on Twitter. The 

platform allows users to upload porn in the name of free speech and an untrammeled 

exchange of ideas. In allowing pornography in its spaces, Twitter recognizes the 

discursive potential and value of pornography. As this thesis shows (i.e., Chapters 

2 and 3), the neoliberal dynamics institutionalized by Twitter through its design and 
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algorithm have significant implications on how and why gay men represent 

themselves through pornography. In general, the current debates on pornography as 

a matter of free speech (e.g., Twitter, 2019; Levin, 2014; Cannon, 1996), morality 

(e.g., Dines, 2010), or technology, visibility, and aesthetics (e.g., Jacobs, 2007; 

Hester et al., 2015) often miss the questions of the value of pornography to the 

everyday lives of the amateur pornographers who make them. These debates skip 

the questions about gay men’s motivation for doing pornography and how they 

negotiate with the features and limitations of Twitter in expressing their sexuality. 

More importantly, this thesis examines the cultural logic behind these pornographic 

expressions on Twitter. In examining the motivations of gay men vis-à-vis the 

technical features of Twitter and the sociocultural understandings of masculinity, 

this thesis offers an explanation of the nature and contours of gay masculinity 

outside the Western context. 

 This thesis argues that instead of solely an instrument for self-expression 

that reflects authentic or idealized desires, online platforms are venues for the 

management of the self. What this means is that for the gay pornographers, online 

denizens, and lurkers of the alter community, the platform allows them to control 

their sexual desires in a way that allows them to participate in the society’s social, 

cultural, political, economic, and domestic life. These platforms allow gay men to 

oscillate between their repressed desires on the one hand and the performance of 

socially acceptable sexuality on the other. How gay men oscillate between the 

performance of gay and straight masculinities depends on the specific social 

situations and individual desires gay men face at any given moment. It may not be 

correct to say that gay men’s access to these platforms is inconsistent. Rather, this 

thesis shows that gay men’s access to these platforms depends on whether they need 
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to access them at a given point in time. At times, they may not visit the alter 

community because they are with their family, or they may simply not have the 

sexual desire to watch pornography. Sometimes, their sexual desires are too much 

that they can only be relieved by having sex, an objective that can be more quickly 

resolved by sex-seeking apps such as Grindr. Twitter may be one of these 

“generalist” platforms – a versatile, all-in-one online tool that combines various 

functions and features that can be reshaped for various purposes – but it is not 

always the most effective platform to seek sex or find romantic partners. It also 

means that their access is intermittent, mainly because of material considerations 

and the current wants or needs of individual users. 

 This thesis only covers one platform – the alter community – that is used by 

gay men in negotiating their sexuality. In reality, the mediation of gay men’s 

sexuality is spread across a media landscape where individual apps cater to the 

distinct needs and objectives of their users. Designs matter in shaping and 

influencing how gay men express themselves sexually. Pornography on Twitter is 

possible only because the platform allows it to happen. How gay men represent 

themselves online is largely dependent on the specific platform’s design. While 

other apps like Grindr do not generally allow users to publicly post pornographic 

materials, its features as a geosocial app make it more conducive to facilitating other 

kinds of interactions. In negotiating their sexuality, gay men rely on an entire 

landscape of sex media. This thesis argues that what kinds of apps gay men use, 

and how they use these apps depends on the particular social setting and individual 

desires they are facing at a given moment. Gay men’s connection and engagement 

with these applications are always in flux, wrought by ever-changing social 

contexts and individual desires. The interpenetration between the online and the 
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offline is very pronounced in the economies of pornographic texts on Twitter. The 

online lives of gay men are not entirely separate from their offline realities. Rather, 

the intricacies and trajectories these online pornographic representations experience 

are reflections of social, affective, political, and erotic realities gay men confront in 

their offline lives. As this thesis shows, the kinds of interaction and representations 

that emerge in the alter community are informed by gay men’s concerns outside 

Twitter – their family, friends, workplace, and other sorts of relationships in the 

offline world. 

By way of conclusion, I wish to engage more closely with the broader 

findings of this work. I will offer a more nuanced explanation of what the alter 

community is. Veering away from the oversimplification attributed by the media 

and the scant scholarly attention the alter community has received so far, the 

following discussion will sum up what the alter community is in the context of 

affect, technology, and masculinity. 

 

The alter community reconsidered 

It will be erroneous at this point to talk about the alter community simply as 

a trading space for amateur porn as what mainstream media reports reduce it to 

(e.g., Punongbayan, 2017). The alter community is firstly a space for becoming, as 

gay men have to construct a version of themselves that they repress. It is a space 

where they express their repressed desires and build a version of themselves 

consistent with their sexual desires or their vision of an ideal self. Through these 

virtual avatars, profiles, and porn videos, gay men can inhabit a virtual 

representation of themselves that are more consistent with their internal, private, 

and personal considerations of how they should be. As a space for seeking sex, 
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expressing sexuality, and inhabiting a virtual sexual body, the alter community is 

ultimately a space for self-actualization, a possibility that is difficult to realize 

outside the bounds of Twitter. 

Secondly, the alter community is an emotive and affective space. In the alter 

community, gay men negotiate with their painful feelings of homophobia by telling 

their stories to a community that shares these kinds of experiences. These 

interactions are made possible and are constructed around gay pornography. The 

alter community in some ways challenges the traditional ontological status of 

pornography. Twitter invests in pornography the capacity to build publics based on 

shared sexual desires, tastes, and experiences of oppression and repression. In this 

sense, the alter community is a space where various affects and emotions flow 

through and around pornography and the sexual narratives of its users. Through 

shared interests in pornography, gay men can belong in publics where they can 

process their painful feelings arising from their encounters with homophobia and 

the maintenance of two opposing sexual orientations. 

Thirdly, the alter community is a distinct sexual economy whose unique 

dynamics are shaped by Twitter’s affordances and features. Twitter, at first, is an 

unassuming space for porn networks. However, Twitter is one of the few 

mainstream social media platforms that allow pornographic works in its spaces. Its 

features, such as its strict limitations on the number of characters or length of videos 

in tweets, and its constantly updating newsfeed, are both constraints and 

opportunities for new forms and functions of pornography to emerge. These 

features give rise to the serialization of pornography that pornographers use to 

preserve their presence in their followers’ newsfeeds which gives priority to newer 

content. Moreover, the metrification and quantification of social engagement on 
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Twitter drive what kinds of pornography and what modes of gay sexuality are 

popular and acceptable in the alter community.  

Yet, as a technological platform, Twitter operates under a neoliberal 

paradigm that enforces competition for attention under the banner of individual 

freedom. While the alter community can be an empowering environment for some 

gay men, allowing them to express their sexuality, the community itself may not be 

conducive to the materialization of diverse sexualities. One reason is that the 

quantification or metrification of social engagement in the alter community 

lubricates the popularization of homonormativity. It is easy to reduce the alter 

community to some form of popularity contest, but as this thesis shows, gay men’s 

motivation for making porn is more than just being popular. To them, the numbers 

provided by Twitter represent acceptance and validation of their sexuality. Yet, to 

experience acceptance and validation, gay men in the alter community strategize 

their activities to maximize their social engagement. This strategizing includes 

projecting homonormative characteristics that other gay men find attractive. Having 

experienced a life of alienation (from other gay men and their own sexuality), the 

prospect of finding an accepting community is irresistible and even life-changing. 

These dynamics, however, are conducive to the endurance of homonormative ideals 

as gay men perform these in search of higher social engagement. 

Furthermore, the alter community is not a fixed nor (?) ever-growing 

community. It is a community that is constantly being organized and reorganized 

according to Twitter’s policies and the users’ commitment to it. While there is no 

definite number that can give a precise scale of the alter community, its membership 

is constantly changing, owing to the users’ degree of activity and commitment, and 

to Twitter’s indiscriminate cessation of accounts that it suspects are violating its 
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policies. In this regard, I consider the alter community as a virtual space operating 

through the concept of “immediacy” (Langarita-Adiego, 2019, p. 1262). It is only 

accessed in times of sexual urgency and when specific material and privacy 

conditions are met. Its membership is not fixed, and the users’ commitment to it is 

always in flux. 

In the preceding chapters, I argued that the alter community is an important 

venue for the construction of the sexual self. I discussed not only how gay men 

negotiate their sexuality through the available tools afforded by Twitter, but also 

the sociocultural understandings of selfhood, propriety, masculinity, and sexuality 

that are amplified in the alter community. There are, of course, pockets of resistance 

where we can see more inclusive forms of masculinity and queer sexuality are 

performed. Largely, however, the dynamics within the alter community lend 

themselves well to the prevalence of homonormativity and hegemonic masculinity. 

There are some points that, I argue, support this. 

Many gay pornographers in the alter community were closeted for most of 

their lives, even during their time in the alter community. A common theme that 

runs in their lives is that of alienation, or a sense of separation from their authentic 

sexuality (i.e., same-sex desires). Many, such as Gabriel, only belatedly learn more 

about their sexuality through different kinds of pornography. Most of these sexual 

explorations are done in secret and are often mediated. I do not wish to imply that 

the members of the alter community actively promote hegemonic masculine or 

homonormative understandings of sexuality. Rather, the performance of 

homonormative sexuality through pornography reflects how gay men in the 

Philippines learn about gay sexuality. 
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Broadly, the repression of homosexuality is sometimes brought about by the 

necessity of performing social (mostly financial) obligations. In a place where 

heterosexuality and patriarchy are the norms, gay men are forced to hide, even 

disavow their sexuality so they can continuously perform the social obligations 

expected of them. They carry the legacy of their families (e.g., Ronald), take care 

of the family’s material needs (e.g., Gabriel), or simply comport themselves 

according to what constitutes a “respectable” man (e.g., Jerry). Thus, the alter 

community and in general, the repression of homosexuality is a manifestation of 

how the preservation of the society (including one’s place or station in the society) 

and social life comes before the fulfillment of the individual desires. In a way, the 

alter community functions to sustain this status quo by providing a safe space where 

gay men can express homosexuality without affecting the performance of their 

social obligations. This way, the notion of safe space gains another meaning. Safety 

here does not just pertain to the lack of discrimination within the alter community. 

As this thesis has shown, there are pockets of discrimination within the alter 

community, and this is mostly directed toward gay men who do not exhibit 

acceptable behaviors. Safety, in this sense, refers to the disavowal of homosexuality 

so that gay men can manage their sexuality and they can continue functioning 

within a heterosexual and neoliberal capitalistic paradigm. This is not so much 

about gay men attempting to protect their privilege. Rather, it is about how the 

heterosexual and neoliberal capitalist regime protects itself from the emergence of 

new forms of sexualities. Sexuality, then, is just a part of oneself, a component to 

be managed and even performed. Sexuality, in this context, does not determine the 

totality of one’s identity and actions but is a component that must be managed so 

one can continue functioning within an established social order.  
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Hegemonic masculinity and sex roles in Asia 

 In a symposium I attended last December entitled Queer Cultures in Digital 

Asia organized by The Chinese University of Hong Kong, the speakers in our panel 

were asked the question, “What does queer sexuality look like in Asia?” The 

speakers took the time to consider such a “big” question. It was a question that was 

not particularly addressed during the panel discussion, but one that I want to attend 

to and develop as I end my thesis. 

 In the conventional or western conceptions of sexuality, sexuality is 

conceived within the regime of the individual agency and freedom of speech. 

Sexuality is a matter of how the individual expresses themselves sexually and how 

they relate to others. It has been invariably framed as a matter of individual choice, 

lifestyle, biological make-up, or impact of structural or environmental conditions 

on the individual. Within (neo)liberal democracies and within the global LGBT 

movement, sexuality is framed as a matter of individual rights. Therefore, the 

prevailing discourse on sex positions it as something that must be accommodated 

by the society and the state through the introduction of various reforms that will 

facilitate the integration of sexual minorities in society. In a utopian sense, the 

society and the state shall be managed to ensure that different genders, sexualities, 

class, race, and ethnicities are accorded the same degree of legal protection and 

privilege.  

 Yet, while I have argued in this thesis that under the neoliberal regime, 

happiness and pleasure come as the responsibility of the individual, this particular 

performance of sexuality illustrates how sexuality and the individual are subsumed 

under society. Social norms and obligations and the coherence of the nuclear family 

are still the priority of many gay men in the alter community. The alter community 
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and the performance of amateur porn there signifies how the management of the 

self and one’s sexuality preserves existing social relations and hierarchies. This is 

not to say that gay men in the alter community project distinct kinds of gay 

masculinity to preserve their privilege in the material world. Rather, the threat of 

homophobia and all its material, affective, and tangible effects compel gay men to 

manage their sexuality so they can perform their social obligations. Sexuality is 

subsumed under society, societal obligations, and social relationships, much like 

how the individual is always subsumed under society in many Asian cultures. This 

is not to say that individual feelings and desires are not important. The alter 

community, after all, is a safe outlet for the expression of these feelings and desires. 

The alter community, thus, emerged as a result of this need to manage gay men’s 

sexuality. Sexuality and masculinity are shaped by social obligations and 

expectations and are always construed according to configurations of social 

relationships and roles.  

Thus, this thesis argues that contrary to the arguments advanced by the 

thinkers of hegemonic masculinity (Carrigan, Connell, & Lee, 1985; Connell & 

Messerschmidt, 2005), gender roles continue to play an important role in the 

shaping of different kinds of masculinity. Gay masculinities and their relationships 

with women, other gay men, and heterosexual men are all shaped by how gay men 

perform masculine social roles. Men are expected to preserve their social status and 

fulfill their social duties. Failure to do so usually translates to changes in status and 

therefore, their relationship with other men and with women. As much as 

masculinities are defined by their relationship with women and with other men, 

masculinities cannot be reduced to mere markers of class, education, consumption, 

and sexual orientation. The fulfillment of social obligations is still the center of how 
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sexualities are defined and what relationship matrices emerge between sexualities. 

The fulfillment of social obligations and the preservation of social relationships are 

the reasons why communities of self-management such as the alter community 

exist.  

It is precisely through the roles and the performance of these roles within 

the realms of domestic and public life (broadly constituted) that masculinities are 

constituted. Instead of seeing masculinities in terms of racial and economic 

dimensions, this thesis suggests that the vertical relationship between men is 

organized around the performance of masculine social roles. In this context, then, 

hegemonic masculinity is constructed and organized not only in terms of material 

wealth, conspicuous consumption, and physical properties of men. Rather, roles 

become an organizing and structuring force that commands the ranks of 

masculinity. 

Most studies look at the regulation of sexuality and masculinity in terms of 

the nation-state’s control over sexual rights and discourse (see Richardson, 2017). 

As Richardson (2017) suggests, the nation-state’s perspective on sexuality centers 

on heterosexuality, invariably benefitting heterosexuals and excluding sexual 

minorities. In the context of the Philippines, however, there was no real attempt to 

criminalize non-conformity to heterosexuality, so speaking about the state’s overt 

efforts to control sexuality may be difficult. That is not to say that the Philippine 

state never attempted to control sexuality. State control can be gleaned through what 

it does and what it does not. In its ambivalence towards homo- and queer sexuality, 

the Philippine state fails to provide adequate legal protection and rights to queer 

individuals.  
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The word “alter” in the alter community itself denotes the duality of 

identities among gay men. Coming from the word “alternative”, “alter” can mean 

“another possibility”, a truly queer reality where gay men can be themselves 

without judgment or threat of discrimination. Ideally, the alter community is a safe 

space, a network where we can witness and appreciate the diversity of gay 

masculinities and sexualities in the Philippine context. This “other possibility” can 

mean a community without hierarchies among gay men. It can be a reality where 

there is no “better” or “more desirable” kind of gay man. The “alternative” can be 

a utopian imagination where virtual communities can be a place for purely authentic 

expressions. 

Yet, “alternative” can also mean “proxy” or “substitute”, a replacement to a 

more desirable, powerful, and more “real” original. In this sense, “alternative” 

denotes some form of organization where the alternative self exists outside the 

bounds of a specific cultural, political, economic, and social system. While 

“alternative” can mean the availability of choices, these choices are nevertheless 

vertically organized where one is selected over the other. It signifies a process of 

stratification of the self wherein the innermost desires are repressed in favor of the 

performance of an outward, socially acceptable self. The substitute to this public, 

heterosexual-looking self is a virtual avatar or profile whose affective and erotic 

affordances are enabled and constrained by technological platforms. These 

platforms are not divorced from material realities, and the dynamics of interactions 

and the aesthetics of pornography in the alter community is shaped by the 

continuing interpenetration between the material and the virtual.  

The performance of these pre-established roles is vital to the emergence of 

homonormative gay masculinities in the Philippines. Rather than seeing hegemonic 
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masculinities as a set of relationships based on markers like class and race, I propose 

that culturally specific forms of hegemonic masculinity incorporate gendered roles 

in the constitution of masculinity. In line with Diane Richardson’s (2017) claim on 

sexual citizenship, the social exclusion of homosexual individuals rests not only on 

sexuality per se, but on their inability to function within a given political, social, 

and cultural system. In the case of the Philippines and to some extent, the different 

cultures in Southeast and East Asia, the management of sexuality sheds light on the 

enduring importance of clearly defined gendered roles in how society functions. 

For gay men, these roles extend far beyond the performance of financial duties (see 

Tan, 1995, or the case of Gabriel) and into the realm of reproduction and ensuring 

their family’s unity and reputation (see the case of Ronald). Thus, in this context, 

gay men’s relationships with society and with other men rest on the performance of 

the traditional gendered roles. 

 

Pockets of resistance 

There are glimmers of hope within the alter community and reasons to 

believe that there are spaces for more egalitarian and empowering representations 

and expression. In a popular video in the alter community, an effeminate gay man 

was visibly pained by the violent thrusting of his partner. The bottom was not saying 

anything, but the sounds he made resembled groans of pain rather than moans of 

pleasure. The top was holding the phone and captured the suffering of the hapless 

bottom. Many participants in the community, instead of praising the top for his 

strong (and violent) performance of masculinity, were appalled. A common 

comment along the thread was, “Mukhang masakit? ([It] looks painful?)” The 

question, left fleeting and unanswered by anyone in the thread, expresses 
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uncertainty and worry. The video and the tweet stimulate us to think that while 

some gay men glorify huge penises and violent penetrations, these are all but 

performances of masculinity. In reality, perhaps, many gay men do not want to be 

reduced to sexual objects for masculine gay men to toy with. These interactions 

show that sex is not simply about the raw sexual power of men, but the mutual 

enjoyment of both participants. 

Many gay men are also becoming more vocal about issues of rape, 

molestation, and acts of sexual violence. In another video, a group of effeminate 

gay men takes turns in performing oral sex on a drunk young man. Such a scene 

may be in vogue in porn movies, but many alter community members complained 

that the video constitutes rape because the sex being shown was not consensual. It 

does not help that the entire affair is recorded and released on Twitter. Whether the 

scene was staged or not, the video was not well-received by the community. If we 

follow traditional notions of masculinity, this case should not be an issue because 

men are supposed to always find sex agreeable. As Daniel Wight and colleagues 

(1998, p. 319) write, “there is the powerful social understanding that men are sexual 

creatures and that an interest in sex is understandable, even expected.” Traditional 

notions of masculinity lead us to believe that men are naturally inclined to sexual 

activities and are expected to perform; failing to do so is a failure to perform 

masculinity. Such a belief conceals the fact that men are also prone to sexual 

harassment and non-consensual sex is never acceptable. There is hope that gay men 

are being more vocal about sexual ethics and recognize that they, too, can be victims 

of unwanted sexual intrusion.  

These developments tell us that there is hope for more egalitarian sexual 

politics and dynamics. While the alter community presently harkens back to 
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traditional notions on sexuality and gay masculinity, there are opportunities where 

gay men actively carve spaces and produce representations where the affective 

complexities of sex, as well as how it constitutes power relations among gay men, 

can be more fully appreciated. There is still a long way to go for sexual politics in 

the Philippines to be more egalitarian, as shown by the present condition of the alter 

community in the Philippines. 

 

Limitations and future directions 

 As I mentioned in Chapter 1, this thesis is one of the first sustained and 

systematic studies of pornography in the Philippines. While this thesis has made its 

contributions to the fields of media studies, porn studies, Philippine studies, and 

sexuality studies, this thesis has some significant limitations that can be addressed 

by future research. 

 First, as an ethnographic study, this research adopts a perspective developed 

from my interactions with the community members. Ethnography provides rich 

personal and “micro” perspectives that explore the textures and nuances of this 

particular community and culture. Limited by observations, interviews, and 

analysis, this research does not include interviews or data from programmers or 

platform designers. Rather, this research explores how gay pornographers 

experience, interpret and work with platform features and limitations. In other 

words, this thesis is limited to how users negotiate with platform affordances and 

what forms of sociality, porn aesthetics, and identity politics emerge from this 

negotiation. Future research should address how media corporations regulate 

representations of sexuality through algorithms and various platform designs.  
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 Second, this study forms limited fieldwork in one pornographic site, 

namely, the alter community. While this thesis recognizes that porn networks are 

essentially media ecologies composed of interconnected platforms and are shaped 

by individual desires, technological affordances, and local cultures, this work 

nonetheless provides an in-depth analysis of one particular virtual environment. It 

deals with particular kinds of interactions and modalities of making pornography. 

There are many other platforms distinct from, but intimately connected with, the 

alter community with different technological affordances, user motivations, and 

aesthetics and modalities of pornography. For example, many alter community 

members have their JustForFans or OnlyFans account where they welcome 

subscribers who pay monthly subscription fees for livestream sex videos and 

archives of porn videos. Similarly, many Filipino gay pornographers have recently 

developed Telegram channels where they provide paid subscribers lifetime access 

to amateur porn. Many of these telegram channels were built during the COVID-

19 pandemic. These emerging sites can provide valuable insights into the emerging 

forms of sex work and sex practices in the Philippines and Asia and how these 

platforms enable and constrain sex work. Furthermore, these emerging forms of sex 

work contain interesting class and gender dimensions and tensions that can have a 

significant impact on the ethics of sex work and the politics and economics of 

amateur gay sex. 

 Third, this thesis focuses on the alter community, a concept of space that 

only covers Filipino gay men on Twitter. Similar networks of gay amateur 

pornographers on Twitter and other social networking sites are found in different 

local, national, or regional contexts. Ethnography does not lend itself well to the 

generation of generalized perspectives.  In covering more ground and teasing out 
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more generalizable findings, future research can employ comparative methods. 

Comparative methods can shed light on how masculinities are constructed and 

performed in different cultural, political, economic, and technological contexts. The 

alter community is just one of the multitude of platforms used by gay men in 

producing and consuming pornography, and pornography is just one mode of 

performing sexuality. Each platform will have its own sets of affordances that 

influence how sexuality can (or cannot) be performed. Similarly, each of these 

platforms will have its own distinct or unique uses, functions, and dynamics when 

used in different cultural, political, or economic contexts. These nuances and 

differences also warrant scholarly attention. 

 Last but not the least, future work could perhaps be expanded to include 

other sexual identities and orientations. This research has examined how Filipino 

gay men use media technologies and pornography to negotiate their sexuality and, 

in the process, how hegemonic social structure and ideas are reinforced. The same 

questions can probably be applied to other distinct sexual identities. How do they 

use media technologies to negotiate their sexuality and how are relationships among 

their subgroups or hierarchies are organized? 

 What this thesis demonstrates is how gay men negotiate their sexuality 

within a given technological, cultural, and socioeconomic context. Gay masculinity 

is not a monolithic concept. In various contexts, the everyday experiences and the 

sexualized expressions of gay men differ, and even pornography is enabled and 

constrained by a web of structural conditions such as the availability of online 

platforms and the sociocultural norms that inform gender relations and sexual 

practices. As much as this thesis has shown how online platforms regulate and 

control sexual bodies, it also shows that gay pornographers are cognizant of and 
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creative with how to deal with the various structural restrictions that shape their 

sexuality. In the face of technological limitations and restrictive policies of 

platforms and the oppressive social roles that inform the constructions of gay 

masculinity, this thesis shows that these gay men also possess and use their 

creativity when dealing with their sexuality. Indeed, to a certain extent, platforms 

are sites for self-actualization where gay men find the opportunity to divest 

themselves of their heterosexual masks. To many, the alter community and these 

pornographic media are emotional experiences that are nearly impossible to achieve 

outside the realm of the virtual.  

And yet, on a more critical and cautious note, it is also important to stress 

that these platforms can only do so much. This thesis shows, too, that when thinking 

about Asian gay sexuality, the concepts of gender and sex roles and social 

obligation remain essential. The concept of masculinity and masculine politics in 

this context is about one’s relationship and role within the society as much as it is 

about class, sex, and gender. Gay men are torn between their individual desires, 

platform design and affordances, and the gay men’s social obligations as members 

of society. This thesis illustrates how these competing forces inform their 

engagements with the platforms of their choosing. In examining how gay men 

navigate competing structural forces in their quest to understand and express their 

sexuality, this thesis shows how they creatively deal with opportunities and 

challenges that come with living their sexuality. 
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